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Newbigging Pottery, Musselburgh:  
Ceramic Resource Disk 

Introduction and Acknowledgments  
 

 
Introduction 

 

The Newbigging ceramic material, listed and photographed on the 

enclosed disk has been assigned to the National Museums of Scotland 

and was catalogued using accession numbers (FD 2004.1.1 to 507. This 

small and fairly commonplace ceramic assemblage derives from a pottery 

of 19th and early 20th century date. The shards have been divided by 

fabric type, form and decoration into 6 folders and 58 files. The majority 

of the pottery was recovered during a small rescue excavation and salvage 

operation funded by Historic Scotland. Most of the on site work was 

carried out by Alison McIntyre, Alan Radley and the author over a three 

week period at the end of December 1987 and beginning of January 1988.  

 

While carrying out research for a paper on archaeologically derived 

French pottery in Scotland, I visited a number of Scottish Museums 

holding shard collections. To my dismay, I found that the majority were 

storing their ceramic material in a way that makes studying them very 

difficult and extremely time consuming. It was with these problems in 

mind, that I decided while preparing my industrial pottery for archive, to 

produce a number of resource disks as a means of getting all my shard 

evidence for Scottish east coast potteries into the public domain. These 

disks are not intended to be ‘publications’ in the accepted sense and 

should not be seen as such. They are no more than tools for future 

research.  
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The four hundred plus photographs on the Newbigging resource disk 

were taken against a one cm square background in the NMS ceramic 

storeroom, and are certainly not of publication standard. The files were 

created in Microsoft Word. 

 

Members of the NCS may be surprised to find illustrations of Stoneware 

ginger beer bottles along with examples of bone china on their disk, but I 

make no apology for this. My main interest and expertise is centred on 

medieval ceramics and I do not claim to be an authority on all of the 

material on the disk. I would therefore be pleased to have any mistakes 

corrected, or to have other extant examples of possible Newbigging 

manufacture brought to my attention.   

 

Copies of all the documents, sasines, newspapers, etc., used in compiling 

the history of the Newbigging Pottery along with the genealogies of the 

owners has been deposited with Royal Commission on the Ancient and 

Historic Monuments of Scotland. Another set (Box 15) has been 

deposited along with the Newbigging ceramic assemblage in the National 

Museums Scotland Ceramic Store, Leith Custom House. For detailed lists 

of this material, see disk file: 4 Adverts Sasines Publications etc.   

 

In producing this catalogue I have deliberately not produced long 

descriptions of what are known of as the diagnostic features - that is the 

small details on the moulded items such as spouts, handles, and shell 

edging etc, as it is generally accepted that most of the smaller potteries 

simply bought in master moulds as required.  
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At present, all the boxed Newbigging material and some complete 

examples from the Museums collection are housed in the National 

Museums of Scotland Ceramic Store in Leith Custom House. The 

majority of known marked pieces from the Newbigging Pottery are in the 

collections of the National Museums of Scotland, either on display in the 

Museum of Scotland, Chambers Street, Edinburgh (Case SP1), or in their 

Ceramic Store in Leith Custom House. 

 

In excess of 3000 body shards, comprising undecorated bisque and glazed 

white earthenware and hundreds of fragments of unmarked late stoneware 

were discarded by the author after the initial sort. This was mostly 

unstratified material, been dug up by machine and which littered the site.  
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Newbigging: Agate Ware: 

(Box No 10) 
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the number of the Context or Feature in 
the top left hand corner below the National Museums of Scotland number FD 
2004.1.- 
 
Agate wares were made by many potteries in Scotland although they were rarely 
marked, being near the bottom end of the market.  
 
The agate ware recovered from Newbigging was limited to three stratified unglazed 
marbles (Context 7) and almost certainly date to the first quarter of the nineteenth 
century.   
 
(FD 2004.1. 365) 
Context 7 Fabric Colours Glazed Diameter Damaged   Illus. 
Marbles Brown & white No 20mm No   290 

 
Two complete 
marbles, and one 
fragment of unglazed 
Agate Ware marbles. 
The clay is red and 
white, and the marbles 
are between 18 and 20                              
mm. in diameter.  

 
(FD 2004.1. 366) 
Context 7 Fabric Colours Glazed Diameter Damaged   Illus. 
Marbles Brown & white No 18mm No   290 
 
 
(FD 2004.1. 367) 
Context 7 Fabric Colours Glazed Diameter Damaged   Illus. 
Marbles Brown & white No 20mm? Yes   290 
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Newbigging: Black Basalt: 
 

(BOX No 9) 
 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G, and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red have been illustrated below the catalogue entries and 
have associated text. Any illustrations of complete vessels or shards used for 
comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters starting with (A). Moulded 
decoration is given as (MO), Rouletted as (R) and Engine-Turned as (ET). 
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the number of the Context, or Feature, in 
the top left hand corner under the National Museum of Scotland number 
FD 2004. 1.  -   
 
Close ups of all the rouletting used at Newbigging can be seen in Folder, Decorated 
Wares, and File, Rouletted & Engine-Turned.  
 
Scottish ceramics literature is replete with references to back basalt wares. However, 
all the marked examples, and most of the material which I have seen from Scottish 
production sites, are actually examples of later black glazed wares similar in style to 
those from Newbigging. But there is a large fragment (now missing) of a black basalt, 
moulded, London style teapot, which was recovered by the author and Bill Lindsay 
during development work at Portobello. By far the best archaeological evidence for 
the production of black basalt in Scotland is seen in the shards catalogued below. A 
base shard from a black basalt vessel was found by Mr David Harvey while walking 
his dog in a field near to the Newbigging Pottery site. This important fragment has 
REID, presumably for William Reid, impressed on the underside, and has been 
donated to the National Museums of Scotland, Acc No (K.2004.118). See (Illus I, J 
& K).  
 
(FD 2004.1.270) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Coffee pot 10. B (R) No 4 & 24 Black c. 90mm ? ? 199 

 

 

Ten shards, of which nine conjoin to 
form a large fragment of a thrown 
black basalt coffee pot cover. The 
cover is 90mm diameter, and is 
decorated with two horizontal spaced 
bands of rouletting (No 4). between 
these is a broad area of rouletting (No 
24). A small steam hole is beside the 
scar of the missing knop.  
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(FD 2004.1.271) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Teapot 1. B (MO) Black ? ? ? 200 

 
One black basalt shard, decorated 
with a moulded diamond pattern, is 
possibly from the flared neck of a 
teapot.    
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Illus I, J & K, Museums of Scotland: Acc No FD 2004. 19. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A high fired, moulded, Black Basalt basal angle shard from a pedestal base is 
decorated with a band of stylised acanthus leaves and beading. This shard was 
recovered by Mr. David Harvey while walking his dog in a field near the Newbigging 
site. Finished on a lathe, the word REID is impressed on the base. The shard has been 
donated to the National Museums of Scotland and packed in (Box 9) with the other 
shards of Newbigging Black Basalt:  
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Newbigging: Black Glazed Wares: 
 

(BOX No 9) 
 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries, and have 
associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have 
been given identifiable letters starting with A. Moulded decoration is MO, Rouletted 
is R, and Engine-Turned is ET. Close ups of the rouletting used can be seen in 
Folder, Decorated Wares and File, Rouletted & Engine-Turned.  
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the number of the Context or Feature in 
the top left hand corner under the National Museum of Scotland number FD 2004. 1. -   
 
Moulded and rouletted Black Glazed Wares were commonly produced pottery types 
throughout Britain. Examples from a number of Glasgow potteries are known and 
sometimes are marked. These wares are often erroneously referred to in Scottish 
literature as Black Basalt (Kelly 1999, 56). Although the underglaze fabric is mostly 
in shades of red or brown, it may, like basalt, be black, but not as highly fired. Most 
pieces are decorated by rouletting in broad horizontal bands of flower moulding with 
bands of complex rouletting above and below. Evidence for the production of black 
glazed wares at Newbigging is backed up by an 1839 factory billhead which 
promoted the company’s black teapots (Haggarty 1996, 27). A number of 
Newbigging black glazed shards have already been published (ibid fig 40; Haggarty 
& McIntyre 1996, illus 17). For more discussion on black glazed earthenware, see 
under File, Refined Red Earthenware.      
 
 
(FD 2004.1.261) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Tea pot 1. B (MO & R) Brown ? ? ? 190 

 
One dark brown moulded bisque shard from the 
body of a jug or small teapot. This is decorated 
with two spaced horizontal bands of fine (No 4) 
rouletting under the band of flower moulding. 
Between these are broad bands of rouletting 
(24).  
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(FD 2004.1.262) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Tea pot 1. B (MO & R) Black ? ? ? 191 

 
One black moulded bisque shard, 
probably from the body of a teapot. This 
is decorated above the band of flower 
moulding with a fine (No 4) band of 
horizontal rouletting, and a broad band 
of (No 24 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.263) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Tea pot 1. B (MO & R) Brown ? ? ? 192 

 
One dark brown moulded bisque shard 
from the body of a small jug or teapot. 
This is most likely decorated with two 
spaced bands of a fine (No 4) horizontal 
rouletting above and below the band of 
flower moulding. Between these are 
broad bands of (No 24) rouletting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.264) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Tea pot 1. B (MO & R) Black ? ? ? 193 

 
One black moulded bisque shard from the body of a small 
jug or teapot. This is probably decorated with two spaced 
bands of a fine (No 4) horizontal rouletting above and below 
the band of flower moulding. Between these are broad bands 
of (No 24) rouletting.  
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(FD 2004.1.265) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Tea pot 1. B (R) Brown ? ? ? 194 

 
One dark brown moulded bisque shard 
from what may be the shoulder of a 
teapot decorated with two spaced 
bands of fine (No 4) horizontal 
rouletting. Between these is a broad 
band of (No 24) rouletting 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.266) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Tea pot 1. B (R) Brown ? 72mm ? 195 

 
One dark brown moulded bisque shard 
from the basal angle of a small teapot or 
jug, c. 75mm in diameter at the outer foot 
rim. This is decorated on the lower body 
with bands of horizontal rouletting, a fine 
(No 4) and a (No 24). The base has been 
turned outwards. 
 
 

 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.267) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Tea pot 1. B (FT) Brown ? ? ? 196 

 
One dark brown shard from what 
may be a teapot. This is 
decorated with a band of 
horizontal rouletting, (No 26 
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(FD 2004.1.268) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Tea pot 1. B (FT) Brown ? ? ? 197 

 
One small black bisque shard 
decorated by engine turning. 
It is possible that this shard is 
black basalt, but it is not as 
highly fired. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.269) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Teapot 1. B (R) Brown ? ? ? 198 
 

One small, dark brown, moulded and 
turned, bisque rim shard from a teapot:? 
There are indistinct traces of a horizontal 
band of rouletting 17mm below the rim, 
which is rouletted (possibly No 13).   
A Small ball decoration, surmounted by 
other decoration, is evident.  
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Newbigging: Cane Coloured: 

(Box No 10) 
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the number of the (Context of Feature) in 
the top left hand corner below the unique National Museums of Scotland number 
beginning FD 2004. 1. - .  
 
The only shard in a cane coloured fabric from Newbigging is the fragment of a wheel 
thrown, domed, and lathe finished cover from a coffee pot with a flange diameter of c. 
90mm and a probable height without knop of c. 54mm.  
 
(FD 2004.1. 368) 
Context 7 Fabric Colour Glazed Diameter Height Damaged  Illus. 
Coffee Pot Cane  No 90mm? 39mm Yes  291 

 
 
See text above. 
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Newbigging: Rockingham Glaze 

(Box No 10) 
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the number of the (Context of Feature) in 
the top left hand corner below the unique National Museum of Scotland number 
beginning (FD 2004. 1. 1).  
 
Rockingham glaze: A thick sometimes lustrous glaze the colour of which is derived 
from manganese and which can vary light to dark brown. It is thought that it was first 
created at what was later to become known as the ‘Rockingham Pottery’. By the 
nineteen century it was a staple at potteries in all parts of Britain and was certainly 
very commonly used in Scotland on teapots.  
 
The only Rockingham type wares from Newbigging are two conjoining fragment of a 
plain wheel thrown and lathe finished domed teapot cover. It has a flange diameter of 
82mm and a height to the scar of the broken missing knop of 35mm. The steam hole 
is about 8mm from the knop and almost 5mm in diameter. It has been pushed through 
from the top leaving a ragged fragment of clay on the underside. From context 7, it is 
likely to be from the quarter of the 19th century. 
 
(FD 2004.1. 369) 
Context 7 Fabric Colour Glazed Diameter Height Damaged  Illus. 
Coffee Pot Cane  No 90mm? 39mm Yes  292 

 
See text above. 
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Newbigging: Kiln Bricks:  
 

(Box No 6)  
 
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated under the catalogue entries, and 
illustrated shards have associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for 
comparatison purposes have been given identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified 
material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top left hand 
corner below the National Museums of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 

List of marked bricks recovered from the site: 
 
GLENBOI [G]: Impressed (1836- 1950’s/60’s) 
 
PRESTON GRANGE: A firebrick impressed in frog (c1877-1947) 
 
R & G (C): Impressed 
 
BONNYBRIDGE: Impressed (1860-1893) 
 
BANKPARK: Impressed: See below. 
 
[A] RTVERRI [E]: Post 1858. 
 
DYKEHEAD: Impressed (c1920’s –1960’s): Bonnybridge. 
 
HUALL: (1889-1980): Glasgow. 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.90) 
Context Kiln Colour Intact Length Breadth Height Marks Illus 
Brick Buff Yes 242mm 110mm 72mm Stamped 68 

 
One buff coloured firebrick, 
242x110x 72mm in size, 
from the period 2 kiln. It is 
stamped with a cartouche of 
c32 x 85mm, with 

JOHN GRIEVE            
BANKPARK 

FIREBRICKWORKS 
John Grieve’s brickworks 
lay just north of Tranent, 
and was in production from 

the 1860s until the 1890s (Douglas et al 1985, 16), but towards the end of this period, 
the name seen on  bricks changed from John Grieve to J & C Grieve (ibid 44).  
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(FD 2004.1.91) 
Context Kiln Colour Intact Length Breadth Height Marks Illus 
Brick Buff Almost 254mm 120mm 75mm Stamped 69 

 
One buff coloured 
firebrick, 254 x 120x 
75mm in size, from 
the period 2 kiln. It 
is stamped with a 
cartouche of c32 x 
85mm with 
BANKPARK 
This brick was used 
in the kiln wall and 

is burnt at one end. 
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Newbigging: Kiln Furniture:  
 

(Box No 7)  
 

Thrown Rings: Whiteware: Page 2: 
Ring Stilts with Spikes: Whitewares: Page 6:  

Extruded & Hand Formed, Three-Armed Stilts: Whiteware: Page 8: 
Small, Three-Armed Stilts, Hand Made: Whiteware: Page 10:  

Extruded Rods: Whiteware: Page 11: 
Extruded Rods: Grooved: Whiteware: Page 12:  

Extruded Rods:  Redware: Page 13: 
Cockspurs: Whiteware: Page 14: 

Industrially Moulded Three- Armed Stilts: Page 15: 
Ring Stilts: With Drip Trays: Page 16:   

 
 

Most of the fine kiln furniture from the Newbigging site was recovered from the 
spread of grey clay, contexts 7, c200mm thick, which lay up against the east wall of 
the pottery, just south of the north-east kiln, contained in what had probably been a 
workshop. (See introduction page 2) 
 
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries. Illustrated 
shards also have text associated with them. Illustrations of complete vessels used for 
comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified 
material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top left hand 
corner below the National Museums of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
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Thrown Rings: Whiteware: 
 

Only one of the thrown whiteware rings recovered from the Newbigging excavations 
has a tiny smear of glaze on it, which might imply that these were used mainly in 
bisque firings. They can also be broadly divided into two groups, i.e., a plain conical 
one with a base diameter of c65mm, and a taller, almost straight-sided group, 
probably with a base diameter of c40mm. Many of the straight examples have thick 
bodies up to 6mm (illus 77 is 5mm), while most of the conical examples average 3 to 
4mm. 
 
 (FD 2004.1.96) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White Yes 53mm 62mm 30mm No 73 
 
(FD 2004.1.97) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White Restored 60mm 70mm 35mm No 74 
 
(FD 2004.1.98) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White Restored 55mm 62mm 29mm No 75 
 
(FD 2004.1.99) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 2 shards 47mm 50mm 42mm No 76 
 
(FD 2004.1.100) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White Yes 32mm 33mm 35mm No 77 
 
(FD 2004.1.101) 
Context s 7-8 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 3 shards 57mm? 60mm? 31mm No  
 
(FD 2004.1.102) 
Context 8 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 3 shards 55mm? 57mm? 30mm No               
 
(FD 2004.1.103) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 2 shards   31mm No               
 
(FD 2004.1.104) 
Context 8 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 2 shards   29mm No               
 
(FD 2004.1.105) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 1 shards   37mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.106) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 1 shards   30mm No             
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(FD 2004.1.107) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White Yes 55mm 60mm 30mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.108) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 2 shards 44mm 47nn 43mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.109) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard 30mm 35mm 46mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.110) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard   41mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.111) 
Context 8 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 3 shards 44mm 50mm 41mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.112) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 2 shards 50mm 54mm 42mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.113) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard 35mm 35mm 32mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.114) 
Context 8 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard 28mm 28mm 36mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.115) 
Context 8 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard 28mm 28mm 36mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.116) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard 30mm 30mm 41mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.117) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard   42mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.118) 
Context 8 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard  30mm 38mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.119) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard  42mm 38mm No             
 
(FD 2004.1.120) 
Context 8 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard  30mm 38mm No             
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(Illus 73, Context 7, FD 2004.1.96) 

 
One complete, thrown, 
bisque whiteware ring, 
30mm high. It has a base 
diameter of 62, and a rim 
diameter of 53mm. The 
white fabric is tempered with 
fine grits.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 74, Context 7, FD 2004.1.97) 

 
Four bisque shards, which 
conjoin to form a thrown, 
whiteware, ring, 35mm high. 
It has a base diameter of 70, 
and a rim diameter of 60mm. 
The white fabric has been 
tempered with fine grits 
although not as much as 
(illus 73 & 75).   
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 75, Context 7, FD 2004.1.98) 

 
Four bisque shards which 
conjoin to form a thrown 
whiteware ring 29mm high. 
It has a base diameter of 62, 
and a rim diameter of 
55mm. The white fabric has 
been tempered with fine 
grits. 
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(Illus 76, Context 7, FD 2004.1.99) 

 
Two bisque shards, which conjoin to 
form a fragment of a thrown, whiteware, 
ring, 42mm high. It has a base diameter 
of 50, and a rim diameter of 47mm. The 
white fabric has been tempered with 
very fine grits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 77, Context 7, FD 2004.1.100) 

 
One complete, thrown, bisque whiteware ring, 
35mm high. It has a base diameter of 33 and a rim 
diameter of 32mm. The white fabric shows no sign 
of temper. 
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Ring stilts with cut spikes: Whiteware: 
 
The thrown and cut whiteware ring stilts from Newbigging have little in common 
with published examples from elsewhere. Where the rings normally have three, 
evenly spaced, small pyramids of clay applied, they usually date to the second half of 
the eighteenth century. The Newbigging examples are more likely to be related to 
what is known as crown stilts, another eighteenth century form used in the firing of 
hollow ware vessels, and well illustrated by David Barker (1998, 323 fig 8) I have 
illustrated these below.  
  
(FD 2004.1.121) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus.   No 
Thrown Ring White  2 shards 140mm 140mm 22mm No   78      1. 

 
(FD 2004.1.122) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus.   No 
Thrown Ring White 2 shards 140mm 140mm 23mm No   79      2. 

 
(FD 2004.1.123) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus.   No 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard 130mm 130mm 21mm No   80      3. 

 
(FD 2004.1.124) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus.   No 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard 130mm 130mm 10-12mm No   81      4. 

 
(FD 2004.1.125) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus.   No 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard 120mm 120mm 20mm? No   82      5. 

 
(FD 2004.1.126) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus.   No 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard 140mm 140mm 24mm No             6. 

 
(FD 2004.1.127) 
Context 8 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus.   No 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard 140mm 140mm 13mm No              7. 

 
(FD 2004.1.128) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus.   No 
Thrown Ring White 1 shard 160mm 160mm 12mm No             8. 

 
(FD 2004.1.129) 
Context 8 Colour Intact Diam R Diam B Height Marks Illus.   No 
Thrown Ring White 2 shards 130mm 130mm 23mm No             9. 

 
(Illus 78, Context 7, FD 2004.1.121) 

Two conjoining whiteware shards from a 
thrown ring stilt, 22mm high and 140mm in 
diameter. The edge has an applied 7mm high 
pyramid spike of clay attached to one rim.  
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(Illus 79, Context 7, FD 2004.1.122) 
Two conjoining whiteware shards 
from a thrown ring stilt, 23mm high 
and 140mm in diameter. Both edges 
have an applied pyramid spike of clay 
attached, one of 7, and one of 9mm. 
The opposing spikes are 55mm apart, 
which suggests that the ring, with a 
circumference of c440mm, had four of  

                                                                            these spikes on each edge.  
 
(Illus 80, Context 7, FD 2004.1.103) 

One whiteware shard from a thrown ring 
stilt, 30mm in height, and 130mm in 
diameter. One edge has an attached 7mm 
high spike.    
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 81, Context 7,FD 2004.1.104) 

One fragment from a whiteware spiked 
ring, manufactured by being cut and 
trimmed from a thrown tube while still 
in the green state. The body of the ring 
is between 10 and 12 mm in height, 
and 24mm from tip to tip of the spikes.  

 
 
(Illus 82, Context 7, FD 2004.1.105) 

 
One fragment from a whiteware ring manufactured by 
being cut and trimmed from a thrown tube while still 
green. The body of the ring was probably about 20mm in 
height and more than 40mm from tip to tip of the almost 
opposing spikes.  
 
 

 
 
For illustrative purposes only 
showing crown stilts in use: taken 
from (Barker 1998, 323 fig 8).  
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Extruded & hand formed three-arm stilts: 
 
These three arm stilts were made by taking three almost equal lengths of extruded 
white clay either diamond or inverted triangle shapes and luting them together. The 
arms seem to vary in length from 20 to 75mm. In height the triangle shape examples 
measure from 8 to10mm and the diamond shape ones from c8 to13mm. The diamond 
shaped stilts are often pinched at the ends as in (illus 83) The length of the legs has 
been measured from the centre of the squashed centre. Interestingly there are small 
15mm sections of similar triangular rods amongst a group of eighteenth century salt 
glazed material recovered by the author and George Dalgleish from the old Kirk 
pottery in Prestonpans and large assemblage from the later phases of West Pans. It is 
probable that in Scotland like in the Staffordshire area this type of kiln furniture was 
being used from the seventeen sixties until the middle of the nineteenth century 

(Baker 1998, 333-4).  Like the examples catalogued from West Pans, the Newbigging 
triangle examples also have all three arms lutted together (Illus 85). However as can 
be seen in (illus 84) some of the diamond shaped Newbiggin stilts, have been made by 
bending a long extruded rod and fixing a shorter length to the centre, a technique not 
seen among the West Pans examples.     
 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.130) 
Context 8 Colour Intact  Diamond Height Glazed Illus.   No 
Hand F Stilt White No  Yes 10mm Yes   83      1. 

 
(FD 2004.1.131) 
Context 7 Colour Intact  Diamond Height Glazed Illus.   No 
Hand F Stilt White No  Yes 10mm Yes   84      2. 
 
(FD 2004.1.132)   (64 other small fragments discarded) 
Context 7 - 8 Colour Intact No Diamond Height Glazed Illus.   No 
Hand F Stilt White No 40 Yes 8 -10mm Yes & No          3-43 

 
(FD 2004.1.133) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Triangle  Height Glazed Illus.   No 
Hand F Stilt White No Yes  10mm No   85     44. 
 
(FD 2004.1.134) 
Context 8 Colour Intact Triangle  Height Glazed Illus.   No 
Hand F Stilt White No Yes  10mm No   86     45. 

 
(FD 2004.1.135)     (27 other small fragments discarded) 
Context 7- 8 Colour Intact Triangle No Height Glazed Illus.   No 
Hand F Stilt White No Yes 24 8-13mm Yes & No        46-71 
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(Illus 83, Context 8, FD 2004.1.130) 
 
One complete, and two broken, arms 
from an extruded and hand formed 
three-armed white earthenware stilt, 
56mm long and 10mm in height. The 
complete, diamond shaped, arm, which 
is half of a folded type, has been knife 
trimmed at the end. The small vessel, 
which, probably, had a diameter of 
40mm, and sat on the stilt, was of 
black glazed redware. 

 
 
(Illus 84, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.131) 

 
One complete, glazed and 
folded, arm from an 
extruded and hand formed, 
three-armed, diamond 
shaped, white earthenware 
stilt  is 92mm long and 
10mm in height. 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 85, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.133) 

 
One complete, and two broken, arms 
from an extruded and hand formed, 
three-armed, white earthenware stilt. 
The long triangular shaped arm is of 
the folded type and must have been 
about 90mm long, and 10mm in 
height. 
 
 

 
 
Illus 86, Contexts 8, FD 2004.1.134) 

 
Two complete, and one 
broken, arm from an 
extruded three arm stilt, 55 
and 60mm in length, and 
10mm in height. 
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Small, Three-Armed Stilts with Hand Made End Spikes: 
 
 
A small group of small white ware, extruded, three armed stilts, which were pinched 
and stretched twice at each end to form points; the addition of spikes points to a date 
in the1840s before the industrial examples start to appear.  
 
(FD 2004.1.136) 
Context 8 Colour Intact Extruded  Height Glazed Illus.   No 
Small Stilts White No Yes  13mm Yes   87       1. 

 
(FD 2004.1.137) 
Context 7 Colour Intact Extruded  Height Glazed Illus.   No 
Small Stilts White No No  15mm Yes   88      2. 
 
(FD 2004.1.138)   (28 fragments discarded) 
Context 7 - 8 Colour Intact Extruded No Height Glazed Illus.   No 
Small Stilts White No Yes 9  Yes & No          3-11 
 
 
(Illus 87, Contexts 8, FD 2004.1.136) 

 
Two surviving arms from a small, 
extruded, and hand formed three-armed 
white earthenware stilt, 27mm long, and 
15mm in height 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 88, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.137) 

 
Two surviving arms from a small, 
extruded, and hand formed, three-
armed white earthenware stilt, 
30mm long and 13mm in height. 
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Extruded Rods: Whiteware: 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.139)  (20 fragments discarded) 
Context 7 - 8 Colour Intact Extruded No Height Glazed Illus.   No 
White rods White No Yes 26 6 to 10mm Yes & No   89   1-26 

 
(Illus 89, Contexts 7-8, FD 2004.1.139) 

 
46 fragments are illustrated of 
which only 20 were retained. 
Extruded white ware rods (a few 
are a pinkish colour) all of which 
have been used. The longest 
fragment is 82mm, and they vary 
in diameter from c6 to 10 mm. 
Most have been flattened by 
usage.    
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Extruded Grooved Rods: Whiteware: 
 

The extruded whiteware grooved rods from Newbigging come in two diameters 
c8mm (illus 89) and c6mm (illus 90).  
 
(FD 2004.1.140)   (37 fragments discarded) 
Context 7-8 Colour Intact Extruded No Height Glazed Illus.   No 
Grooved rods White No Yes 13 13mm Yes & No   90   1-13 

 
(FD 2004.1.141)   (21 fragment discarded) 
Context 7- 8 Colour Intact Extruded No Height Glazed Illus.   No 
Grooved rods White No Yes 15 13mm Yes & No 91   14-28 

 
 
 

(Illus 89, Contexts 7-8, FD 2004.1.140) 
 
13 fragments, both glazed and unglazed,  
five-grooved (star shaped), c8mm 
diameter, extruded, whiteware kiln 
furniture. The longest fragment is 75mm  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 90, Contexts 7-8, FD 2004.1.141) 

 
15 fragments, both glazed and 
unglazed, of five-grooved (star 
shaped), c6mm diameter, 
extruded, whiteware kiln 
furniture. The longest fragment is 
56mm. One fragment has a trace 
of cobalt blue.  
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Extruded Rods: Redware: 
 
The majority of the extruded redware rods from Newbigging were c8mm in diameter 
but one (no 5) was 6mm.  
 
 
(FD 2004.1.142)   (38 fragments discarded) 
Context 7-8 Colour Intact Extruded  Diam Glazed Illus.     No 
Plain Rods Red No Yes  8mm No  92       1-20 

 
 

(Illus 92, Context 7-8, FD 2004.1.142) 
 

 
20 fragments of 
extruded redware 
kiln furniture, most 
of which show signs 
of use (flatting etc). 
The longest piece, 
with a cut end, is 
68mm.   
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Cockspurs: Whiteware 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.143)   (38 discarded) 
Context 7-8 Colour Intact Hand made Diameters Glazed Illus.     No 
Cockspurs White Yes Yes Various Yes  93       1-25 

 
(FD 2004.1.144)    
Context 7-8 Colour Intact Hand made Diameters Glazed Illus.     No 
Cockspurs White Yes Yes Various No  94     26-32 

 
 
(Illus 93, Context 7-8, FD 2004.1.143) 

 
25 hand made, three (4) 
point, whiteware stilts, or 
as they are better known, 
Cockspurs (or hens taes). 
They vary in size from 
c10 to 20 mm in height, 
and from c13 to 25mm 
across two toes. They are 
all glazed and a number 
have traces of cobalt blue 
on the upper tip. 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 94, Context kilns, FD 2004.1.144) 

 
Packed between the 
period 2 and period 3 
kilns (Haggarty & 
McIntyre 1996, 951) 
were 7 unglazed, bisque 
cockspurs, one of which 
was the largest from the 
site, c25mm in height, 
and more than 35mm 
across two toes.    
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Industrially moulded three legged stilts 
 
 
Industrially manufactured 3-arm stilts have been recovered in some quantity from 
excavations carried out at nineteen-century ceramic production sites in Scotland. 
These are thought most likely to have been bought in from Staffordshire, and often 
bear the moulded initial of the manufacturer, for example, ‘G & Co’. The stilts often 
have a moulded number denoting size, as the length of the legs, and the height of the 
points, varies. There is only example of this type of kiln furniture from Newbigging. 
It is thought that this category of material was introduced in the middle of the 
nineteen century. 
 
(FD 2004.1.145)    
Context 7-8 Colour Intact Moulded Size Glazed Illus.     No 
Industrial stilt White No Yes ? No  95         1 
 
 
(Illus 95, Unstratified, FD 2004.1.145) 

 
1 small end fragment, from a used, three 
arm, industrial moulded stilt. See text. 
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Thrown ring stilts with drip trays:  
 
To the best of the author’s knowledge these fragments are unique. 
 
(FD 2004.1.143)    
Context 7 Colour Intact Moulded Diam Glazed Illus.   No 
Thrown stilt White No Yes Ext       Int mm No  196       1 
 
 
 
(Illus 196 a & b, Context 7, FD 2004.1.143)  

 
Two fragments of a 
thrown ring with what 
looks like hand made 
triangular dividers 
which, when fitted, form 
glaze trays. The internal 
diameter is c100 and the 
external diameter is 
222mm, giving the ring 
a breadth of 102mm. At 
the rear the height is 
19mm, and at the front 
lip, 9mm. The white 
fabric has been 
tempered with very 
finely crushed grits. 
When I first looked at 
this fragment I thought it 
might have been 
moulded. 
 
Illus 196 b 
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Newbigging: Plaster Moulds:  
 

(Box No 8)  
 
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries, and 
illustrated shards have associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for 
comparative purposes have identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified material from 
the excavation has the Context or Feature number of in the top left hand corner 
underthe National Museums of Scotland number, beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
The majority of the plaster mould fragments recovered from the Newbigging site 
came from soil excavated and moved by the JCB while it was digging house 
foundations on the Manse Lane side of pottery. Twenty-three small, undiagnostic, 
fragments were discarded, of which four were probably from small ashets similar to 
illus 96 and 97.  A number of the fragments are obviously from three part moulds.  
 
(FD 2004.1.146) 
Context U/S  Colour Intact Length Breadth Height Marks Illus 
Plaster Mould White No 310mm 15mm 56mm No 96 

 
Two conjoining shards from 
a plaster of Paris mould for 
a small oval ashet. I 
estimate that the ashet 
would have been about 
12inches or c305mm in 
length. The well of the ashet 
is 18mm deep and the 
flange 45mm broad. The 
back of the mould has a 

hollow dish. 
 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.147) 
Context U/S  Colour Intact Length Breadth Height Marks Illus 
Plaster Mould White No 170 120mm 58mm No 97 

 
Four conjoining shards from plaster of 
Paris mould for a small, oval ashet,. Like 
illus 96 it may have been a 12inch long 
ashet, but I cannot be certain. The well of 
the ashet is 18mm deep, and the flange 
45mm broad.  
The back of the mould has a hollow dish. 
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(FD 2004.1.148) 
Context U/S  Colour Intact Length Breadth Height Marks Illus 
Plaster Mould White No 170mm 150mm 48mm Yes 98 

 
One abraded fragment from a plaster of Paris mould 
that was very likely for an oval platter or dish. 
Unlike illus 96 and 97 it has a flat back with traces 
of incised writing, or numbers. Unfortunately, not 
enough remains for it to make sense. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(FD 2004.1.149) 
Context U/S  Colour Intact Length Breadth Height Marks Illus 
Plaster Mould White No 150mm 95mm 47mm No 99 

 
One flat based fragment from a plaster of Paris 
mould for a small plain oval plate or dish. The 
well of the plate is only 10mm deep and the 
breadth on the flange 32mm. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(FD 2004.1.150) 
Context U/S  Colour Intact Length Breadth Height Marks Illus 
Plaster Mould White No 170mm 90mm 50mm Yes 100 a & b 

 
One plaster of Paris mould fragment with a 
flat incised surface: an unrecognisable 
vessel with flutes. Unfortunately the 
incised writing is abraded and does not 
make any sense (ills 100b) 
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(FD 2004.1.151) 
Context U/S  Colour Intact Length Breadth Height Marks Illus 
Plaster Mould White No 145mm 45mm 115mm No 101 

 
Rim side and base fragment from a plaster of Paris mould of a 
deep dish or bowl. There is a deep channel running along the 
exterior for tying the moulds during filling with slip.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.152) 
Context U/S  Colour Intact Length Breadth Height Marks Illus 
Plaster Mould White No 175mm 80mm 100mm No 102 

 
One fragment from a plaster of Paris mould of a 
deep: at least 100mm: lobbed dish or bowl. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(FD 2004.1.153) 
Context U/S  Colour Intact Length Breadth Height Marks Illus 
Plaster Mould White No 115mm 80mm 80mm No 103 

 
One fragment from a plaster of Paris mould of 
an unknown vessel  
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(FD 2004.1.154) 
Context U/S  Colour Intact Length Breadth Height Marks Illus 
Plaster Mould White No 125mm 50mm 116mm No 104 

One fragment from the rim base and edge of 
a highly decorated plaster of Paris mould: 
the vessel is at least 100mm high and has 
three spaced vertical band of rope effect and 
a broad 48mm band of geometric shapes 
running between the top two.   
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Newbigging: Saggar Material:  
 
 

(Box No 6)  (FD 2004.1-92 to 95) 
(Box No 15) (FD 2004.1-91) 

 
The majority of saggars on the Newbigging site were uncovered when the JCB cut 
through the filled cellar, code (CEL). This was filled partly with, almost certainly, a 
failed firing, i.e. fused saggars, bottles, and storage jars (Haggarty & McIntyre 1996, 
957 illus 13). There were also significant amounts of saggar material in the fills of the 
10 Kiln 1, ash pits, code (AP).  
 
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and 
illustrated shards have associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for 
comparative purposes have identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified material from 
the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top left hand corner under 
the National Museums of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. - 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.91) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Voids Height Marks Illus 
Saggar White No 290mm Yes 260mm No 69 

One large saggar 
fragment, 290mm 
in diameter and 
266mm in height, 
and with a 
maximum 
thickness of 
20mm: The fabric 
is white, with 
large black 
inclusions and 
substantial 
amounts of grit. 
There is evidence 
for two small, U 
shaped, voids, 
c22mm apart, cut 
out of the rim. 

These are very small compared to those on saggars from other potteries. It is possible 
that fragments of broken saggars, like the example attached to the bottom left of this 
sagger were also being used to keep some of them apart. 
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(FD 2004.1.92) 
Context AP Colour Intact Diam Voids Height Marks Illus 
Saggar White No 340mm No 145mm No 70 

 
One saggar 
fragment 340mm 
in diameter and 
145mm in height, 
and with a 
maximum 
thickness of 
20mm. The 
fabric is white, 
with large black 
inclusions. The 
sagger also has 
substantial 
amounts of grit 
glazed both white 

and grey on its internal floor. 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.93) 
Context AP Colour Intact Diam Voids Height Marks Illus 
Saggar White No 340mm  150mm No 71 

 
One saggar fragment, 340mm in 
diameter, and 150mm in height, and 
with a maximum thickness of 
18mm. The fabric is buff, with small 
black inclusions and substantial 
amounts of grit. White and light 
grey glazing on the internal floor 
and for 50 to 60mm upwards. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.94)                                        (Voids as illus 69 but smaller) 
Context AP Colour Intact Diam Voids Height Marks Illus 
Saggar White No 340mm Yes  No              
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(FD 2004.1.95) 
Context AP Colour Intact Length Breadth Height Marks Illus. 
Saggar White No 75mm 45mm 23mm Yes 72 

 
One fragment of fired clay, 75 x 45 x 
23mm, is impressed with evidence of 
having been used as a packer between 
a saggar rim and base. There are two 
thumbprints on the edge (top of the 
photo) where the clay has been pushed 
in between the saggars.  
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Newbigging: Extra-Refined Redwares: 
 

(Box No 12) 
Refined or twice fired red glazed earthenware, from the archaeological evidence, 
seems to have been produced in Staffordshire from around 1720 (Barker pers comm). 
It is not quite clear yet when it was introduced into Scotland but seems to have 
become common in other areas from about 1760. The early 19th century examples 
from Newbiggin are all wheel thrown including the conical shaped teapot spouts (FD 
2004.1.371). I have called this material, which has a fine almost chalky feel, extra-
refined to distinguish it from the large forms like dairy bowls, which are demonstrably 
coarser. 
   
Bisque shards are shown as a B, glazed shards as a G and complete profiles as P:  
Entries marked in red have been illustrated below the catalogue and illustrated shards 
also have text associated with them.  
 
Any illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given 
identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the 
number of the Context or Feature in the top left hand corner below the unique 
National Museum of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. -. 
 
The great majority of shards in extra-refined redware recovered from Newbigging are 
from globular teapots with a rim cape (FD 2004.1.373), straight spouts (FD 
2004.1.371 a) and simple handles. There is no direct parallel represented in Miller & 
Berthold (1985). The simple handles are large and oval in section (FD 2004.1.370) 
while the six drain holes have been punched out individually and are c. 6mm in 
diameter and crude (FD 2004.1.371 b). This form is difficult to date, being anywhere 
between 1800 and 1820 and almost certainly would have been coated with a black 
glaze as on the illustrated shards FD 2004.1.378 & 9.  
 
(FD 2004.1. 370) 
Context 8  No of Shards Type Fabric Breadth Thickness Length Illus 
Teapots 17. B Handles Red 18 - 20mm c. 6mm ? 293 

 
Seventeen bisque fragments from 
oval shaped handles? Two and three 
of the shards conjoin and are 18 to 
20 mm broad and 6mm thick. They 
are all in extra-refined red 
earthenware and vary slightly in 
colour and hardness. The handles 
have all been extruded, and the 
three conjoined fragments on the 
bottom left show the simple handle 
form.   
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(FD 2004.1. 371) 
Context 8  No of Shards Type Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Teapots 11. B Spouts Red ? ? ? 294 

 
Twelve bisque shards in 
extra-refined red earthenware 
of which five conjoin, from a 
minimum of three plain,  
conical shaped teapot spouts. 
The six drain holes have been 
punched in individually and 
are c. 6mm in diameter. The 
tip of the spout is missing and 

what is left is 90 mm long    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(FD 2004.1. 372) 
Context 8 No of Shards Type Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Teapots 14. B Bases Red ? c. 88 ? 295 

 
Fourteen extra-refined redware bisque shards, from a 
minimum of twelve thrown and turned globular teapot 
bases with a developed footrim c 88mm in diameter: One 
illustrated. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1. 373) 
Context 8  No of Shards Type Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Teapots 13. B Rims-Capes Red 100mm ? ? 296 

 
Thirteen bisque shards, three sets of two conjoining, in 
extra-refined redware, from the rims of turned globular 
teapots, or showing evidence of the slightly everted 
capes: The two capes that can be measured are 20 and 
23 mm high c.100 mm in diameter and have internal 
lips that are 3mm broad. Only two conjoining shards 
have been illustrated. It is probable that the teapots are 
c.150 mm in circumference. 
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(FD 2004.1. 374)                   (There are two handle scars)_ 
Context 8  No of Shards Type Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Teapots 32. B Body Red ? ? ?  
 
 
(FD 2004.1. 375) 
Context 8  No of Shards Type Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Teapots 5. B Covers Red 80/ 90mm ? ? 297 

 
Five bisque shards of which two 
and two conjoin in extra-refined 
redware from a minimum of three 
turned covers one 80 and one 90 
mm in diameter. One has a plain 
mushroom shaped knop 13mm 
high 23mm in diameter. The 
steam holes are 4 and 6 mm in 
diameter at the top and were not 
fettled underneath and one is 

6mm from the knop.   
 
 
(FD 2004.1. 376)                      (One moulded) 
Context 8  No of Shards Type Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Teapots 2. B Knops Red ? ? 13/18mm 298 

 
Two bisque knops in extra-refined red 
earthenware: the first plain example 
17mm in diameter and 13 mm high. 
The second sub rectangular example is 
moulded in a crude radiating stylised 
flower shape more akin to the 1830s. It 
is 18mm high and 18 x 23.    
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1. 377) 
Context 8  No of Shards Type Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Creamer? 1. B Base Red ? 60mm ? 299 

 
One turned and developed bisque base 
shard c 60 mm in diameter in an extra-
refined red earthenware: Possibly from a 
creamer or sucrier to match the teapots? 
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(FD 2004.1. 378) 
Context 8  No of Shards Type Fabric Rim Dia Base dia Height Illus 
Teapots 6. G All Red ? ? ? 300 

 
Six glazed teapot shards: 
one cover, one spout and 
three body of which two 
conjoin, all in extra-
refined glossy black glazed 
red earthenware. The 
cover has a diameter of 
90mm and the handle is 19 
x 6mm.The steam hole is 

5mm in diameter and crude   
 
 
(FD 2004.1. 379) 
Context 8  No of Shards Type Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Cover 1. G Cover Red 55mm ? ? 301 

 
One domed glazed shard from a cover c 55 mm 
in diameter, in a extra-refined glossy black 
glazed red earthenware: Possibly from a sucrier 
as it looks small for a coffee pot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1. 380) 
Context U/S No of Shards Type Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Handle 1. B ? Red ? ? ? 302 

 
One fragment from a highly fired moulded extra-refined red 
earthenware handle (Has an eighteenth century look about it and 
probably not manufactured at Newbigging)  
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(FD 2004.1. 381) 
Context 8 No of Shards Type Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jugs/Teapots 13. B Mixed Red ? 60mm ? 303 

 
Thirteen bisque shards of 
extra-refined red 
earthenware of which 
three and two conjoin to 
form a base fragment of a 
small thrown and turned 
jug with a developed 
footrim 60mm and a body 
fragment with a handle 
scar about 5mm above the 
top of the footrim. There 
are also two small rim 
fragments, which may be 
from a teapot cloak.    
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Newbigging:  Redwares:  
 

(Box No 12) 
 
Archaeological evidence suggests that refined or twice fired red glazed earthenware 
was produced in Staffordshire from around 1720 (Barker pers comm). It is not quite 
clear yet when it was introduced into Scotland but seems to have become common in 
other areas from about 1760. The early 19th century examples from Newbigging are 
all wheel thrown.  A total of 47 unstratified body shards from number of dairy bowls, 
similar to FD 2004.1. 382 have been discarded. For a discussion on the dating of these 
bowls see the relevant section in the forthcoming West Pans catalogue.  
 
Bisque shards are shown as a B, glazed shards as a G and complete profiles as P.  
Entries marked in red have been illustrated below the catalogue and illustrated shards 
also have text associated with them.  
 
Any illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given 
identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the 
number of the Context or Feature in the top left hand corner below the unique 
National Museum of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. -. 
 
(FD 2004.1. 382) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 13. G White Slipped Red 380mm ? ? 304 

 
Thirteen shards: one rim, two base and nine body: 
from a number of white internally slipped and lead 
glazed, red earthenware dairy bowls. One of which 
has a diameter of 380mm and a dished flange 
breadth of 30mm. These bowls were produced over 
a long period and are of little use in dating. The 
rims of dairy bowls are normally flat and this one 
has a slight upward curve. 

 
(FD 2004.1. 383) 
Context ? Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl/Crock 2. G White Slipped Red 360mm ? ? 305 

 
Two conjoining red earthenware rim shards, from a large 
straight-sided bowl or crock c 360mm in diameter: The interior 
and rim have been covered in a white slip and all surfaces have 
been lead glazed, the flange is flat, thick and 14mm broad.  
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(FD 2004.1. 384) 
Context ? Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jug 2. B  Red 110mm ? ? 306 

Two high-fired bisque red 
earthenware rim shards from what is 
probably a jug as it has a handle scar 
10 mm below the tapered, collard 
rim. The striations from the wheel 
are very close and fine suggestion 
the use of a tool.   
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004-1. 385) 
Context ? Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Crock 1. G White Slipped Red 360mm ? ? 307 

 
One red earthenware rim shard from a large straight-sided 
internally white slipped bowl or crock: 360mm in diameter. The 
square rim with a slight bead, which is unusual, and there is 
evidence for horizontal turned bands on the exterior body. Lead 
glazed all over. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(FD 2004.1. 386) 
Context ? Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Sample pot 6.G  Red 33mm 33mm 42mm 308 

 
Six shards from as many as three small redware 
pots: glazed all over, possibly a sample pot 
(glazing). The rim and base are 33mm in diameter 
and it is 42mm high   
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(FD 2004.1. 387) 
Context ? Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Sample pot 1. G  Red 32mm 32mm 41mm 309 

 
One shard from a small redware pot: glazed all 
over, possibly a sample pot (glazing). The rim and 
base are 32mm in diameter and it is 41mm high   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(FD 2004.1. 388)   
Context ? Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Sample pot 1. B  Red 30mm ? ? 310 
 

 
One bisque shard from a small redware pot, possibly a 
sample pot (glazing) and its rim is 31mm in diameter. 
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Newbigging: Stonewares: Bottles: 
 

(Box No 4) 
 

The stoneware from the Newbigging site is divided into two main groups. 
The first group, stoneware shard dump code (SD), is composed mainly of ginger beer 
bottles, stouts, and jars, dated to c1905 (J Yule pers comm). These are usually 
stamped GRAY PORTOBELLO, see (illus1 b). William Gray’s main stoneware 
pottery was at Portobello, and it appears that he marked the bottles from his 
Newbigging works with the same mark, probably why no example of stoneware from 
Newbigging has been recorded for this period. The second group was from a cellar, 
code (CEL), which was filled with what was almost certainly a failed firing: i.e. fused 
saggars, bottles, and storage jars (Haggarty & McIntyre 1996, 957 illus 13).  
 
Catalogue entries marked in red have been illustrated below the catalogue entries, and 
illustrated shards have associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for 
comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified 
material from the excavation has the number of the Context or Feature in the top left 
hand corner the National Museums of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. -. 
 
For storage reasons, only eight examples of what were probably hundreds of brown 
and white two-tone bottles found in the cellar were retained.  
 
(FD 2004.1. 38) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Bottles B & W Yes 72mm   None      30        

Eight brown and 
white two-tone 
stoneware 
bottles (FD 
2004.1.38-45), 
none marked, 
and all wasters. 
The rims and 
necks have 
survived, 
suggesting that 
they would have 
been sealed by 
corks. The seven 
smaller 
examples vary 
in diameter from 
72 to 80mm, and 
in height from 
191 to 224mm, 

while the rim diameters differ by only 1mm. The large example is 92mm in diameter, 
256mm in height, and has a rim diameter of 26mm; the smaller bottles have the same 
rim measurement. 
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(FD 2004.1. 39) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Bottles B & W Yes 75mm 26mm 196mm None      30 
(See illustration above) 
 
(FD 2004.1. 40) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Bottles B & W Yes 77mm 26mm 192mm None      30    
(See illustration above) 
 
(FD 2004.1. 41) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Bottles B & W Yes 75mm 25mm 224mm None      30       
(See illustration above) 
 
(FD 2004.1. 42) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Bottles B & W Yes 76mm 25mm 193mm None      30   
(See illustration above) 
 
(FD 2004.1. 43) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus. 
Bottles B & W Yes 80mm 26mm 191mm None 30 
(See illustration above) 
 
(FD 2004.1. 44) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.   
Bottles B & W Yes 78mm 26mm 221mm None 30 
(See illustration above) 
 
(FD 2004.1. 45) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Bottles B & W Yes 92mm 26mm? 256mm None       30       
(See illustration above) 
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Newbigging: Stoneware: Miscellaneous Bottles, Jars etc: 
 

(Box No 4) 
 

The stoneware from the Newbigging site is divided into two main groups. The  first, a 
stoneware shard dump, code (SD), comprised mainly ginger beer bottles, stouts, and 
jars, which has been dated to c1905 (J Yule pers comm) mainly stamped GRAY 
PORTOBELLO see (illus1 b). Gray’s main stoneware pottery was at Portobello, and 
it seems that he marked his bottles from the Newbigging works with the same mark. 
This is probably why no examples of stoneware for this period have been recorded 
from Newbigging. The second group was from a cellar, code (CEL), filled with what 
was almost certainly a failed firing: i.e. fused saggars, bottles, and storage jars 
(Haggarty & McIntyre 1996, 957 illus 13).  
 
Catalogue entries marked in red have been illustrated below the catalogue entries and 
illustrated shards have associated text. Any illustrations of complete vessels used for 
comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters beginning with A. Stratified 
material from the excavation has the number of the Context or Feature in the top left 
hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland number beginning  
FD 2004. 1. -  
 
 
 
 (FD 2004.1.76) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus.    
Bleach bottle White No 87mm   Transfer-printed 54 

 
 
One large fragment, the base of a 
white stoneware bleach bottle with a 
diameter off 87mm, decorated with a 
large transfer print in black. 
[LAUND] RY  
BATH, &  
J [OBSOM SO] N & ADAMS  
MAK [ERS] OF HOUSHOLD 
SPECIALITIES  
J [O] BSON’S  
20 MURRAYGATE, DUNDEE 
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(FD 2004.1.77) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus.    
Bleach bottle White No    Transfer-printed 55 

 
One white body shard from what may be a stoneware bleach 
bottle. This is decorated with a large transfer print in black on 
which only the letters HOM [E] make sense. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.78) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus.    
Malt bottle White No    Transfer print 56 

 
Two conjoining body shards from a white 
stoneware bottle, or jar, decorated with a black 
transfer print. This reads, in par, from the top 
[EX] TRACT OF MALT  
A DESERTSPOONFUL 
[S] POONFUL WITH OR IM- 
FOOD 
& NAVY 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.79) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus.    
Bottle White No 60mm   Transfer print 57 

 
One shard from a small 60mm diameter white 
stoneware bottle decorated with a black transfer print 
of what could be a coat of arms with three flowers in 
the bottom right hand quarter, situated over the words, 
THE WORLD.   
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(FD 2004.1.80) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus.    
Unknown White No    Transfer print 58 

 
Two white stoneware shards from a small jar, or 
bottle, decorated with a blue, transfer printed, 
mailed gauntlet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.81) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus.    
Bottle B & W No 57mm 35mm 104  59 

 
Two fragments combining to form the complete profile of a 
small, two-tone, brown and white bottle, 104mm high, 57mm 
in diameter, and an outside rim diameter of 35mm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.82) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus.    
Bottle B & W Yes 87mm Screw 125mm  60 

 
A complete, squat, brown and white two-tone stoneware 
bottle, 125mm in height, 87mmin diameter, with a screw 
top closure. 
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(FD 2004.1.83) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus.    
Bottle B & W No  C Cap   61 

 
Two conjoining shards from the large fragment of a narrow 
necked, dark brown and white, stoneware bottle with a rim 
diameter of 25mm. The fitting is a crown cap 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.84) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus.    
Bottle? White No 64mm    62 

 
One large fragment of what is probably a white stone bottle, 
64mm in diameter. It has an impressed Gray of Portobello mark 
just above the base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(FD 2004.1.85) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus.    
Bottle White No 70mm 41mm   63 

 
Two fragments, with two conjoining, from a white stoneware 
bottle, 70mm in diameter. The rim has a finger pressed pourer. 
The outer rim is 41mmin diameter, and an impressed capital M 
is just above the base  
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(FD 2004.1.86) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus.    
Handle White No     64 

 
A large shard which includes a white 
stoneware strap handle, 36mm broad, 
which is attached to the body of a large 
crock.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.87) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus.    
Bottle White No  Cork   65 

 
One neck shard from a white stoneware bottle with a rim 
diameter of 27mm, and a horizontal groove 12 mm below the 
rim: Cork closure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(FD 2004.1.88) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus.    
 White Yes 37mm 37mm 30mm  66 

 
An almost complete small pot resembling a miniature 
jam jar, but only 30mm high, with a diameter of 37mm. 
It has a typical string groove 3mm below the rim. 
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(FD 2004.1.89) 
Context SDD Colour Intact Diam Top Height Decoration Illus. 
Container White No     66 

 
 
Shard from the neck and shoulder of a large, 
vessel with a wedged shaped, rim 50mm outer 
diameter: The Rim collar is 24 mm high, and a 
cork closure.  
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Newbigging: Stonewares: Cream Pots: 
 

(Box No 4) 
 

The stoneware from the Newbigging site can be divided into two main groups. The 
first, a stoneware shard dump, code (SD), which comprised mainly of ginger beer 
bottles, stouts, and cream jars, dated to c1905 (J Yule pers comm) and mainly 
stamped GRAY PORTOBELLO, see (illus1 b). Gray’s main stoneware pottery was 
at Portobello and it seems that he marked bottles from the Newbigging works with the 
same mark which is probably why no examples of stoneware from this period. has 
been recorded from Newbigging The second group was from a cellar, code (CEL), 
filled with what was almost certainly a failed firing, i.e. fused saggars, bottles, and 
storage jars (Haggarty & McIntyre 1996, 957 illus 13).  
 
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries, and 
illustrated shards have associated text. Any illustrations of complete vessels used for 
comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified 
material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top left hand 
corner under the National Museums of Scotland number beginning (FD 2004. 1. 1). 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.63) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Cream  White Yes 73mm 52mm 100mm None 44 
 
(FD 2004.1.64) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Cream White Yes 73mm 52mm 100mm None 44 

 
Two over-fired white stoneware 
cream-jars with carinated 
shoulders. They are 100mm 
high, 73mm in diameter, with 
rim diameters of 52mm.  Deep 
horizontal grooves have been cut 
5mm below the rims. 
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(FD 2004.1.65) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Cream White Yes 58mm 50mm 85mm None 45 
 
(FD 2004.1.66) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Cream White Yes 59mm 48mm 80mm None 45 

 
Two over-fired white stoneware 
cream-jars with carinated 
shoulders., 85 and 80mm high, 
58 and 59mm in diameter. The 
rim diameters are 48 and 50mm 
and 4 and 5 mm. Deep horizontal 
grooves have been cut below the 
rims.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.67) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Cream White Yes 54mm 37mm 87mm None 46 
 
(FD 2004.1.68) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Cream White Yes 53mm 38mm 88mm None 46 

 
Two, overfired, white stoneware 
cream-jars with carinated shoulders, 
87 and 88mm high, 53 and 54mm in 
diameter: The rim diameters are 37 
and 38mm, and 7 mm deep on the 
exteriors.  
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(FD 2004.1.69) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Cream Grey No 55mm 70mm 120mm Transfer printed 47 

 
One large fragment of a tapering stoneware cream jar, 120mm 
high, 70mm diameter at the base, and 55mm at the rim. It is 
decorated with a transfer print in black with the letters P 
[URE] at the top, and THI [CK] at the bottom. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(FD 2004.1.70) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Cream White Yes 53mm 55mm 112mm None 48 

 
One large, thick, undecorated, and tapering, stoneware cream 
jar, 120mm high, 70mm diameter at the base, and 55mm at the 
rim. This example is exactly the same size as (Illus 47). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(FD 2004.1.71) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Cream B & W Yes 47mm 57mm 93mm None 49 

 
One two-tone dark brown and white, tapering, stoneware 
cream jar, 93mm high, 47mm diameter at the base, and 
57mm at the rim. For a similar example see (illus 50) 
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(FD 2004.1.72) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Cream B & W Yes 47mm 59mm 93mm None 50 

 
One two-tone, light brown and white, tapering, 
stoneware cream jar, 93mm high, 47mm diameter at the 
base, and 57mm at the rim. For a similar example see 
(illus 49). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.73) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus. 
Cream White No 38mm   None 51 

 
One fragment of an over – fired, small, tapering, 
stoneware cream jar, 38mm in diameter at the base. 
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Newbigging: Stonewares: Inkwells: 
 

(Box No 4) 
 

The stoneware from the Newbigging site is divided into two main groups. The first, a 
stoneware shard dump, code (SD), which comprised mainly ginger beer bottles, 
stouts, and jars, dated to c1905 (J Yule pers comm) and usually stamped GRAY 
PORTOBELLO, see (illus1 b). Gray’s main stoneware pottery was at Portobello, 
and it seems that he marked bottles from the Newbigging works with the same 
Portobello mark. This probably explains why no marked examples of stoneware for 
this period have been recorded from Newbigging. The second group was from a 
cellar, code (CEL), filled with what was almost certainly a failed firing, i.e. fused 
saggars, bottles, and storage jars (Haggarty & McIntyre 1996, 957 illus 13). One of 
the inkwells was from context 5, the blocking between phases of kiln 1.  
 
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and 
illustrated shards have associated text. Any illustrations of complete vessels used for 
comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters, starting with A. Stratified 
material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top left hand 
corner under the National Museums of Scotland number FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.74) 
Unstratified Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Inkwell White Yes 44mm 14mm 45mm None 52 

 
One small, complete, white stoneware 
inkwell waster with the glaze is badly burned. 
It has a base diameter of 44mm, a height of 
44mm, and the pen hole has a diameter of 
14mm.    
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(FD 2004.1.75) 
Context 5 Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Inkwell B & W Yes 42mm 13mm 42mm None 53 

 
One small, complete, stoneware inkwell (a 
waster), on which the glaze is badly burned. It 
is rough as sandpaper on the upper surface. The 
base diameter 42mm, the height 42mm, and the 
pen hole has a diameter of 13mm. 
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Newbigging: Stonewares: Jam Jars: 
 

(Box No 5) 
 

The stoneware from the Newbigging site is divided into two main groups. The first, a 
stoneware shard dump, code (SD), which comprised mainly ginger beer bottles, 
stouts, and jars dated to c1905 (J. Yule pers comm), and usually stamped GRAY 
PORTOBELLO, see (illus1 b). Gray’s main stoneware pottery was at Portobello, 
and it seems that he marked bottles from the Newbigging works with the same mark, 
which is probably why no examples of stoneware from this period have been recorded 
from Newbigging. The second group was from a cellar, code (CEL), filled with what 
was almost certainly a failed firing, i.e. fused saggars, bottles, and storage jars. 
(Haggarty & McIntyre 1996, 957 illus 13). A number of what we refer to as white 
jam jars was recovered from the ash pits (AP) of kiln 1, and were likely to be from the 
period of the last firing, dating to either the late 1920’s or early 1930’s. The straight-
sided jam jars are in once - fired white stoneware, and have deep horizontal grooves 
just below the rim, on the exteriors. These were almost certainly for securing the 
covers.  There appear to be 2lb and 1lb sizes, and possibly a quarter lb. Two waster 
jam jar fragments from Gray’s period came from the workmen’s trenches (WT).  
 
Catalogue entries marked in red have been illustrated below the catalogue entries, and 
illustrated shards have associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for 
comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified 
material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top left hand 
corner below the National Museums of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
 
(FD 2004.1. 50) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Jam Jar  White Yes 93mm 93mm 137mm None 35 

 

 

One straight sided white stoneware jam, or 
marmalade, jar, 137mm high and 93mm in 
diameter: This waster has a horizontal grooved 
channel 7mm below the rim for securing the 
cover, and probably was intended to hold 2lb of 
preserve.    
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(FD 2004.1. 51) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Jam Jar White Yes 46mm 46mm 60mm None 36 
 
(FD 2004.1. 52) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Jam Jar White Yes 46mm 46mm 60mm None 36 

 
Two straight sided, light 
grey stoneware, jam, or 
marmalade, jars 60mm high 
and 46mm in diameter: 
These vessels probably held 
a 1/4lb of preserve, and 
have horizontal grooved 
channels 4mm below the 
rim for securing the cover.    
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1. 53) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Jam Jar White Yes 48mm 48mm 57mm None 37 

 
One straight sided, white stoneware jam, or 
marmalade, jars, 57mm high and 48mm in diameter. 
This vessel probably held a 1/4lb of preserve and 
has a horizontal grooved channels5mm below the 
rim for securing the cover. This pot has a 7mm 
impressed capital Y on the base. 
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(FD 2004.1. 54) 
Context AP Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Jam Jar White No 75mm 75mm 116mm None 38 
 
(FD 2004.1. 55) 
Context AP Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Jam Jar White No 75mm 75mm 112mm None 38 
 
(FD 2004.1. 56) 
Context AP Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Jam Jar White No 77mm 77mm 121mm None 38 

Three waster fragments of 
straight-sided, white 
stoneware jam, or 
marmalade, jars between 
112 and 121mm high and 
75 to 77mm in diameter: 
These vessels probably 
held 1lb of preserve and 
have horizontal grooved 
channels between 4 & 
5mm below the rim for 
securing the covers.    

 
(FD 2004.1. 57) 
Context AP Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Jam Jar White No 118mm 118mm  None 39 

 
One straight sided, white stoneware, jam, or marmalade, 
jar, 118mm in diameter: This jar probably held 2lb of 
preserve and has a horizontal grooved channel 6mm 
below the rim for securing the cover. See (illus 41).   
 
 
 
 
 

 
(FD 2004.1. 58) 
Context AP Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Jam Jar White No 85mm 85mm 92mm None 40 

One straight sided, white stoneware, jam, or marmalade, 
jar, 90mm high and 85mm in diameter: This jar probably 
held 1lb of preserve and has a horizontal grooved channel 
6mm below the rim for securing the cover.    
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(FD 2004.1. 59) 
Context AP Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Jam Jar White No 118mm 118mm 118mm None 41 

One straight sided, white stoneware, jam, or marmalade, jar, 
118 mm high and 118mm in diameter: This jar probably held 
2lb of preserve and has a horizontal grooved channel 7mm 
below the rim for securing the cover. This example is almost 
certainly similar to (illus 39). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1. 60) 
Context AP Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Jam Jar White No 92mm   Lath Cut 42 

 
One straight sided, moulded white stoneware, jam, 
or marmalade, jar, 92mm in diameter. This jar 
probably held 1lb of preserve and is decorated 
with groups of vertical channels. 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1. 61) 
Context WT Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Jam Jar White No 85mm 85mm 92mm? Moulded name 43 
 
(FD 2004.1. 62) 
Context WT Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Jam Jar White No 85mm   Moulded name 43 

 
Two straight-sided, white 
stoneware jam jars, 85mm 
in diameter, and probably 
92mm in height if one 
allows c12mm from the 
base of the horizontal band. 
Moulded on both bases is , 
GRAY & SONS – 
PATENTED – 1 lb – 
PORTOBELLO.  

Both are wasters from a machine trench.  
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Newbigging: Stonewares: Storage Jars: 
 

(Box No 2: 33 to 34) & (Box No 3: 35 to 37) 
 

The stoneware from the Newbigging site is divided into two main groups. The first is 
a stoneware shard dump, code (SD), which comprised mainly ginger beer bottles, 
stouts, and jars, dated to c1905 (J Yule pers comm), and usually stamped GRAY 
PORTOBELLO see (illus 1 b). Gray’s main stoneware pottery was at Portobello and 
it seems that he marked bottles from the Newbigging works with the same Portobello 
mark. This is probably why no marked examples of stoneware for this period has been 
recorded from Newbigging. The second group was from a cellar, code (CEL), filled 
with what was almost certainly a failed firing, i.e. fussed saggars, bottles, and storage 
jars (Haggarty & McIntyre 1996, 957 illus 13).  
 
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and 
illustrated shards have associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for 
comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified 
material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top left hand 
corner below the National Museums of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
For storage reasons, only five examples of different sizes of large brown and white, 
two-tone, storage jars, were retained from the cellar. These were selected from 
hundreds of wasters  
 
(FD 2004.1 33) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.      
Storage Jar B & W Yes 187mm 129mm 254mm None 29 
 
(FD 2004.1. 34) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Storage Jar B & W Yes 180mm 123mm 248mm None 29 
 
(FD 2004.1. 35) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Storage Jar B & W Yes 150mm 100mm 215mm None 29 
 
(FD 2004.1. 36) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Storage Jar B & W Yes 155mm 100mm 208mm None 29 
 
(FD 2004.1. 37) 
Context CEL Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Storage Jar B & W Yes 155mm 100mm 203mm None 29 
 
Five very large, two tone, brown and white storage jars (FD 2004.1 33-37), all 
wasters, varying in height from 203 to 254 mm, from 150 to 187mm in diameter, and 
with an external rim diameter from 100 to 129mm. The height given for no.37 is 
probably not accurate as it was squashed, and is likely to have been 208mm, the same 
as no.36 
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Newbigging: Stonewares: Whisky Jugs & Jars: 
 
 

(Box No 5) 
 
The stoneware from the Newbigging site is divided into two main groups. The first, a  
stoneware shard dump, code (SD), mainly comprised ginger beer bottles, stouts, and 
jars, dated to c1905 (J Yule pers comm) and  were usually stamped GRAY 
PORTOBELLO, see (illus1 b). Gray’s main stoneware pottery was at Portobello and 
it seems that he marked bottles from the Newbigging works with the same mark, 
probably why no examples of stoneware from Newbigging for this period have been 
recorded. The second group was from a cellar, code (CEL), filled with what was 
almost certainly a failed firing, i.e. fused saggars, bottles, and storage jars (Haggarty 
& McIntyre 1996, 957 illus 13).  
 
 
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries, and 
illustrated shards have associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for 
comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified 
material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top left hand 
corner below the National Museums of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.46) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Whisky Jar B & W No 110mm   Transfer print 31 

 
One large body fragment from a 
brown and white, two-tone, 
stoneware whisky jug with handle 
and neck lacking, is 110mm in 
diameter. A pad, stamped with a 
logo, is intended for a dollop of hot 
wax. The base of the jar has a 
transfer print for DONALD 
FISHERS - YE MONKS WHISKY 
– EDINBURGH. Donald Fisher 
had premises in Maritime Street 
Leith, and was once part of the 
Distillers Company.     

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



(FD 2004.1.47) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Whisky Jug B & W No 110mm  130mm None 32 

 
Two conjoining fragments from a dark 
brown and white, two-tone, whisky style jug 
with the handle and part of the neck missing. 
The body is 110mm in diameter, and the jug 
is 130mm in height. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.48) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Whisky Jar B & W No    None 33 

 
One large fragment from the rim, neck, and 
shoulder, of a dark-brown and white, two-
tone, stoneware whisky jug. The handle and 
most of its body are missing and the rim has 
a pulled spout.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



(FD 2004.1.49) 
Context SD Colour Intact Diam Rim Height Decoration Illus.    
Whisky Jar B & ? No  44mm  None 34 

 
One dark brown, rim and neck, fragment from 
a stoneware jug with a handle scar. The 
splayed rim has a diameter of 44mm.  
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Newbigging: Banded & Joggled Decoration : 
 

(Box No 9) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G, and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries, and 
illustrated shards associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for 
comparative purposes have identifiable letters starting with A. Material from the 
excavation has the Context of Feature number in the top left hand corner under the 
National Museum of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. -.  
 
Decoration on the Newbigging banded and joggled wares, was executed in a limited 
palette of colours. Slips are mainly dark brown (DB), light brown (LB), or pale blue 
(PB), with only one example of black (BL). The pale brown varies considerably in 
tone and could have been produced from the local clay. 
 
 
(FD2004.1.242) 
Context 8: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringer 1 Joggled DB-LB-PB 100mm? ? ? 176 

 
One bisque, white earthenware rim shard, from a porringer  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD2004.1.243) 
Context 8: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Porringer 1 Joggled DB-LB-PB 100mm? ? ? 177 

 

 

One bisque, white earthenware rim shard, from a 
porringer 
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(FD2004.1.244) 
Context 7: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Porringer 1 Joggled DB-LB ? ? ? 178 

 
One bisque, white earthenware body shard, 
from a porringer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD2004.1.245) 
Context 7: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Bowl 1 Joggled DB-LB ? ? ?  
One bisque shard from a bowl: not illustrated. 
 
(FD2004.1.246) 
Context 7: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Not/known 1 Joggled PB-BL ? ? ?  
One bisque shard: not illustrated. 
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Newbigging: Engine-turned Dipped Ware: 
 

(BOX No 9) 
 

This type of decoration was accomplished by turning the vessel on a Rose lathe.  
 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries, and have 
associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have 
identifiable letters starting with A. Two hundred and twenty six small body shards and 
crumbs were discarded.  
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top 
left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland number beginning  
FD.2004.1. 
 
 
(FD.1.2004.248) 
Context-7 Total no of shards Decoration Rim Diam Bas Diam Illus 
Bowl ? Body. 1. B Engine-turned & dipped ? ? 180 

 
One white earthenware bisque, body shard, from a bowl 
decorated with spaced, engine turned, cut horizontal 
bands, which was afterwards dipped in a dark brown slip. 
When dry, this was scraped, leaving the interrupted 
incised lines flooded.    
 
 
 
 

 
(FD.1.2004.248) 
Context-7 Total no of shards Decoration Rim Dia Bas Dia Illus 
Unknown Body. 1. B Engine-turned (Rose Lathe) ? ? 307 

 
One white, bisque, earthenware, body shard 
decorated with angled flutes c 6mm broad created 
on a Rose lathe. The bottom of the shard shows 
narrow horizontal cuts. 
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Newbiggin: Dipped Fan & Banded: 
 

(BOX No 9) 
 
One of the few common types of dipped ware recovered from archaeological sites in 
Scotland consists of small bowls in a light brown slip with a dark brown band under 
the rim, and two opposing ovals of dipped fan decoration. The evidence from this 
small shard could mean that these were made at Newbigging as well as at West Pans.   
 
Bisque shards are shown as  B, glazed shards as  G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue and have 
associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have 
identifiable letters starting with A. 
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number of the in 
the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland number beginning 
FD 2004. 1.  
 
 
(FD.1.2004.247) 
Context-7 Total no of shards Decoration Rim Dia Bas Dia Illus 
Bowl Rim 1. B Dipped fan and banded 170mm ? 179 

 
One rim shard from what is almost 
certainly a hemispherical bowl c170mm 
in diameter. The exterior dipped, 
background, colour is a light brown, and 
with evidence of an oval within which 
would have been a dipped fan. There is a 
band of dark brown slip just below the 
exterior rim.  
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Newbigging: Hand Painted: 
 

(Box No 10) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P.  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and have 
associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have 
identifiable letters starting with illus A.  
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top 
left hand corner under the National Museum of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 
1. - . 
 
See page 6 (illustrations X & Y) for an example of what is probably a hand painted, 
Musselburgh jug. There is also a hand painted, and dated, puzzle jug (Haggarty 1966 
33 & 35, Figs 51 & 52) in the collections of the Museums of Scotland (illustrations 
Z & AA), and there is another example, in private hands, see page 7, (illustrations 
AB & AC). 
 
See also Files: Plates with Moulded borders: (illustrations A, B, R & S), Bone 
China (illustrations D & F), and Moulded Wares (illustration AD), for other 
examples of extant Newbigging hand painted wares.  
 
(FD 2004.1. 344) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Bowl 9. G Hand Painted White ? 90mm ? 269 
 
(FD 2004.1. 345) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Cup 1. G Hand Painted White ? 20mm ? 270 
 
(FD 2004.1. 346) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Saucer 2. G Hand Painted White ? 140mm ? 271 
 
(FD 2004.1. 347) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Cover 1. G Hand Painted White ? ? ? 272 
 
(FD 2004.1. 348) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. G Hand Painted White ? 70mm ? 273 
 
(FD 2004.1. 349) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. G Hand Painted White 160mm ? ? 274 
 
(FD 2004.1. 350) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. G Hand Painted White 160mm ? ? 275 
 
(FD 2004.1. 351) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
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Bowl 1. G Hand Painted White    276 
 
(FD 2004.1. 352) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1.G Hand Painted White    277 
 
(FD 2004.1. 353) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Unknown 1. B Hand Painted White    278 
 
(FD 2004.1. 354) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Unknown 1. G Hand Painted White    279 
 
(FD 2004.1. 355) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mug 1. B Hand Painted White    280 
 
(FD 2004.1. 356) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Unknown 1. G Hand Painted White    281 
 
 
(Illus 269 a & b, Context 8, FD 2004.1.344) 

 
Nine conjoining, glazed, white earthenware 
shards from a bowl with turned base and 
expanded foot rim, c. 90mm in diameter. The 
exterior has traces of a hand painted floral 
frieze in dark green black and red.  The 
interior has a simple, painted, dark green and 
black spray, which is 
50mm long in the 
centre (illus 267 b). 
This form of decoration 
was produced all over 
Europe.  

 
 
 
(Illus 270, Context 8, FD 2004.1.345) 

 
One white, pearlglazed, shard from a small London 
shaped cup. It has a turned base with expanded foot 
rim c.20mm in diameter and was decorated on the 
exterior by hand painting in green, blue, and yellow. 
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(Illus 271, Context 8, FD 2004.1.346) 
 
Two conjoining white, pearlglazed, shards 
from a saucer with a carinated body.This has a 
prominent rounded foot rim, and a rim 
diameter of c.140mm. It is decorated on the 
interior with a hand painted, stylised, floral 
band in red, green, and blue, placed between 
three horizontal, fine blue, spaced bands.  
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 272, Context 8, FD 2004.1.347) 

 
One white, pearlglazed, shard from 
a cover with a plain round pointed 
knop. The exterior is decorated 
with simple stars in blue. The lack 
of a steam hole suggests a vessel 
such as a sucrier.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 273, Context 7, FD 2004.1.348) 

 
One thin, white, pearlglazed, basal 
angled shard from a bowl with 
turned base and wedged shaped foot 
rim. This is c. 90mm in diameter and 
6mm high. The interior has traces of 
hand painting in green, blue, and 
brown. 
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(Illus 274, Context 8, FD 2004.1.349) 
One white, pearlglazed, rim shard from a bowl 
160mm in diameter and which is decorated on the 
exterior with two horizontal lines of pale blue and 
fine brown arcading between green dots. There are 
further traces of decoration in brown and ochre on 
the underside of the arcading.  
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 275, Context 8, FD 2004.1.350) 

 
One white, glazed, earthenware rim shard from 
a bowl 160mm in diameter. The exterior has 
been decorated with, apparently, hand painted 
flowers in green, yellow, and plum. There is a 
horizontal blue line under the interior rim. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 276, Context 8, FD 2004.1.351) 

 
One white, pearlglazed, rim shard from a bowl  
decorated on its exterior with what seems to be 
a hand painted garland of flowers in green, 
blue, and brown. The interior has stuck to 
another vessel in the kiln 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 277, Context 7, FD 2004.1. 352) 

 
One white, pearlglazed, shard from a bowl where the 
exterior was probably decorated with a hand painted, 
horizontal, garland of blue flowers. 
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(Illus 278, Context 7, FD 2004.1.353) 
One white, bisque, earthenware body shard with 
faint traces of hand painted brown lines, and 
areas of yellow decoration on the exterior.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 279, Context 8, FD 2004.1.354) 

One glazed, white earthenware, body shard decorated on the 
exterior with hand painted brown lines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 280, Context 7, FD 2004.1.355) 

 
One white, bisque, earthenware, handle shard decorated on the 
exterior with faint traces of hand painted brown leaves. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 281, Context 7, FD 2004.1.356) 

 
One small, pearlglazed, shard decorated on the exterior 
with yellow and brown hand painting. The rim is banded 
with a fine blue line.   
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(Illustration X)                                                     (Illustration Y) 

 
A hand painted jug with the words JN MONTEITH DALKEITH Oct: 25: 1844 around 
a crown is in a private collection.  This jug is similar in form to the “CHING” 
example shown in the transfer printed file (illustration V & 
W), which, I suggested, may have been decorated and 
initialled by Jonathan Forster, the pottery manager.  
I now have a photograph of the base of the MONTEITH jug 
and it has painted on it in black script J.T. Musselburgh 
Pottery Jan 6th 1846 which is some 15 months after the date 
that it was commemorating.  
 
 

(Added March 2005)  
I now have very grave doubts about both the “MONTEITH” jug, illustrations X 
& Y above, and the “CHING” jug, (File Transfer printed page 14, illustration V 
& W) being products of the Newbigging pottery and suggest that they were 
probably the products of (The Musselburgh Pottery), which was in close 
proximity, and which at this period was owned by (John Tough) prior to his 
moving to Portobello. 
  
 
 
 
 

********************* 
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(Illustration Z)                                                     (Illustration AA) 

 
 

 
Puzzle jug hand painted in polychrome colours and inscribed on the base 10 October 
1836 P J Mus. 
 
 
 
(Illustration AB)                                    (Illustration AC) 

A hand painted, 7 inch high, polychrome puzzle jug with three reserves, one showing 
Adam & Eve, and the tree of knowledge in the Garden of Eden, and another George 
& Marion McCulloch: Research found that it commemorates their marriage in 
Temple, Midlothian, on the 26 December 1823 (Forbes & Haggarty 2002, 25 Fig 4).   
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Newbigging: Jars undecorated: 
 

(Box No 12) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G, and complete profiles as P:  Catalogue 
entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries with associated text with 
them. 
 S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable letters 
starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context of Feature 
number of in the top, left hand, corner under the National Museum of Scotland number 
beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
Although all the 17 rim shards in this assemblage are from straight-sided jars, it is the 
possible that there are three types of vessels represented, jam, or marmalade jars, with a 
string course under the rim, large mugs, and small child’s mugs. The Shards fall into 
several main groups in terms of size.  
 c.110mm, a minimum of 2 vessels; 90-92mm, 10 vessels; 64 – 66 mm, 7 vessels, and c. 
54 mm, 3 vessels. It is unlikely that any base being is from a large mug, as by this period 
most large mugs had developed footrims and were decorated by turning above the base. 
Furthermore, none of the shards have handle scars. It was not thought worthwhile to 
photograph these shards. In total only seven shards conjoined, with another possible. 
There were no complete profiles, although one of the 66mm diameter jars was probably 
c. 80mm in height. 
 
 
(FD 2004.1. 409) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jars 5. B None S. W. E As base 110mm ?               
 
(FD 2004.1. 410) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jars 15. B   2.G       None S. W. E As base 90-92mm ?  
 
(FD 2004.1. 411) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jars 33.B   3.G       None S. W. E As base 64-66mm ?  
 
(FD 2004.1. 412) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jars 4. B      None S. W. E As Base c. 54mm ?               
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Newbigging: Slip-cast bisque jugs: Transfer-printed: 
 

(Box No 13) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as  G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below, and have  associated text.  
S W E. stands for standard white earthenware. 
 
llustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museum of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. -. 
 
A group of 332 shards is from at least five, smallish, squat, white earthenware, bisque, 
slip-cast jugs, probably c.160mm in height, and octagonal in form. They have parrot 
beaked spouts, wavy necks and two different moulded handles are represented. The 
jugs have been transfer printed, although much of this has been removed by over 
vigorous washing. The prints consist of a flower spray on both sides of the necks, and 
a rim border; this is used on both the interior and exterior (illus 324 c), and down the 
exterior of some handles. Another handle print appears related to the flower sprays. 
The five jugs bases are under restoration, and I have given them MOS Acc numbers 
(FD 2004.1.405 to 408), but have not numbered the rim, body, or handle, shards, 
which permits them to be joined to individual vessels at a later date. The distance 
across the measurable rim is c. 85mm. All the bases are recessed (illus 323). 
 
I intend to have those jugs restored, and they will then be re-photographed. In the 
meantime I have illustrated a rim and spout on pages 2 & 3, (illus 324 a) the handle 
fragments (illus 324 b) and the transfer print (illus 324 c). 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.405) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim size Base size Height Illus. 
Slip/cast jug  Trans-print W-e/w  72mm ? 323 

 
Eleven conjoining, white earthenware, 
bisque shards, photographed upside 
down, showing the recessed base of one 
of five small, octagonal, jugs. The 
distance across the flats is 72mm. One of 
the five jugs (FD-2004-1-407) has a print 
on the narrow foot shows that it sat on a 
transfer during manufacture.   
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(FD 2004.1.406) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim size Base size Height Illus 
Slip/cast jug  Trans-print W-e/w  70mm ?  
 
(FD 2004.1.407) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim size Base size Height Illus 
Slip/cast jug  Trans-print W-e/w  66mm ?  
 
(FD 2004.1.408) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim size Base size Height Illus. 
Slip/cast jug  Trans-print W-e/w  66mm ?  
 
(FD 2004.1.409) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim size Base size Height Illus 
Slip/cast jug  Trans-print W-e/w  66mm ? 324 a - c 

 
Conjoining shards of bisque, white, 
earthenware, photographed to show the 
rim and spout of the five small octagonal 
jugs (FD 2004.1.405-409). The distance 
across the wavy rim is 85mm (illus 324a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A photograph to 
demonstrate the 
handle forms of the 
five small octagonal 
jugs (FD 2004.1.405-
409). The handle 
second from the left is 
125mm in height.  
Two others have what 
feels like moulded 
foliage running up the 
exterior (illus 324b).  
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This is a large, 
white, bisque, 
earthenware rim 
fragment, which 
shows the transfer 
prints used on the 
small jugs (FD 
2004.1.405-409). I 
have enhanced the 
colour to make it 
clearer. (Illus 324 c) 
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Newbigging: Horizontal Lath Cutting:  
 

(BOX No 10) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  Catalogue 
entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and have associated text. 
(SWE), stands for standard white earthenware, and (BC) for bone china. Illustrations of 
complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable letters starting with A.   
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top left 
hand corner below the National Museum of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. -.   
 
 
(FD 2004.1.490) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 6. B Lathe Cut S W E 160mm 73mm 85mm? 385 

 
Four of six, bisque, white 
earthenware shards from a 
minimum of four London shaped 
bowls. All are decorated with 
horizontal lathe cut bands in the 
centre of the body. The flat area 
below the rim varies between 7 
to 17mm and the flat area above 
the carination, from 8 to 18mm. 
The expanded, turned out, 
footrim is approximately 73mm, 
and the rims are 160mm in 
diameter. The height of the bowls 
is probably around 85mm.     
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(FD 2004.1.491) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mug 1. G Lathe Cut S W E 80mm ? ? 386 

 
One glazed rim shard from a lead glazed white earthenware 
mug, decorated with horizontal, lathe cut, bands, probably in 
the centre of the body. The cut bands start 18mm below the 
rim, and the diameter of the mug is 80mm.   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.492) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. B Lathe Cut B C 160mm ? ? 387 

 
One glazed rim shard from a bisque, bone china, bowl, 
decorated with horizontal, lathe cut, bands, probably in the 
centre of the body. The cut bands start 14mm below the 
rim, and the diameter of the bowl is 160mm.   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.493) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mug 1. B Lathe Cut S W E ? ? ? 388 

 
One small, bisque, white earthenware 
fragment from the base of a mug which is 
decorated with horizontal lathe cut bands 
above the developed footrim.  
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(FD 2004.1.494) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mug 1. G Lathe Cut S W E ? ? ? 389 

 
One lead glazed body shard from a white 
earthenware mug, decorated with horizontal, 
lathe cut bands, probably in the centre of its 
body. A fragment of an extruded handle, 15mm 
broad, is decorated with two parallel beads on 
the flat area below the missing rim.  
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.495) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 3. B Lathe Cut S W E ? ? ? 390 

 
Three conjoining, bisque, white earthenware, 
body shards, which may come from a bowl. The 
form is difficult to work out as it is splayed, but 
curves in at the top, although it is not a London 
shape. Decorated with close, horizontal, lathe 
cut, bands:  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.496) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mug 2. B Lathe Cut S W E ? ? ? 391 

Two conjoining, bisque, white earthenware, 
body shards, which probably come from a 
small mug. 
The shards are decorated with an 8mm broad 
band of very tight horizontal, lathe cut, bands, 
which begin just 2mm above a 1mm bead 
which is just above the base.  
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(FD 2004.1.497) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mug 1. B Lathe Cut S W E ? ? ? 392 

 
One small, bisque, white earthenware body 
shard from a small mug decorated with 
horizontal, lathe cut, bands. A small handle scar 
is 7mm broad. 
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Newbigging: Lustre Decoration:  
 

(BOX No 9) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and have 
text associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes 
have been given identifiable letters starting with A.  All the shards decorated with 
Lustre (L) have been Hand Painted (HP). After excavation by the author the 
Newbigging pink lustre shard (illus 218) quickly began to fade, presumably due to the 
action of air on the metallic oxide.    
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top 
left hand corner below the National Museum of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 
1. - .   
 
A number of the Newbigging lustre shards have already been published (Haggarty & 
McIntyre 1996; Haggarty 1996,).  
 
(FD 2004.1.279) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. B (HP - L)  ? 44mm ? 208 

 
One white, bisque, base shard from a small 
bowl with a diameter of c. 44mm which has 
been decorated in the centre with a simple 
sprig in hand-painted, faded, lustre.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(FD 2004.1.280) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Saucer 1. B (HP - L)  150mm ? ? 209 
 

One white, bisque, base shard 
from a saucer with a diameter of 
c. 150mm, decorated under the 
rim with a plain, horizontal, 
lustre band. Below this is a very 
faded, stylised, band of hand 
painted leaves and flowers in 
green and orange.  
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(FD 2004.1.281) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Cup 1. B (HP - L)  c. 90mm ? ? 210 

 
One white, bisque, cup rim shard with a diameter 
of c. 90mm ,ecorated below the interior rim with 
two horizontal, spaced, bands with a wavy, hand 
painted, band in faded lustre between these.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(FD 2004.1.282) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. B (HP - L)  140mm ? ? 211 

 
One white, bisque, bowl shard with a diameter of c. 140 
mm and which was decorated below the interior rim with 
a wavy, hand painted, band and leaves in faded lustre. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.283) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Cup 1. B (HP - L)  c. 90mm ? ? 212 

 
One white, bisque, base shard from a cup c. 90mm in 
diameter, decorated beneath the exterior rim with a 
horizontal band, and a large stylised, hand painted, 
sprig in faded lustre.   
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(FD 2004.1.284) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl ? 1. B (HP - L)  ? ? ? 213 

 
One small, white, bisque shard, 
probably from a bowl, which is 
decorated with traces of faded 
lustre 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.  
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Newbigging: Bisque: Mocha & Rouletting: 
 

(BOX No 9) 
 

Examples of all the different rouletting used at Newbigging, including (ROLL-23), 
have been illustrated together: See file (Bisque Rouletted & Lath Cut).   
Mocha designs on pottery simulate the appearance of moss agate, a semi precious 
stone imported into eighteenth century Britain from the port of Al Mukha in the 
Yemen. This type of decoration can be achieved by applying a mixture of metal oxide 
and an acidic liquid, which, it is thought, was, on occasion, an infusion of tobacco in 
stale urine and turpentine. However, different recipes are known but which was being 
used at Newbigging is a matter for speculation.  
 
Bisque shards are shown as  B, glazed shards as  G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries, and have  
associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have 
identifiable letters starting with A.  
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top 
left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland number beginning FD 
2004. 1. - .   
 
(FD 2004.1.188) 
Context U/S: Shards Roller No Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 2. B ROLL-23 Blue & Tan 180mm ? ? 135 

 
Two white earthenware, bisque, 
shards; the external body was 
decorated, firstly, by dipping in 
a light tan slip over which, 
while still wet, a blue mocha 
‘tea’ was dropped, which 
spread and created a dendritic 
tree-like pattern. A narrow area 
below the rim was then been 
scraped on the lathe,’ giving the 
tan slip a clean edge before 
rouletting with (ROLL-23) the 
white band. Published in 
Haggarty (1996, 25 Fig 31). 
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Newbigging: Moulded White Earthenwares: 
 

(Box No 10) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, and complete profiles as P:  Catalogue entries marked 
in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and illustrated shards have associated 
text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with (Illustration A). Stratified material from the excavation has the 
Context or Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums 
of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
A number of Newbigging bisque moulded shards have already been published 
(Haggarty & McIntyre 1996, 952 & 960 illus 8 & 16; Haggarty 1996, 24 figs 17 18 
22-3 27 28 & 29).  
A rare pair of white earthenware wall plaques, dated 1834, is in the collections of the 
Museums of Scotland. These have been pierced for hanging. Acc No (NMS: H 1994. 
1105 & 1106) See page 7 (Illustrations AD).  
 
 
 
FD 2004.1.295 
Context 7  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jug 2. B Daisy Moulding ? ? ? 223 

 
Two bisque shards from a 
moulded cane ware jug. The 
larger shard is from a splayed 
rim, but without enough 
evidence to confirm the 
diameter, although they are 
probably from a small jug 
of.120mm. The shards are 
decorated with horizontal rows 
of daisies which vary in size. 
The top and bottom examples 
are c12mm, while the two 
middle rows are c. 14mm.       
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FD 2004.1.296  
Context 7  Shards Decoration Breadth Thickness Height Illus 
Plaque 1.B Moulded ? 10mm ? 224 

 
One moulded fragment from the 
top, left hand section, of  a bisque, 
white earthenware plaque probably 
in the shape of a shield. This is 
decorated with part of the Royal 
coat of Arms, c1814-1837. The 
supporting, crowned, Lion rampant 
rests on the word ‘SOIT’, from the 
motto of the order of the Garter 
(HONI SOIT QUI MAL Y 
PENSE).  The plaque varies in 
thickness from 5 to 10mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
FD 2004.1.297  
Context 7  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Unknown 1. B Moulded ? ? ? 225 

 
One small, moulded, whiteware body shard 
from an unidentifiable vessel decorated in 
large scale moulding with shell-like 
decoration.  
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FD 2004.1.298 
Context 7  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Unknown 1. B Moulded ? ? ? 226 

 
One small, moulded, whiteware, rim shard from an 
unidentifiable vessel decorated with what could be 
shell moulding.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
FD 2004.1.299  
Context 7  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl? 1. B Moulded 140mm ? ? 227 

 
One small, moulded, whiteware, rim 
shard from what is most likely a bowl, 
c140mm in diameter, showing traces of 
basket weave similar to that on the glazed 
bone china shard in (Illus 215). 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

FD 2004.1.300  
Context 7  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Unknown 1. B Moulded ? ? ? 228 

 
One small, moulded, whiteware 
body shard from an unidentifiable 
vessel decorated with a row of, 
possibly, stylised plants. 
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FD 2004.1.301  
Context 7  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl? 1. B Moulded 140mm ? ? 229 

 
One moulded, beaded, whiteware 
rim shard from, probably, a bowl 
c140mm in diameter. It is decorated 
with a clearly moulded maple style 
leaf and, probably, part of another 
leaf. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

FD 2004.1.302  
Context 7  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Unknown 1. B Moulded 120mm ? ? 230 

 
One moulded, whiteware, rim shard from an unknown 
vessel, perhaps a bowl c. 120mm in diameter. The 
gadrooned flutes are c 8mm broad, and end in a wavy 
edge.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FD 2004.1.304  
Context 7  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Figure 1. B Moulded ? ? ? 232 

 
One small, thin, moulded, whiteware body shard, 
possibly from a figure/ 
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FD 2004.1.305  
Context 7  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Figure 1. B Moulded ? ? ? 233 a & b 

 
Left one bisque fragment of a whiteware figurine, 
which is paralleled by a more complete decorated 
example recovered during excavation at Edinburgh 
Castle (Will, 1997). Below is another shard which was 
given the same number by mistake and may be from 
another fig. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

FD 2004.1.307  
Context 7  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Unknown 1. B Moulded ? ? ? 235 

 
One moulded, whiteware rim shard from an 
unknown vessel. This is decorated with part of a 
clearly moulded crown. 
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FD 2004.1.308  
Context Trough Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Figure 1. B Moulded ? ? ? 236 

 
One whiteware fragment of a 
moulded head, which I 
originally considered to be 
from a female (Haggarty 
1996, 23-24 fig 28), but I am 
now inclined to think it may 
be a male, possibly military.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
FD 2004.1.309                      (Cane Ware) 
Context Trough  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Coffee pot 2. B Moulded c. 85mm ? ? 237 

 
Two conjoining, pale, cane coloured, 
bisque, moulded shards from a coffee 
pot cover, c. 85mm in diameter, with 
the trace of a small steam hole. This 
must have gone through the knop. The 
interior has been finished on a lathe.   
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(Illustration AD)                                                   

 
This pair of underglaze, hand painted, moulded, earthenware plaques,132 x 108 mm,  
have black frames with pink inserts inside which are relief profiles of men in military 
uniform, both with military decorations. Although originally considered to be the 
Pretenders to the Portuguese and Spanish thrones (Bamford 1956, 30; McVeigh 
1979, 9), George Dalgleish of the Museums of Scotland thinks they are the profiles of 
the exiled Charles X and his son, Le Duc d’ Angouleme (Haggarty 1996, 29 & 30 
Fig 47). Both plaques are incised on the rear, under the glaze, with the date 1834, and 
one is incised ‘Musselburgh’. The plaques, acc no’s (H.1994.1105 & 6), are on 
display in the Museum of Scotland (Case SP1).   
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Newbigging: Moulded Bone China: 
 

(Box No 10) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and have 
associated text. Any illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes 
have identifiable letters starting with (Illus A).  
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top 
left hand corner under the National Museum of Scotland number beginning FD 
2004.1. -. 
In the1970s I first suspected that William Reid had been manufacturing bone china at 
his pottery in Newbigging. I had been shown a mug by William Steel which was 
painted with the arms of Musselburgh and, on stylistic grounds, I dated this to c1820 
(Haggarty 1996, 37 figs 57 & 58). Previously it was, erroneously, considered that the 
mug dated to c1800 (McVeigh 1979, fig 95). With the rest of the William Steel’s 
ceramic collection the mug is now in the care of the National Trust for Scotland. The 
moulded basket-weave design on the Steel mug, the shards from the bisque saucer 
(FD 2004.1.285, illus 214), and the moulded, glazed and hand painted, bowl shard 
(FD 2004.1.215, illus 215), are all copies of a design thought to have been introduced 
at New Hall in Staffordshire. This design was used by a number of other British 
potteries, including Charles Bourne c.1820 (Miller & Berthold 1985, Pl 1529), and 
Machin, c1820 (ibid Pl 1628). The same book illustrates moulded teapots (plates 
1627 and 1629), by unknown makers which are dated to c.1825.  
 
There is a superb large, moulded mug (NMS: A 1936.2.78) in the Museum of 
Scotland. This is decorated with the same basket weave as the saucer (illus 214) and 
on the base has painted over the glaze, ‘Wm Reid May 14 1822’, see under (page 7) 
(illus D & E). The mug has been described as cream-coloured earthenware (McVeigh 
1979, 96) and, more recently, as soft paste porcelain (Dalgleish et al 1990, 13 No 1). 
It would, however, be more accurate to call it Bone China and it is on display in the 
Museum of Scotland: Case SP1. Another jug, also in the collections of the Museum of 
Scotland, and on display Case SP1, appears to be Bone China, see under (page 7) 
(NMS: A 1936.278).  It is decorated with an over the glaze, hand painted, scene of the 
Garden of Eden, gardening symbols, and ‘Robert Moffat Fordeledene’ (Godden 
1966, 243 fig 430; Dalgleish et al 1990, 14 no 2; Haggarty 1996, 30 Figs 44 & 45). 
Painted in red is on the base is ‘W. Reid Musselburgh 26th Dec: r 1827’ (Ibid, 29 fig 
46) (Illus F G & H).  
 
A number of the Newbigging bone china shards have already been published 
(Haggarty & McIntyre 1996, 960 illus 16 top right; Haggarty 1996, 21 & 27 figs 
15-16 18 bottom right & 36).  
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(FD 2004.1.285) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Saucer 8 B. P. Moulded B/China 138mm 72mm 27mm 214 
 
(FD 2004.1.286) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. G Moulded & HP B/China ? ? ? 215 
 
(FD 2004.1.287) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Saucer 3. B Moulded B/China 140mm 65mm 27mm 216 
 
(FD 2004.1.288) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 4. B Moulded B/China 220mm 122mm 20mm 217 
 
(FD 2004.1.289) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Teapot 1. B Moulded B/China    218 
 
(FD 2004.1.290) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Vase 1. B Moulded B/China    219 
 
(FD 2004.1.291) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Vase 1. B Moulded B/China    220 
 
(FD 2004.1.292) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Vase 1. B Moulded B/China    221 
 
(FD 2004.1.293) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Cups 1. B Moulded B/China ? 60mm ? 222 
 
(FD 2004.1.513)        (This cup has a finely thrown splayed bowl) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Cup 1. G  B/China 140mm   407 
 
(FD 2004.1.514) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Cup 19. B Moulded B/China 90mm ? ? 408 
 
(FD 2004.1.515) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Cup 14. B Moulded B/China 90mm ? ? 409 
 
(FD 2004.1.516) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Cup 14. B Moulded B/China 90mm ? ? 410 
 
(FD 2004.1.517) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Cup 2. B Moulded B/China 90mm? ? ?  
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(Illus 214, Context 7, FD 2004.1.285) 
 
Eight moulded, bone china, bisque 
shards, which conjoin to form an 
almost complete saucer, c.138mm in 
diameter and 27mm high. In the past 
the moulded design was referred to 
in the literature as Basket Weave, or 
Wicker-Moulded (Holgate 1971, 66 
pl 28: de Saye Hutton 1990, pl 188). 
This pattern was used by a number 
of British potteries on London 
shaped wares of the 1820s, and was 
most likely first introduced at the 
New Hall factory.    
   
 
 

 
(Illus 215, Context 7, FD 2004.1.286) 

 
One moulded, bone china, glazed bowl 
shard in the basket weave pattern, see 
(illus 214). The reserve has been hand 
painted with a pink flower.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 216, Context 7, FD 2004.1.287)  

 
Three moulded, bone-
china, conjoining 
shards from a saucer c. 
140mm in diameter 
and in a variation of a 
design called Dulong. 
The design was 
possibly named after 
the Dutch merchants 
Dulong, Godfroy, and 
Dulong, and was first 
produced at the 

Meissen factory in 1743. In the first quarter of the nineteenth century it was copied at 
both the Worcester & Coalport factories (Messenger 1995, 95).   
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(Illus 217, Context 7, FD 2004.1.288) 
 
Three illustrated (of four), 
conjoining, bisque 
moulded, bone-china 
shards, which form the 
rim fragment of a plate c, 
220mm in diameter. The 
decoration consists of 
alternating, rectangular, 
rococo reserves and pots 
of flowers. This 
decoration is similar to a 
cup illustrated below on 

page 6 (illus 408, FD-2004-1-514).  
 
 
(Illus 218, Context 7, FD 2004.1.289) 

 
One indistinctly 
moulded, bisque, bone 
china shard, probably 
from the rim and 
shoulder of a teapot, 
c.130mm in diameter 
and in what is known as 
‘the flat shouldered and
round shape’, which 

dates to c1825-30. Decoration on the shoulder consists of a continuous garland of 
flowers, c 13mm broad. The raised piece to the left may be evidence for a handle 
springing from the shoulder. The body seems to be decorated with m

 

oulded vertical 
flutes c 20mm broad.   

(Illus 219, Context 7, FD 2004.1.290) 

 
 is 

 

ical 

entification possible. 
 

 
 

 
One bisque, moulded, bone china
shard with a handle scar. This
probably from the body of a 
round tureen or, more likely, a
two-handled vase. Below the 
horizontal seam the large vert
lobe is 35mm broad, and the 
flutes are 11mm apart. There is 
just enough flower moulding on 
the shoulder to make 
id
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(Illus 220, Context 7, FD 2004.1.291) 

s, 

o-

e 
9) 

to 
e vase theory. See illus.  

 

(Illus 221, Context 7, FD 2004.1.292) 

h it 

 
 

ay 
ave had pedestal bases. 

 

(Illus 222, Context 7, FD 2004.1.293) 

eter. 

ut it appears different from the other cup 
ards.  

 

 
Three conjoining, bisque, 
moulded, bone china shard
from the body of a round 
tureen or, more likely, a tw
handled vase. Below the 
horizontal seam are six flutes, 
11mm apart. There is evidence 
to suggest that this is the sam
type of vessel as (illus 21
with the handles placed 
differently, perhaps adding 
th

 
 

 
One bisque, moulded, bone china 
shard, which is probably from the 
lower body of a vase. Althoug
does not conjoin, it is almost 
certainly part of the same vessel
as (illus 220) and type as (illus
219) implying that these m
h
 
 
 

 

 
One bisque shard from a London shaped, moulded 
cup, with a developed footrim c60mm in diam
Insufficient moulding remains to identify the 
pattern, b
sh
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(Illus 408, Context 7, FD-2004-1-514) 

(Illus 409, Context 7, FD-2004-1-515)  

inly 

us 
10 FD-2004-1-516 & 517). The carination on the body is 42mm below the rim. 

(Illus 410, Context 7, FD-2004-1-516)  

 409 FD-
004-1-515 & 517). The carination on the body is 45mm below the rim. 

 

 
Nineteen, conjoining, bisqu
shards from a bone china, 
moulded, London shaped cup, 
90mm in diameter and decorated 
with alternating rectangular rococo
reserves and pots of flowers. T
resembles a bone china plate 
shown above (page 4) (illus 217. 
FD-2004-1-288). The carination 
on th

e, 

 
his 

e body is 40mm below the 
rim. 

  
 

 
Fourteen bisque shards of which seven, and another five conjoin, and almost certa
from the same bone china, moulded, London shaped cup, 90mm in diameter and 
decorated with alternating, rectangular, rococo reserves and flowers similar to (Ill
4
 
 

Fourteen bisque shards, of which twelve conjoin, from what is almost certainly the 
same bone china, moulded, London shaped cup, 90mm in diameter, and decorated 
with alternating, rectangular, rococo reserves and flowers similar to (Illus
2
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(Illus D & E) National Museums of Scotland 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus F G & H) National Museums of Scotland 
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Newbigging: Plates with moulded borders: 
 

(Box No 9) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red illustrated below the catalogue entries and illustrated 
shards have associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative 
purposes have identifiable letters starting with (illus A).  
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top 
left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland number beginning FD 
2004. 1. - .  
 
A number of the Newbigging bisque shards with moulded borders have already been 
published (Haggarty & McIntyre 1996, 952 illus 8 & 16 & Haggarty 1996, 19-22 figs 
17 to 23). A number of extant examples have been illustrated on pages 2, 3 and 5.   
 
FD 2004.1.250  
Context 7  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 8.  B Moulded border c. 150mm 57mm 19mm 182 

 
FD 2004.1.251  
Context 7  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 1.  B Moulded border c. 160mm 57mm ? 183 

 
FD 2004.1.252  
Context 7 Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 1. B Moulded border 150mm? ? ? 184 

 
FD 2004.1.253  
Context 7 Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 3. B Moulded border c. 160mm ? ? 185 

 
FD 2004.1.254  
Context 7 Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 2. B Moulded border ? 60mm ? 186 

 
FD 2004.1.255  
Contexts 7 & 8 Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 6. B Moulded border c. 160mm 90mm 15mm 187 

 
FD 2004.1.256  
Context 8 Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 1. B Moulded border c. 150mm ? ? 188 
 
FD 2004.1.257                  (Pearlglazed plate as illus 188) 
Contexts 8  Shards Decoration Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 2. G Moulded border c. 150mm                   
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(Illus 182, Contexts 7 & 8, FD 2004.1.250) 
 
Eight white earthenware, bisque, shards 
from at least two small, moulded, plates 
with a diameter of c.150mm. Since the 
recovery of these shards, and their 
publication (Haggarty 1996, 20 fig 19) a 
number of complete examples has 
surfaced; see (illustration A) below, 
which is hand painted in the centre with a 
yellow, green, blue, and red, flower 
spray. There is some hand painting, and 
what appears to be cut sponge decoration, 
on the moulded border.   
 

 
(Illustration A) 

 
A complete example of a moulded plate 
which was illustrated on the cover of 
volume 18 of (Scottish Pottery Historical 
Review), and which matches shards from 
the Newbigging site; see above (illus182) 
This plate is now in the collections of the 
Museums of Scotland, Acc no (K 1997 
136).  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 183, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.251) 

One slightly wavy, bisque, rim shard, from a 
small, white, earthenware, moulded child’s 
plate, c160mm in diameter. The decoration 
consists of at least four alternately spaced rows 
of diminishing sized daisies within a plain, 4mm 
band. The largest daisies have a diameter of 
10mm. 
 

 
(Illus 184, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.252) 

One bisque rim shard from a small, wavy 
edged, moulded, child’s plate in white 
earthenware. It probably has a diameter of 
150mm. the decoration consists of a band 
of narrow shell edging, and two rows of 
small flowers with seven petals. A single 
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small flower is in line with the indent on the wavy edge. The flowers have a diameter 
of c. 4mm. 
 
 
(Illus 185, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.253) 

Three bisque shards, two conjoining, 
from a small, moulded, cane ware, wavy 
edged, child’s plate, 160mm in diameter 
(Haggarty 1996, 22 fig 23). The 
decoration consists of two, alternate, 
rows of very deeply moulded daisies, c. 
12mm in diameter, and small branches, 
probably with three leaves. An example 
of this plate is in a private collection 
(illustration R), and was decorated by 
painting the daisies in green, blue, and 
ochre, and, in the centre, with a stylised 
flower spray in    

            green, blue, ochre, and brown.  
 
(Illustration R) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 186, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.254) 

 
Two bisque shards from a small, moulded, 
Cane Ware, child’s plate, decorated with at 
least two rows of small flowers on the wall of 
the plate, and at least two rows on the flange. 
The small flowers have six petals and a 
diameter of c. 7mm.  
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(Illus 187, Contexts 7 & 8, FD 2004.1.255) 
 
Six bisque shards from a moulded, white 
earthenware plate, c.160mm in diameter. 
The moulded decoration consists of shell 
edging interspersed with a number of plants 
which are interspersed with large flowers, 
and all against a stippled background. The 
centre of the plate has been decorated with 
an unrecorded transfer print in a railway 
theme. The printed motto reads in part, 
shown red,  

JACKO’S - PENCE - TABLE 
Friends now oft greet each othe[r] 

By railways speedy--- 
---[f]s fifty miles 
---o pence paid.  

This plate has been mentioned in (Haggarty 1996, 22, Fig 22; Haggarty & McIntyre 
1996, 952 illus 8 & Forbes & Haggarty 2002, 24). The small shard from the centre 
seems to show a lady’s hat, and the arm of another figure, with a train crossing a 
bridge in the background. A small plate with the title JACKO’S PENCE TABLE 
was illustrated in an article on Scottish child’s plates (Dickson 39, fig 3). It was given 
a possible attribution to Musselburgh, but, as this plate does not have the same motto, 
transfer prin, or border, the attribution is highly speculative.   
 
 
(Illus 188, Contexts 7 & 8, FD 2004.1.256) 

One bisque rim shard from a small, moulded, 
white earthenware plate, decorated with a 
butterfly and flowers. Recently, the author has 
identified a number of plates in collections 
with this moulding which may be Newbigging 
products; see (illus B, C, S T U & V) below.  
 
(Illus B) shows an entire plate with two 
butterflies and two perched birds in reserves, 
spaced within four plain reserves which have 
been hand painted with simple sprigs in green, 
red, and brown. The centre of the plate has 
been hand painted with a simple, but effective, 
highly stylised house and landscape, and with 
the addition of the colours yellow and blue.   

 
(Illus C) Pearlglazed plate decorated with blue and white transfer printing in the four 
plain reserves, and in the centre of the plate. Two of the reserves have flower sprigs, 
and two have birds of paradise and flower sprays, while the centre is filled with a 
variation of a known pattern called ‘the jumping dog’ which shows a boy and girl 
with a dog standing on its hind legs.  
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(Illus S) Another example of a pearlglazed plate decorated with hand painting in 
polychrome colours. 
 
(Illus T) This small pearlglazed plate is decorated with a transfer print in the style of 
Adam Buck see also (Forbes & Haggarty 2002, 24 fig 2).  
 
 (Illus U a -d) This example of a small pearlglazed plate (Ibid 25, fig 3) is decorated 
with brown transfer prints, one of a bird and flower spray in the reserves, a larger, 
central, example of children with their pets and a fragment of the house boat and 
bridge print, which can be seen below on (Illus V).    
 
(Illus V a-b) This example of a small pearlglazed plate is decorated with a stylised 
print of a house boat and bridge in its centre and four floral fragments of the same 
print in its reserves.  
 
 
(Illustration B)                                          (Illustration C) 

 
 
(Illustration S)                                          (Illustration T) 
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(Illustration U a - d) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illustration V a & b) 
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Newbigging: Poured or Dipped Wood Grain Decoration: 
 

(Box No 9) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  Catalogue 
entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries, and have associated text. 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparison purposes have been given 
identifiable letters starting with A. Material from the excavation has the Context of 
Feature number of the in the top left hand corner under the unique National Museums of 
Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. -. 
 
The Newbigging Poured or dipped wood grain decoration was carried out in a limited 
palette of colours. Slips are dark brown (DB) and light brown (LB) varying considerably 
in tone. This could have been due to the local clay, or the addition of iron. This type of 
decoration is not common, and occurs when pale brown slips are poured or dipped in 
fairly parallel lines. These are then gently shaken to give the effect of cut timber growth 
rings. The heavy brown vertical bands are sometimes applied to give the effect of 
wooden staved vessels.   
 
A good number of glazed shards with this type of decoration have been recovered from 
the excavation at West Pans, which might mean that William Reed was also making it the 
last years of the 18th century before he moved to Newbigging.  
 
 
(FD 2004.1.239) 
Context 7: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringer 1. B Wood grain DB & LB 100 ? ? 173 
 
(FD 2004.1.240) 
Context 7: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 5. B Wood grain DB & LB ? ? ? 174 
 
(FD 2004.1.240) 
Context 7: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl ? 1. G Wood grain DB & LB ? ? ?  
 
 
(Illus 173, Context 7, FD 2004.1.239)  

 
One bisque rim shard from a porringer 
decorated with vertical poured bands of 
various shards of shaken light brown 
slip. Beneath the rim, and above the 
shoulder, are two spaced, dark brown 
horizontal bands of slip.  
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(Illus 174, Context 7, FD 2004.1.240) 

 
Five bisque body shards from bowls 
decorated with vertical poured bands 
of shaken light brown slip, and a dark 
brown horizontal band of slip.  
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Newbigging: Rouletted Engine-turned Cut & Banded: 
 

(Box No 9) 
 

Catalogue of Roller stamps: Page 2: 
Catalogue of Shards: Page 3: 

Illustrated shards: Page 8: 
 

Rouletting was a very common decorative technique, using handled brass wheels. The 
evidence gained from the Newbigging shards show a number of different designs, almost 
certainly from the Reid period. It is hard to be sure of the total number of rollers 
implemented, as many of the patterns overlap. I have attempted isolate the patterns using 
numbers (ROLL-1 to 28) and have, as may be seen, photographed them. Photographs 
one to twenty, twenty-six, and twenty-eight, are of bisque shards while twenty-one, 
twenty-two, twenty-four, twenty-five and twenty-seven, are all glazed. The brass wheels, 
which may have been interchangeable, were pushed into the body of the vessel while it is 
was still in the leather hard state, and fixed on a horizontal lathe. In several examples the 
rouletted area was flooded with coloured slip which, when dry, again while on the lathe, 
was scraped across the rouletted area, leaving a coloured, rouletted pattern, defined 
(ROLLS 16 to 20 & illus 124-134). Another distinct group, this time bowls, porringers, 
and mugs, was decorated with both simple, and complex, bands of rouletting, and blue 
and light brown bands (illus 112-121).  A number of vessels were decorated by turning 
bands of narrow horizontal grooves, see (illus 106) for a porringer. Less common was the 
use of a rose lathe to cut a vertical, reeded, decoration, see (illus 110 & 122).  The 
difference between (Roll-17 & 18) may be that the roller was reversed. The listed bisque 
shards have been given (B), and glazed examples (G).   
 
The Newbigging dipped banding was carried out in a limited palette of colours. Slips 
were dark brown (DB), a light brown which varied considerably in tone (LB), and which 
could have been produced from the local clay, or by the addition of iron.  
 Pale blue (PB) slips probably came from cobalt, while black (BL) would likely  be from 
Iron or Manganese The majority of these Newbigging shards come from slop bowls, 
although there is a number from porringers, mugs, and a few from other forms. 
 
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and have 
associated text. Any illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have 
identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the 
Context of Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of 
Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. -.  Most of the material given as U/Strat was 
recovered as the JCB dug out the house foundations and was tipped straight on the back 
of a lorry, and I which I scrambled over this. A few of the bisque, rouletted and banded, 
shards from Newbigging have been published Haggarty & McIntyre (1996, 958 illus 14) 
and Haggarty (1996, 25 figs 30-1).  

 
A sketch of a runner or roller: 
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Catalogue of Roller Stamps used at the Newbigging Pottery 
 
 
ROLL-1                                              ROLL-2 

 
 
 
 

ROLL-3                                              ROLL-4 
 
 
 
 
 

ROLL-5                                              ROLL-6                                             
 
 
 
 

 
ROLL-7                                             ROLL-8 

 
 
 

 
ROLL-9                                            ROLL-10 

 
 
 

 
ROLL-11                                         ROLL-12 (see 22) 

 
 
 

 
ROLL-13                                         ROLL-14 

 
 
 

 
ROLL-15                                          ROLL-16 
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ROLL-17                                       ROLL-18 
 
 
 
 

ROLL-19                                        ROLL-20 
 
 
 
 

ROLL-21 Glazed & Fuzzy             ROLL-22 Glazed (See 12) 
 
 
 
 

ROLL-23                                        ROLL- 24 Glazed and very Fuzzy                 
                                       
 
 

 
ROLL-25 Glazed and Fuzzy        ROLL - 26 Not clear but not done on lathe 

 
 
 
 
 
 

ROLL – 27                                    ROLL - 28 
           
 

 
 
 
 
 

Catalogue of Shards 
 
(FD 2004.1.154) 
U/Strat:  Shards Roller No Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mug L 2. B ROLL-1 DB & PB 100mm ? ? 104 
 
(FD 2004.1.155) 
U/Strat:  Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 1. B ROLL-l & 2 DB & PB 180mm ? ? 105 
 
(FD 2004.1.156) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
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Porringer 1. B ROLL-3 PB 95mm ? ? 106 
 
(FD 2004.1.157) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 3. B ROLL-7 LB & PB 220mm ? ? 107 
 
(FD 2004.1.158) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 2. B ROLL-4 LB ? 80mm ? 108 
 
(FD 2004.1.159) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 1. B ROLL-1 DB & PB ? ? ? 109 
 
(FD 2004.1.160) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 1. B ROLL-5 PB ? ? ? 110 
 
(FD 2004.1.161) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 3. B ROLL-6 & 10 DB & PB 220mm ? ? 111 
 
(FD 2004.1.162) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. B ROLL-6 DB & PB 220mm ? ? 112 
 
(FD 2004.1.163) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. B ROLL-4 DB & PB ? ? ? 113 
 
(FD 2004.1.164) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringer 1. B ROLL- 1 DB & PB ? ? ? 114 
 
(FD 2004.1.165) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringer 1. B ROLL-8 & 2 DB & PB 80mm ? ? 115 
 
(FD 2004.1.166) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. B R -11 10 & 4 DB & PB 190mm ? ? 116 
 
(FD 2004.1.167) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. B ROLL- 7 DB & PB 190mm ? ? 117 
 
(FD 2004.1.168) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mug L 3. B ROLL-12 PB 120mm ? ? 118 
 
(FD 2004.1.169) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
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Bowl 1. B ROLL-7 & 6 DB & PB 220mm ? ? 119 
 
(FD 2004.1.170) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 1. B ROLL 7 & 6 DB & PB 220mm ? ? 120 
 
(FD 2004.1.171) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 1. B ROLL 7 & 13 B & PB 180mm ? ? 121 
 
(FD 2004.1.172) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Poss. Cup 2. B ROLL-14 None 90mm ? ? 122 
 
(FD 2004.1.173) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. B ROLL- 15 None 220mm ? ? 123 
 
(FD 2004.1.174)   
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringer 1. B ROLL? PB 105mm ? ?  
 
(FD 2004.1.175) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 2. B Narrow Cuts PB ? 140mm ?  
 
(FD 2004.1.176) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 1. B Narrow Cuts PB ? ? ?  
 
(FD 2004.1.177) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 1. B ROLL 16 LB & DB 120mm ? ? 124 
 
(FD 2004.1.178) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 3. B ROLL 17 LB & DB 140mm ? ? 125 
 
(FD 2004.1.179) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 3. B ROLL 17 LB & DB 140mm ? ? 126 
 
(FD 2004.1.180) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 1. B ROLL 16 LB & DB 180mm ? ? 127 
 
(FD 2004.1.181) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 2. B ROLL-16 LB & PB 180mm ? ? 128 
 
(FD 2004.1.182) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
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Slop bowl 2. B ROLL-6 LB & PB 140mm ? ? 129 
 
(FD 2004.1.183) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 1. B ROLL-18 DB 140mm ? ? 130 
 
(FD 2004.1.184) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 4. B ROLL-19 LB & PB 140mm ? ? 131 
 
(FD 2004.1.185) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 2. B ROLL-18 LB & PB 140mm ? ? 132 
 
(FD 2004.1.186) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 1. B ROLL-20 DB & LB 180mm ? ? 133 
 
(FD 2004.1.187) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowls 64. B ROLL-20 DB & LB 180mm ? ? 134 
 
(FD 2004.1.260) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 1. G ROLL-24  ? ? ?  
 
(FD 2004.1.261) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowls 1. G ROLL-25 LB ? ? ?  
 
(FD 2004.1.262) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 1. G ROLL-22 DB & PB ? ? ? 181 
 
(FD 2004.1.263) 
U/Strat: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 2. G ROLL-6 DB & PB 160mm ? ? 182 
 
(FD 2004.1.264) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 5 G ROLL-20 PB 125mm ? ? 183 
 
(FD 2004.1.265) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 2. G ROLL-16 DB LB & 

PB 
160mm ? ? 184 

 
(FD 2004.1.266) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl 1. G ROLL-21 DB & PB 120mm ? ? 185 
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(FD 2004.1.272)              (Cane Ware) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl B. 1 ROLL - 28 (White) 150mm ? ? 201 
 
(FD 2004.1.273) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl G. 2 R OLL -27 PB -LB 150mm ? ? 202 
 
 
(Illus 104, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.154) 

 
Two white earthenware, bisque rim shards from a 
mug, c100mm in diameter, decorated with two 
horizontal bands of rouletted decoration (ROLL-
1), and two slipped bands of pale blue, and two 
of light brown.    
  
 
 
 

 
(Illus 105, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.155) 

 
One white earthenware, bisque, rim shard from a 
slop bowl c180mm in diameter, decorated with 
four horizontal bands of rouletted decoration 
(ROLL-1 & ROLL-2), two slipped bands of pale 
blue, and two of light brown. There is an incised 
line below the exterior rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 106, Context 7, FD 2004.1.156) 

 
One white earthenware, bisque, rim shard from a 
porringer, c95mm in diameter. This is decorated 
with a horizontal band of complicated rouletted 
decoration (ROL-3), four bands of pale blue slip, 
with three narrow, and one broad, and eleven 
narrow, lathe cut, bands.    
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(Illus 107, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.157) 

Three white earthenware, bisque, rim 
shards from a bowl c190mm in 
diameter. This is decorated with two 
horizontal bands of simple rouletted 
decoration, small circles (ROL-4) 
and four spaced bands of light 
brown, and one broad band of pale 
blue.  
 

 
(Illus 108, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.158) 

 
Two conjoining bisque basal shards from a 
white earthenware bowl, decorated with a 
band of rouletting, (ROLL-4), pale blue 
slip, and five lathe cut bands. 
 
 
(Illus 109, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.159) 

 
One small, white, bisque, earthenware, body shard from a 
carinated slop bowl, decorated with one band of rouletting 
(ROLL-1), and one of brown and light blue slips. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Illus 110, Context 8, FD 2004.1.160) 

 
One bisque, white, earthenware body shard from what 
was probably a carinated slop bowl. It has been turned 
and decorated on a rose lathe with broad vertical 
reeding, with a band of rouletting (ROLL –5) and with 
three bands of light blue slip.    
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(Illus 111, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.161) 

 
Three bisque shards, one 
rim, and two body, from a 
white earthenware bowl, c 
220mm in diameter, 
decorated with a 
complicated set of three 
rouletted bands and with two 
spaced (ROLL-6), and one 
(ROLL-10), between.      
 
 

(Illus 112, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.162) 
 
One white earthenware, bisque, rim shard from a 
bowl, c220mm in diameter, decorated with a band 
of rouletting (ROLL-6), and three bands of slip, 
one pale blue slip, and two brown. 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 113, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.163) 

 
One white, bisque, earthenware body shard from a bowl 
decorated with three, almost conjoining bands of 
rouletting (ROLL-4) below which there are two band of 
brown slip. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 114, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.164) 

 
One white, bisque, earthenware body shard from 
what is probably a small, carinated porringer 
decorated with two bands of rouletting (ROLL-
1), and three bands of slip, one light blue, and 
two brown.  
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(Illus 115, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.165) 

 
One white, bisque, earthenware rim shard from a 
porringer, decorated with two bands of rouletting 
(ROLL 8 & 2) and a very broad band of light 
blue slip between two bands of dark brown. 
(Roll 8) could well be the work of two runners? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Illus 116, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.166) 
 
One white, bisque, earthenware, rim shard from a 
bowl with a diameter of 190mm, decorated with 
three bands of rouletting (ROLL 11-10 & 4), and 
one band of light blue slip. 
 
 
 
 
(Illus 117, Context 8, FD 2004.1.167) 

 
One white, bisque, earthenware, rim shard, from 
a carinated bowl with a diameter of 190mm. 
This is decorated with two rows of rouletting 
(ROLL-9), between which are two spaced 
horizontal rows of brown dots. There are also 
two bands of light blue slip, one above, and one 
below the rouletting. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 118, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.168) 

 
Three white, earthenware, bisque, 
rim shards probably from a mug 
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with a diameter of 120mm. Decorated below the rim with a complex rouletted band 
(ROLL-12), and an area of pale blue slip.    
 
(Illus 119, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.169) 

 
One white, bisque, earthenware, rim shard from a bowl 
with a rim diameter of 220mm. Decorated with three 
conjoining bands of rouletting (ROLL-6 & 7) and three 
bands of slip, two dark brown, and one of light blue.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Illus 120, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.170) 
One white, bisque, earthenware, rim shard, from a bowl 
with a diameter of 220mm. The shard has been decorated 
with four conjoining bands of rouletting (ROLL-6 & 7) 
between two bands of dark brown slip. The two narrow 
rouletted bands of six are interspersed with two of the 
broad bands of seven. 
 
 
 
 
(Illus 121, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.171) 

One white, bisque, earthenware, rim shard 
from a bowl with a diameter of 180mm. 
This is decorated with a number of 
conjoining bands of rouletting including 
(ROLL-7 & 13) below the rim. The area in 
the middle of the rouletting below seven, 
and above thirteen, seems to be comprised 
of a series of very closely overlapping 
thirteen’s. The bowl is also decorated with 
five bands of slip, three brown, and two 

light blue. 
 
(Illus 122, Context 7, FD 2004.1.172) 

 
Two conjoining, white, bisque, rim shards from what 
may be a earthenware cup 90mm in diameter: 
Decorated below the exterior rim with a band of 
simple rouletting (ROLL-14), and on the body and 
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lower area with narrow, tapering, horizontal reeding done on a rose lathe.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Illus 123, Context 7, FD 2004.1.173) 

 
Two conjoining white, bisque, rim shards, from a 
bowl, c220mm in diameter and which has been 
decorated below the exterior rim with a band of 
complex rouletting (ROLL-15). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 124, Context 7, FD 2004.1.177) 

One white, bisque, earthenware, everted rim shard from a 
large porringer c120mm in diameter, and decorated with a 
band of dark brown, filled and scraped rouletting (ROLL-
16) and decorated  below with four broad bands of light 
brown, and very dark brown slip. 
 
 
 
(Illus 125, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.178) 

 
Three white, bisque, earthenware, rim 
shards, probably from a slop bowl 
c140mm in diameter. This is decorated with 
a band of dark brown, filled and 
scraped, rouletting (ROLL-17), and 
below with four broad bands of light, 
and very dark brown, slip. The rim is 
slightly everted. 
 
 
(Illus 126, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.179) 

 
Three white, bisque, earthenware, rim 
shards, probably from a slop bowl, c140mm 
in diameter. This was decorated with a band 
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of dark brown, filled and scraped, rouletting (ROLL-17). and below, with three broad 
bands of light, and very dark brown, slip. The rim is slightly everted. 
 
 
 
(Illus 127, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.180) 

 
One white, bisque, earthenware, rim shard from a slop bowl 
c140mm in diameter. This is decorated with a band of dark 
brown filled and scraped rouletting (ROLL-16) and below 
with what is probably three broad bands of light and very dark 
brown slip. The rim is slightly everted. 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 128, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.181) 

 
One white, bisque, earthenware, rim shard from a 
bowl c180mm in diameter and decorated with a 
band of dark brown, filled and scraped, rouletting 
(ROLL-16), and below with what is probably three 
broad bands of light                                                                                   
brown and very dark brown slip. The rim is slightly 
everted. 
 
 

 
 
 
(Illus 129, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.182) 

 
Two conjoining, white bisque, earthenware body and rim 
shards from a slop bowl c140mm in diameter and 
decorated with a band of dark brown, filled and scraped, 
rouletting (ROLL-18), and three bands of light brown, 
and one very broad light blue slip.  
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(Illus 130, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.183) 
 
Two conjoining, white bisque, earthenware rim 
shards from a slop bowl c140mm in diameter: 
decorated with a band of dark brown, filled and 
scraped, rouletting (ROLL-18) and a light 
brown slip.  
 
 

 
(Illus 131, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.184) 

 
Four white, bisque, 
earthenware, rim shards 
from a bowl c140mm in 
diameter: decorated with 
a band of dark brown, 
filled and scraped, 
rouletting (ROLL-19,) 
and below with what is 
probably three broad 

bands of light brown and very dark brown, slip. The rim is slightly everted. 
 
(Illus 132, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.185) 

Two white, bisque, earthenware rim shards 
from a bowl c140mm in diameter: decorated 
with a band of dark brown, scraped 
rouletting (ROLL-19), between two bands 
of light brown slip. The rim is slightly 
everted 
 
 

 
 
 
(Illus 133, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.186) 

 
One white, bisque, earthenware, rim shard from a 
bowl c180mm in diameter: decorated with a band of 
dark brown, scraped rouletting (ROLL-20), between 
two bands of light brown slip, below which there is a 
band of dark brown slip. 
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(Illus 134, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.187) 

 
Eleven illustrated, from a group of 
sixty-four white, bisque, earthenware, 
shards of which  
several conjoin. There are thirteen 
rims and fifty-one body fragments, 
probably from a number of bowls, 
with a diameter of 180mm. They are 
decorated with a band of dark brown, 
scraped rouletting (ROLL-20) under 
the rim. Below this are four 
alternating bands of light brown and 
very dark brown, slip.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
(Illus 181, Context 8, FD 2004.1.262) 

One glazed, white earthenware, body shard from a 
bowl decorated with horizontal, variegated bands 
of blue, and dark brown and light brown. There 
are also two bands of complex rouletting (ROLL -
12).   
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(Illus 182, Context7, FD 2004.1.263) 
 
Two glazed, white earthenware, shards, one body and one 
rim, from a bowl c.160mm in diameter decorated with light 
brown horizontal bands, and two rows of complex 
rouletting (ROLL -6). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 183, U/Strat, FD 2004.1.264) 

 
Two glazed, white earthenware, 
shards, one body, and one rim, from 
a London shaped bowl c. 125mm in 
diameter. It has been decorated with 
horizontal bands of light blue slip, 
complex engine turning, which 
includes vertical flutes and rouletting 
(ROLL -20). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 184, Context 8, FD 2004.1.265) 

Two glazed, white earthenware 
shards, one body, and one rim, 
from a bowl c. 160mm in diameter. 
The decoration consists of 
horizontal bands of pale blue, and a 
very light brown and a dark brown 
band of rouletting (ROLL-16). It  
is possible that the flaked areas had 
sprigs which have sprung.  
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(Illus 185, Context 7, FD 2004.1.266) 
 
One glazed, white, earthenware, 
rim shard, from a bowl c. 120mm 
in diameter, and decorated with 
horizontal bands of pale blue and 
very dark brown slip. Below the 
rim is a band of fuzzy rouletting 
(ROLL-21). 
 
 
 

(Illus 201, Context 7. FD 2004.1.272) 
 
One bisque, cane ware, rim shard from a 
bowl c. 150mm in diameter and decorated 
with horizontal bands of white slip and 
rouletting (ROLL 28). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 202, Context 7. FD 2004.1.273) 

 
Two glazed, whiteware, shards from a 
London shaped bowl c. 150m in diameter 
and decorated with light brown and pale 
grey- blue horizontal banding. Around 
the body of the bowl are dashes in the 
same coloured slips. Just below the rim is 
a band of rouletting (ROLL 27)   
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Newbigging: Banding & combed sgraffito decoration: 
 

(Box No 9) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as  G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries, and have 
associated text.. Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have 
identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the 
Context or Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums 
of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. -) 
 
The sgraffito decoration on the Newbigging shards looks as though it had been done 
with a comb, unlike the examples excavated at West Pans. These appear to have been 
executed by hand. Jonathan Rickard, who is researching dipped wares for his book, 
and who has examined the West Pans shards, suggested that in all probability this was 
a very unusual characteristic, as he had never seen that type of decoration on any 
extant examples of the same period. The Newbigging shards have already been 
published (Haggarty 1976, 25 fig 35). The similarity of the West Pans shards points to 
William Reid, who could have made them when he leased that pottery at the very end 
of the eighteenth century. 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.241) 
Context 8: Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringer 2. B Sgraffito DB LB - PB ? 95mm ? 175 
 
  
(Illus 175, Context 8, FD 2004.1.241) 

 
Two conjoining, bisque, 
shards from a Porringer 
decorated with eleven 
variegated bands in light 
brown, dark brown, and pale 
blue, and decorated by 
dragging a four-toothed comb 
vertically down the lower 
body of the vessel. This 
sgraffito decoration has cut 
through six of the light brown, 
and dark brown bands, but 
leaves the bottom one intact.  
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Newbigging: Sponge Decorated: White Earthenwares: 
 

(Box No 10) 
 
Bisque shards are shown as (B), glazed shards as (G) and complete profiles as (P):  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and have 
associated text. Sponged decoration is given as (SP), banded as (BA), hand painted as 
(HP) and lustre as (LU). 
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparison purposes have been given 
identifiable letters starting with (A) Stratified material from the excavation has the 
Context or Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums 
of Scotland accession number beginning FD 2004.1.-. 
 
The few stratified shards of cut and sponge decorated pottery recovered at 
Newbigging appear early (FD 2004.1.357-9 & 61). The vessels are small, the bodies 
thin, and the colours very bright, unlike the unstratified shards (FD 2004.1.36-4), 
which are very thick. 
 
(FD 2004.1. 357) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. G SP – BA & HP White ? ? ? 282 
 
(FD 2004.1. 358) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 2. G SP – BA & LU White 160mm ? ? 283 
 
(FD 2004.1. 359) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl? 1. G SP & BA White 160mm ? ? 284 
 
(FD 2004.1. 360) 
Context U/S Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. G SP White 160mm ? ? 285 
 
(FD 2004.1. 361) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. G SP White ? ? ? 286 
 
(FD 2004.1. 362) 
Context U/S Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 2. G SP & BA White 240mm ? ? 287 
 
(FD 2004.1. 363) 
Context U/S Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 91 G SP & BA White ? ? ? 288 
 
(FD 2004.1. 363) 
Context U/S Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 3. G SP & BA White 220mm ? ? 289 
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(Illus 282, Context 8, FD 2004.1.357) 

 
One glazed, whiteware shard from a bowl, 160mm in 
diameter, decorated with banding in light blue, blue, and 
yellow, with a black, cut sponge circle, and a hand 
painted leaf in greenish blue over this. Beneath the 
interior rim is a band of dark blue.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 283, Context 8, FD 2004.1.358) 

 
Two conjoining, glazed, whiteware shards 
from a bowl, 160mm in diameter, decorated 
with yellow banding below a rolled rim. 
Around the body are green, sponge printed 
ovals filled with yellow and lathe cut bands. 
Beneath the interior rim is a band of lustre, 
very unusual with sponge printing, as is the 
lathe cutting and rolled rim.  
 

 
 
(Illus 284, Context 8, FD 2004.1.359) 

 
One small, thinly glazed, everted, white 
earthenware rim shard, c.160mm in diameter, 
and decorated with a band of yellow, and 
probably a cut sponge circle of blue. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 285, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.360) 

 

 
One small, thinly glazed, everted white 
earthenware rim shard, c.160mm in 
diameter, and decorated with a cut sponge 
circle in purple, and possibly a green cross. 
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(Illus 286 Context 8, FD 2004.1.361) 

One thin, glazed, white, earthenware body 
shard, probably from a London shaped bowl, 
decorated with cut sponges in red and blue.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Illus 287, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.362) 
 
Two small thick, conjoining rim shards from a 
glazed, white earthenware plate c.240mm in 
diameter, decorated with blue banding under blue 
cut sponging. 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 288, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.363) 

 
One thick, glazed, white, earthenware body shard, 
probably from a bowl decorated with red and green 
banding, and blue cut sponging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 289, Context U/S, FD 2004.1.364) 

 
Three thick, glazed, whiteware conjoining shards 
from the rim of a bowl 220mm in diameter, and 
decorated with spaced, horizontal bands of blue 
sponge printing.  
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Newbigging: Bisque: Dipped & Sprigged: 
 

(Box No 9) 
 

There are four earthenware shards in a cane coloured body with a blue internal slip 
and two white earthenware shards. One is covered with an external light grey, and one 
with a pale blue slip which has been turned. All have fragments of external white 
relief sprigs. The two identifiable sprigs are (1) a boy with dog and fence (BD&F) 
and (2) peace i.e. the marriage of Cupid and Psyche (C&P).  
 
Examples of both sprigs have been recorded in a group of what is often referred to as 
‘dry bodied stonewares’, which would appear to date between1803-1822 (Bentley 
2000, 81). It is considered that, partly on archaeological evidence, at least, some of 
this unmarked group should be attributed to Turner of Lane End (Later at Tunstall in 
Staffordshire (ibid 79-105)). Bentley notes in his paper on Turner-Type stonewares 
that four pieces with Turner-type shapes had been noted which did not have a 
felspathic stoneware body, and that two were in earthenware, but he gives no mention 
of the sprigs. Over the years, a fair number of small earthenware jugs, decorated in 
either a light blue or grey, slip, and with the boy and dog sprig, have been recorded in 
the Edinburgh area (Haggarty & McIntyre 22, Fig 24).  
Alwyn and Anglia Cox illustrate a sprig version of Cupid and Psyche from the 
Castleford pottery in Yorkshire (2003, 49 fig 114), while the author in past years, had 
another (Haggarty & McIntyre 22, Fig 25). At present, the author considers that, at 
present, it would be unwise to attribute vessels to the Newbigging pottery on the basis 
of the sprigs alone. 
    
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and have 
associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have 
identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has 
Context or Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museum of 
Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. 1 
 

Catalogue of Shards 
 
(FD 2004.1.189) 
Context 7 Shards Sprigs Dip Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Unknown 1. 1 (BD&F) Blue interior 120mm? ? ? 136 
 
(FD 2004.1.190) 
Context 7 Shards Sprigs Dip Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Unknown 1. 1 (BD&F) Blue interior ? ? ? 137 
 
(FD 2004.1.191) 
Context 7 Shards Sprigs Dip Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Unknown 1. 1 Blue 120mm ? ? 138 
 
(FD 2004.1.192) 
Context 7 Shards Sprigs Dip Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
   None    139 
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(FD 2004.1.193) 
Context 7 Shards Sprigs Dip Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Unknown 1. 1 None ? ? ? 140 
 
(FD 2004.1.194) 
Context 7  Shards Sprigs Dip Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Unknown 1. 1 Pale grey ? ? ? 141 
 
(FD 2004.1.195) 
Context 7  Shards Sprigs Dip Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. 1 Blue ? 70mm ? 142 
 
(FD 2004.1.207) 
Context 7  Shards Sprigs Dip Colours    Illus 
Bowl 1. Complete     153 
 
(FD 2004.1.310)       (Bisque Cane Ware vessels types unknown) 
Context. 7  Shards Sprigs Dip Colours    Illus 
Bowl 9. 1 fragment Blue     
 
(Illus 136, Context 7, FD 2004.1.189) 

 
One bisque, caneware, rim shard from 
an unknown vessel, decorated on the 
interior with a pale blue slip, and on 
the exterior with a fragment of a 
white relief sprig. The subject is 
known as ‘Boy Dog and Fence’ The 
vessel has an everted rim lathe cut 
just below the exterior. Published in 
Haggarty & McIntyre (1966, 954 illus 
9)       
 
 

 
(Illus 137, Context 7, FD 2004.1.190) 

 
One bisque, caneware, body shard 
from an unknown vessel, but likely to 
be a small squat jug or bowl. This is 
decorated on the interior with a pale 
blue slip, and on the exterior with a 
fragment of a white relief sprig 25mm 
high, the subject being what is known 
as ‘Boy Dog and Fence’. Published in 
Haggarty & McIntyre (1966, 954 illus 
9). 
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(Illus 138, Context 7, FD 2004.1.191) 
 
One bisque, white earthenware, rim 
shard, 120mm in diameter, from an 
unknown vessel of low round form.   
The shard is decorated on the 
exterior with a pale blue slip, and a 
small head fragment of a white 
relief sprig. The subject is known 
as ‘Boy Dog and Fence’ The vessel 
has been turned on the lathe, 

leaving a broad band of white below the rim, and two thin bands of blue and white 
above the main field of blue.   
 
(Illus 139, Context 7, FD 2004.1.192) 

 
One bisque, caneware, body shard 
from an unknown vessel, but probably 
a small squat jug or bowl, decorated 
on the interior with a pale blue slip, 
and on the exterior with a fragment of 
a white relief sprig. The subject is 
known as ‘Peace, or Cupid and 
Psyche’. Published in Haggarty & 
McIntyre (1966, 954 illus 10). 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 140, Context 7, FD 2004.1.193) 

 
 
One bisque, caneware, body shard from 
an unknown vessel, but possibly a small 
bowl, decorated on the interior with a 
pale blue slip, and on the exterior with a 
fragment of a white relief sprig. The 
subject is known as ‘Peace or Cupid and 
Psyche’. The body of the vessel has been 
turned on a lathe, probably leaving a 
thickened area at the rim.  Published in 
Haggarty & McIntyre (1966, 954 illus 
10). 
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(Illus 141, Context 7, FD 2004.1.194) 
 
One bisque, white earthenware, body shard from an 
unknown vessel, but very likely a small, squat, jug or bowl, 
decorated on the exterior with a pale blue - grey slip, and 
with a fragment of a white relief sprig whichcould be the 
bottom, left hand, corner of what is known as ‘Peace, or 
Cupid and Psyche’. The dipped body has been cut through 
on the lathe with two narrow, spaced, bands. 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 142, Context 7, FD 2004.1.195) 

 
One white, earthenware, base from a 
bowl with a turned out base, 70mm in 
diameter: decorated on the exterior 
bands with pale blue slip, and a small 
fragment of a white relief sprig. The 
author has so far not identified the 
subject. The lower body of the bowl 
has been decorated with a group of six 
narrow cut bands, 9mm broad in total.  
 
 

 
 
 (Illus 153, Context 7, FD 2004-1207)  

 
Biscuit sprig of a gentleman’s right facing profile, 
40mm high. The neck break is not a clean break. It 
has been suggested to the author that this might be 
David Hume. Published in Haggarty & McIntyre 
(1966, 954 illus 11) & Haggarty (1996, 24 Fig 26). 
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Newbigging: Transfer printed bisque & glazed: 
 

(Box No 10) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and have 
associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have 
identifiable letters starting with (illustration A). Stratified material from the 
excavation has the Context of Feature number in the top left hand corner under the 
National Museums of Scotland number beginning (FD 2004. 1. 1).  
 
In the text I refer to blue transfer printing, although in the photographs, the applied 
cobalt transfer prints are variations of a blueish slate grey to almost black. This is 
because the cobalt print only turns blue when fired. For ease, I have listed shards of:  
 

• A transfer printed railway plate (illus 187, Con 7, FD 2004.1.255) in File, 
(Plates with Moulded Borders). 

• Cup shards decorated with a faded Willow transfer print (Illus 222 Con 7 FD 
2004-293) in File (Bone China).  

• See also example of transfer prints in File, (Jugs Slip Cast & Transfer printed), 
(page 3, Illus 324c). 

• There are a number of others small pearlware plates which I have tentatively 
attributed to Newbigging. See (Illustrations C-T-S-U & V) in File, (Plates 
with Moulded Borders).  

 
A number of the Newbigging Transfer printed shards have already been published, 
but with, to date, very little feedback (Haggarty & Haggarty 1988/9, 11-12 & 
Haggarty 1996, 18 & 19). There is an underglaze, blue and white, transfer printed, jug 
is in the collections of the National Museums of Scotland with an under - glaze 
backstamp on the base, ‘CHING’ along with the hand-painted words ‘Musselburgh 
Pottery JT or JF’, and a painted inscription ‘J.R. Hood Dec 21st 1846 (ibid 34 figs 53-
4) see (illustration V & W)’. If the initials on the base are JF it is possible that they 
stand for either Jonathan Forster, who was managing the pottery at this period, or of 
his son James, who also worked there (Forbes & Haggarty 2003, 20-1).   
 
(FD 2004.1.314) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Saucer 1. B Transfer-Printed White ? 100mm ? 241 
 
(FD 2004.1.315) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate? 1. B Transfer-Printed White ? ? ? 242 
 
FD 2004.1.316) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate? 4. B Transfer-Printed White ? 85mm ? 243 
 
(FD 2004.1.317) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
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Saucer 4. B Transfer-Printed White ? ? ? 244 
 
(FD 2004.1.318) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate? 1. B Transfer-Printed White ? ? 80mm 245 
 
FD 2004.1.319) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 3. G Transfer-Printed White 105mm ? ? 246 
 
(FD 2004.1.320)          (As illus 246) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Saucer 7. B Transfer-Printed White ? ? ?  
 
(FD 2004.1.321)         (As illus 246) 
Context 9 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 3. B Transfer-Printed White ? ? ?  
 
FD 2004.1.322) 
Context 6 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jug? 3. B Transfer-Printed White 80mm ? ? 247 
 
(FD 2004.1.323) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Teapot 2. B Transfer-Printed White ? ? ? 248 
 
(FD 2004.1.324) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 2. B Transfer-Printed White ? 64mm ? 249 
 
FD 2004.1.325) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 2. B Transfer-Printed White 150mm ? ? 250 
 
(FD 2004.1.326) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
? 1. B Transfer-Printed White ? ? ? 251 
 
(FD 2004.1.327) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl 1. B Transfer-Printed White ? ? ? 252 
 
FD 2004.1.328) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl-Cup 10. B Transfer-Printed White 150mm ? ? 253 
 
(FD 2004.1.329) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Cover 2. B Transfer-Printed White Square? ? 13mm 254 
 
(FD 2004.1.330) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Saucer 1. B Transfer-Printed White ? ? > 255 
 
FD 2004.1.331) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
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Saucer 1. B Transfer-Printed White 150mm? ? ? 256 
 
(FD 2004.1.332) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Saucer 3. B Transfer-Printed White 150mm ? ? 257 
 
(FD 2004.1.333) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Saucer 1. B Transfer-Printed White 150mm? ? ? 258 
 
FD 2004.1.334) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Ashet 5. B Transfer-Printed White ? ? 31mm 259 
 
(FD 2004.1.335) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 1. B Transfer-Printed White ? 90mm ? 260 
 
(FD 2004.1.336) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Cup 5. B Transfer-Printed White ? ? ? 261 
 
(FD 2004.1.337) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 2. B Transfer-Printed White ? 160mm ? 262 
 
(FD 2004.1.338) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 

Bowl 1. B Transfer-Printed White ? 70mm ? 263 
 
(FD 2004.1.339) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 

Bowl 1. B Transfer-Printed White ? 88mm ? 264 
 

(FD 2004.1.340) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 

Mixed 11. G Transfer-Printed White ? ? ? 265 
 

(FD 2004.1.341) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 

Plates 14. B Transfer-Printed White ? ?  266 
 

(FD 2004.1.342) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 

Saucer 1. G Transfer-Printed White 140mm ? ? 267 
 

(FD 2004.1.343) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 

Bowl 1. G Transfer-Printed White 140mm c. 80mm 30mm 268 
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(Illus 241 a 7 b, context 7, FD 2004.1.314)  
One shard from a 
bisque white 
earthenware saucer, 
decorated in the 
centre with a 
transfer-print in a 
variation of ‘Spodes 
Geranium Pattern’ 
(Haggarty & 
Haggarty 1988, 11-

12; Haggarty 1996, 18 & 19 Fig 9). Around the border is another transfer-print, which 
was also copied from a Spode design and which they used in 
conjunction with the Geranium pattern but can be found on 
Spode plates with coats of arms (Coysh & Henrywood 40, Pl 2 
& Drakard & Holdaway 1983, 168, PL 952). Spode designed 
the geranium pattern in 1821 (ibid 1983, 146-7 Pl’s 821-1 & 2). 
The base of this shard has traces of what is almost certainly an 
impressed mark (illus 241 b). Plates with this border are known 

with a printed Edge Malkin mark, (Friends of Blue 1999 No 104, 4-5).  
 
(Illus 242, context 7, FD 2004.1.315) 

One small plate shard in bisque white earthenware, 
decorated with what is probably a transfer-print of 
the Standard Willow pattern This bisque 
Newbigging shard does not match a number of 
marked examples known to be from the Reid 
pottery (Haggarty 1996, 32 fig 48) (illus L). They 
have a blue backstamp of ‘W. REID’ within a frame 
overlying a thistle (illus M).    
 
 
 

(Illustration L & M) 
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(Illus 243, context 7, FD 2004.1.316) 
Four conjoining bisque white earthenware 
shards from what is probably a small plate but 
could be a saucer decorated with a transfer-
print of a maid milking a cow ‘Milkmaid’ 
(Haggarty & Haggarty 1988, 12 PL 4; 
Haggarty 1996, 18 & 19 Fig 10). The 
Milkmaid was originally a Spode design and is 
thought to have been introduced c.1814 or 15 
(Drakard & Holdaway 1983, 136 PL 701). 
Numerous other British potteries produced 
variations of this design including Davenport 
in Staffordshire, Bell Vue in Hull, Don in 
Yorkshire and Thomas Rathbone in Portobello 
(Coysh & Henrywood 136-7, PL’s 1-4). 
Published in the Friends of Blue (1983, No 39, 

p14 PL 2; 1983, No 41, p11, PL 1 to 3; 1985/6, No 50, p5 PL 2 & 1988, No 61 p11 
PL 1) are all unmarked illustrations, which the examples published in No 50 
purported to be examples of Portobello. Interestingly many of the published examples 
of this pattern show a large tree behind the milkmaid unlike the Newbiggin and the 
original Spode pattern, which just have bushes.  
 
(Illus 244, context 9-Trough, FD 2004.1.317) 

Four conjoining bisque white 
earthenware shards from 
what is probably a saucer 
decorated around the edge 
with a transfer-printed border 
(Haggarty & Haggarty 1988, 
11-12; Haggarty 1996, 18 & 
19 Fig 13 top right). To date 
this pattern has not been 

identified on an extant example. 
 
(Illus 245 a & b, context 9-Trough, FD 2004.1.318) 

 
Two conjoining bisque white 
earthenware shards from what is 
probably a small plate or saucer 
decorated in the centre with a 
transfer-print of what may be a 
dragon (Haggarty & Haggarty 
1988, 11 &12; Haggarty 1996, 
18 & 19 Fig 8 & Fig 13 top left). 
A number of potteries including 
Spode produced patterns with 

Dragons but to date a match for this pattern has not been identified. This shard also 
has a fragment of a backstamp (illus 245 b), which just might conceivably be a florid 
R for Reid? To date no extant examples have been recognised. 
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(Illus 246 a & b, Context 8, FD 2004.1.319) 
 
The glazed white 
earthenware shards from a 
small bowl c 105mm in 
diameter and decorated 
underglaze with what is 
probably a blue and white 

sheet transfer-print of 
ferns (Haggarty & 
Haggarty 1988, 11 PL 1 
right hand shard). At 
present I know of no 
extant examples of this 
pattern. From the trough 
and context 7 there are 
nine bisque shards of this 

pattern. 
 

(Illus 247, Context 6, FD 
2004.1.322) 
 
Three conjoining bisque white 
earthenware shards from what is 
probably the neck of a jug decorated 
on both the interior and exterior with 
a band of transfer printing (Haggarty 
& Haggarty 1988, 11&12; Haggarty 
1996, 18 & 19 Fig 8 & Fig 13 
middle right). The interior band is 
37mm high while the exterior would 
be at least 50. To date there are no 

extant examples recorded. 
 
(Illus 248, Context 8, FD 2004.1.323) 

 
Two conjoining bisque white 
earthenware shards from what 
is probably the shoulder of a 
teapot decorated with a band 
of transfer printing (Haggarty 
& Haggarty 1988, 12 PL 6; 
Haggarty 1996, 18 & 19 Fig 8 
& Fig 13 middle left). The 
printed band is 18mm broad 
and shows a bad join. The 
surviving fragment shows also 
shows part of a vignette 

containing a tree and a cottage.  To date there are no extant examples recorded. 
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(Illus 249, Context 8, FD 2004.1.324) 

 
Two conjoining bisque 
white earthenware shards 
from a bowl decorated with 
a transfer printed cartouche 
containing, A PRESENT 
FOR MAYSE (Haggarty 
1996, 18 & 19 Fig 14). I 
have checked through Riley 
(2002,) but the border is not 
illustrated.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 250, Context 8, FD 2004.1.325) 

 
Two conjoining bisque white 
earthenware rim shards from a bowl 
c.150mm in diameter and decorated on 
the interior with a band of transfer 
printing (Haggarty & Haggarty 1988, 12 
PL 3 bottom left). To date there are no 
extant examples recorded. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 251, Context 8, FD 2004.1.326) 

 
One small plate body shard in bisque 
white earthenware, decorated with a 
transfer-print of a sheep and what 
may be a dog? To date there are no 
extant examples recorded. 
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(Illus 252, Context 7, FD 2004.1.327) 

 
Two small conjoining bisque white 
earthenware shards from the rim of a 
bowl and decorated on the interior 
with an indistinct band of transfer 
printing. To date there are no extant 
examples recorded. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 253 a & b, Context 8, FD 2004.1.328) 

Ten small white earthenware shards of which six and two conjoin from at least two 
different vessels, probably a bowl c 150mm in diameter and a cup and all decorated 

on the interior with a transfer printed floral band, which has a wavy bottom edge 
(Haggarty & Haggarty 1988, 12 PL 1). The large fragment has a severely rubbed 
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transfer printed large floral design on the exterior (illus 235 b) while the other four 
shards have on there exterior what looks like traces of a tight transfer printed 
landscape. To date there are no extant examples recorded. 
 
 
(Illus 254, Context 6, FD 2004.1.329) 

Two bisque white earthenware rim shards from a shallow wavy cover c. 13mm high 
and probably square (Haggarty 1996, 18 & 19 Fig 13 bottom right). It is decorated 
with a rococo looking transfer print and to date there are no extant examples recorded. 
 
 
(Illus 255, Context 8, FD 2004.1.330) 

 
One small saucer body shard in a 
bisque white earthenware and which is 
decorated with a rococo style transfer-
print. To date there are no extant 
examples recorded. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 256, Context 8, FD 2004.1.331) 

 
One small saucer rim shard in a bisque 
white earthenware and which is 
decorated with a transfer-print of what 
looks like a scale background and a 
floral filled roundish vignette. To date 
there are no extant examples recorded 
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(Illus 257, Context 6, FD 2004.1.332) 

 
Three white bisque 
earthenware shards of 
which two conjoin 
from the rim of a 
deep saucer c 150mm 
in diameter. It is 
decorated with a 
transfer-print of a 

scroll around the rim and what looks like flowers in the centre. To date there are no 
extant examples recorded 
 
(Illus 258, Context 8, FD 2004.1.333) 

 
One small saucer rim shard in bisque white 
earthenware and which is decorated with a transfer-
print of a simple border. To date there are no extant 
examples recorded 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 259, Context 6, FD 2004.1.334) 

Five thick white bisque earthenware shards of 
which two conjoin from the rim of a large deep 
ashet 31mm high and decorated with a transfer 
print of the standard willow. These shards of an 
ashet are matched by two known examples one in 
private hands in Musselburgh (Dalgleish Haggarty 
& McVeigh 1990, 15 & 16 PL 6) (illus P) and the 
second is in the collections of the National 
Museums of Scotland, accession number (H 1995, 
136) and which have on there rears a blue and 

white backstamp of the Musselburgh coat –of –arms, three fouled anchors and three 
mussel shells (Haggarty 1996, 32 Fig 50) (illus Q).   
 
(Illustrations P & Q) 
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(Illus 260, Context 7, FD 2004.1.335) 

One small body shard from a plate in bisque white 
earthenware decorated with a transfer-print of a 
large pagoda. Pagodas of this size and type are 
normally found on a pattern called ‘Two Temple’ 
of which innumerable variations occur from 
potteries all over Britain, and which may have 
originated at the Spode factory. Copeland has 
discussed Spode’s contribution to the development 
of this pattern at some length (Copeland 1980, 53-
66). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 261, Context 8, FD 2004.1.336) 

 
Five thin white bisque earthenware shards 
of which two conjoin from a London 
shaped wavy edged cup decorated with 
two panels of transfer printing are in a 
variation of two temples pattern. See text 
with (illus 260).  
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 262 Context 8, FD 2004.1.337) 

 
Two thick bisque body shards from a deep 
white earthenware plate decorated on the 
interior with a transfer print of a meadow 
and a small tree. The border looks like 
snakeskin and to date there are no extant 
examples recorded. 
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(Illus 263 Context 8, FD 2004.1.338) 

One bowl shard in bisque white earthenware decorated with a 
transfer-print of rocks and treas. (see illus 264)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 264 Context 8, FD 2004.1.339) 

Three conjoining shards from the base of a white 
earthenware bowl which has an almost straight 
footrim with a diameter of 88mm and a height of 
11mm. The bowl is decorated in the centre with 
a transfer print of an island composed of rocks, 
trees and two buildings, and the pattern is known 
not surprisingly, as buildings and Island. A 
number of variations of this design have been 
used in the background of Chinese inspired 
designs e.g. ‘Two Temples’. This design has 
been disused and a number of variations 
illustrated by a number of authors including 
(Copeland 1980, 53-66) and Drakard & 
Holdaway 1983). 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 265 Context 7, FD 2004.1.340) 

A group of ten 
glazed white 
earthenware 
shards 
decorated with 
a number of 
different blue 
and white 
transfer 
printed 
patterns.  
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(Illus 266 Context 7, FD 2004.1.341) 

Fourteen white 
bisque 
earthenware 
shards, of which 
five to and two 
conjoin from at 
least three plates 
and of which only 
five shards have 
been illustrated. 
They are all 
decorated with 
badly faded 
transfer printing 
in what is almost 
certainly standard 

willow. Variations of this pattern were almost certainly probably made at every white 
ware pottery in the country.   
 
 
(Illus 267 Context 8, FD 2004.1.342) 

 
One glazed white earthenware rim 
shard from a saucer decorated with a 
blue and white rococo style transfer 
printed pattern, which includes a 
non-specific animal against hills 
(Haggarty & Haggarty 1988, 11 
&12). To date there are no extant 
examples recorded 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 268 a & b Context 8, FD 2004.1.343) 

One small white 
earthenware rim 
shard decorated on 
both surfaces with 
blue and white 
transfer printed 
patterns (Haggarty & 
Haggarty 1988, 11 
&12). To date there 
are no extant 
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examples recorded.  
(Illustration V)                                                                  (Illustration W) 

 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(March 2005)  
I now have grave doubts about both this the “CHING” jug, illustration V & W) 
above and the “MONTEITH” jug, (File Hand Painted, page 6, illustrations X & 
Y) being products of the Newbigging pottery and suggest that they may be from 
another pottery which we now know was in production for a period (Forbes & 
Haggarty 2002, 20). I also think that there is a possibility that the MONTEITH 
jug was painted by John Tough prior to his moving to Portobello. 
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Newbigging: Pearlglazed: Variegated Banding: 
 

(Box No 9) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and have 
associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have 
been given identifiable letters starting with A. Two hundred and twenty six small 
body shards and crumbs were discarded.  
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top 
left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland number beginning FD 
2004. 1. - .  The Newbigging wares decorated with variegated banding are generally 
in a limited palette of colours. Slips are generally dark brown (DB), light brown in 
innumerable shades (LB), and were probably manufactured from the local iron rich 
clays. An artificially coloured pale blue slip (PB) probably derived from cobalt, and   
the black (B) from either Iron or Manganese. The pots have the look of being banded 
with a brush rather than by a slip trailer, while all the vessels appear to have been 
finished on a lathe rather than a wheel before being biscuit fired. Examples of all the 
Rouletting used at Newbigging can be seen under 
 
 
 (FD2004.1.197) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 3 Banding PB - B & LB 180mm ? ? 144 
 
(FD2004.1.198) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 3 Banding PB - B & LB 170mm ? ? 145 
 
(FD2004.1.199) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B .2 Banding PB - B & LB 170- 90 ? ? 146 
 
(FD2004.1.200) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Banding PB - B & LB 180mm ? ? 147 
 
(FD2004.1.201) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 2 Banding PB - B & DB 180mm ? ? 148 
 
(FD2004.1.202) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 2 Banding B & DB 170mm ? ? 149 
 
(FD2004.1.203) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 2 Banding B & DB ? ? ? 150 
 
(FD2004.1.204) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
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Slop bowl B. 2 Banding PB - B & DB 140mm ? ? 151 
 
(FD2004.1.205) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 2 Banding PB-B & DB 140mm ? ? 152 
 
(FD2004.1.206) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 2 Banding PB & DB 180mm ? ? 153     1 
 
(FD2004.1.208) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 3 Banding PB & DB ? ? ?  
 
(FD2004.1.209) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 2 Banding PB & B ? ? ?  
 
(FD2004.1.210) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 2 Banding PB & L B ? ? ?  
 
(FD2004.1.211) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Banding LB & DB 180mm ? ?  
 
(FD2004.1.212) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Banding LB & DB 180mm ? ?  
 
(FD2004.1.213) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Banding LB & DB ? ? ?  
 
(FD2004.1.214) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Banding B & PB 180mm ? ?  
 
(FD2004.1.215) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringer B. 1 Banding LB & DB ? ? ?  
 
(FD2004.1.216) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringer B.1 Banding LB & DB ? 70mm ?  
 
(FD2004.1.217) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Banding PB ? 100mm ?  
 
(FD2004.1.218) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringer B. 2 Banding LB ? 65mm ?  
 
(FD2004.1.219) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
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Slop bowl B. 1 Banding DB & LB ? ? ?  
 
(FD2004.1.220) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringer B. 1 Banded PB & LB 90mm ? ? 154 
 
(FD2004.1.221 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringer B. 1 Banded PB & LB 100mm ? ? 155 
 
(FD2004.1.222) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Banded PB-B & LB ? ? ? 156 
 
(FD2004.1.223) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop Bowl B. 1 Banded PB-LB & B 180mm ? ? 157 
 
(FD2004.1.224) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringer B. 1 LB & DB LB & DB ? ? ? 158 
 
(FD2004.1.225) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 3 Banded LB & DB 180mm ? ? 159 
 
(FD2004.1.226) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Banded PB & B 180mm ? ? 160 
 
(FD2004.1.227) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Banded PB & LB ? ? ? 161 
 
(FD2004.1.228) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mug S B. 1 Cut/banded PB & B ? 70mm ? 162 
 
(FD2004.1.229) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mug Ex L B. 1 Banded PB & LB 115mm ? ? 163 
 
(FD2004.1.230) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mug S B. 1 Banded PB & B 70mm ? ? 164 
 
(FD2004.1.231) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Banded DB ? ? ? 165 
 
(FD2004.1.232) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mug B. 1 Banded B 100mm ? ? 166 
 
(FD2004.1.233) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
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Mug S B. 1 Banded PB & LB ? ? ? 167 
 
FD2004.1.234) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Banded B-LB & PB ? ? ? 168 
 
(FD2004.1.235) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Banded PB-LB & B 180mm ? ? 169 
 
(FD2004.1.236) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mug B. 1 Banded DB 100mm ? ? 170 
 
(FD2004.1.237) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Cut/banded PB & DB ? 80mm ? 171 
 
(FD2004.1.238) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Slop bowl B. 1 Cut/banded PB & DB ? 80mm ? 172 
 
(FD2004.1.274) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl G. 2 Banding LB & PB ? c. 70mm ? 203 
 
(FD2004.1.275) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl G. 1 Banding LB & PB ? ? ? 204 
 
(FD2004.1.276) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl B. 1 Banding LB DB & PB ? ? ? 205 
 
(FD2004.1.277) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl G. 1 Banding PB & DB ? ? ? 206 
 
(FD2004.1.278)           (Red Ware) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colours Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl B. 1 Banding PB ? ? ? 207 
 
 
(Illus 144, Context 8, FD2004.1.197) 

 
Three bisque rim shards, two 
conjoining, from a bowl 
180mm in diameter and 
decorated on the exterior with 
horizontal variegated banding.  
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(Illus 145, Context 8, FD2004.1.198) 
 
Three bisque rim 
shards, two 
conjoining, from a 
bowl c170mm in 
diameter, and 
horizontal decorated 
with variegated 
banding. 

 
(Illus 146, Context 8, FD2004.1.199) 

Two bisque rim shards, 
probably from two bowls, 
c170 and 190mm in diameter. 
They are each decorated with 
the same pattern of horizontal 
variegated banding.  
The banding on the right hand 
example is very poor. 

 
(Illus 147, Context 8, FD2004.1.200) 

 
One bisque rim shard from a bowl c180mm in 
diameter and decorated on the exterior with 
horizontal variegated banding. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Illus 148, Context 8, FD2004.1.201) 

 
Two bisque shards, one rim, and one conjoining 
body, from a bowl c180mm in diameter, and 
decorated on the exterior with horizontal 
variegated banding 
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(Illus 149, Context 8, FD2004.1.202) 
 
One bisque rim shard from a bowl c170mm in diameter, 
decorated on the exterior with horizontal variegated 
banding. 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 150, Context 7, FD 2004-1203) 

 
Two conjoining, bisque, body shards from a London 
shaped bowl decorated on the body above the 
carination with horizontal, variegated, banding. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 151, Context 7, FD2004.1.204) 

 
Two conjoining, bisque, rim shards 
from a small bowl c 140mm in 
diameter which is decorated on the 
exterior with horizontal, variegated, 
banding. 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 152, Context 7, FD 2004-1205) 

 
One bisque rim shard from a small bowl c140mm in 
diameter and which has been decorated on the exterior 
with horizontal, variegated, banding. 
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(Illus 153, Context 7, FD2004.1.206) 
 
One bisque rim shard from a bowl c180mm in 
diameter and which has been decorated with 
horizontal, variegated, banding. Below the 
exterior rim it has been scraped on the lathe to 
a depth of about 1mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 154, Context 7, FD2004.1.220) 

 
One bisque rim shard from, probably, a 
porringer, 70mm in diameter, which is decorated 
on the exterior with horizontal, variegated, 
banding.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 155, Context 7, FD2004.1.221) 

One bisque rim shard from, probably, a 
porringer, 100mm in diameter, which is 
decorated on the exterior with 
horizontal, variegated, banding. 
 
 
 

(Illus 156, Context 7, FD2004.1.222) 
 
One thick, bisque, body shard from, probably, a 
bowl decorated with horizontal, variegated, 
banding. When dry, a wet brush has been dragged  
in a wavy motion? This has been done over two 
band of very dark brown with a white area between.    
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(Illus 157, Context 7, FD2004.1.223) 
 
One thick, bisque, body shard from, probably, a bowl c180mm 
in diameter and decorated with horizontal, variegated, banding 
and two wavy lines of pale blue and black. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 157, Context 7, FD2004.1.224) 

 
One bisque body shard from, probably, a porringer which has 
been decorated on the exterior with horizontal, variegated, 
banding in several shades of brown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 158, Context 7, FD2004.1.225) 

 
Three bisque shards, one rim, and two body, from a thick 
London shaped bowl c 180 mm in diameter. This is decorated 
with horizontal, variegated, banding in pale blue and brown. 
The broad brown field has been over-decorated with drips of 
light blue slip. Just above the carination, under the brown slip, 
there is evidence for at least cut horizontal bands. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 159, Context 8, FD2004.1.226) 

 
One bisque shard from a bowl 180mm in diameter and 
decorated with horizontal bands of variegated banding in 
black and pale blue. There are also three painted, wavy, 
bands in the same colours.   
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(Illus 160, Context 8, FD2004.1.227) 
 
One bisque shard from the body of a thick bowl 
decorated with variegated bands above the 
carination of the body. There is also evidence for 
a central row of brown dots 14.5mm in diameter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 161, Context 8, FD2004.1.228) 

 
One bisque basal angle shard from a small, well 
made, mug 70 mm in diameter and decorated with 
horizontal variegated banding of black and pale blue. 
After banding the body has been cut on the lathe with 
five, spaced, horizontal bands. The base has been 
turned to a depth of 4mm.  
 
 
 

 
(Illus 162, Context 8, FD2004.1.229) 

 
Two conjoining, bisque, rim 
shards from what may be a 
large porter mug 115mm in 
diameter. This is decorated with 
horizontal, variegated, banding 
in light blue and dark brown. 
Under this is a pale blue dot 
6mm in diameter. If the dot is 
part of a band the dots must 
have been well spaced.   

 
 
(Illus 163, Context 7, FD2004.1.230) 

 
 
One bisque rim shard from a small, well made, mug 70 
mm in diameter. This is decorated with horizontal,, 
variegated, banding of black and pale blue, and perhaps a 
mixture of both. 
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(Illus 164, Context 7, FD2004.1.231) 
 
One bisque shard from the body of a thick bowl decorated 
with spaced bands of brown above carination of the body. 
There is evidence for a central row of brown dots 12 mm in 
diameter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 165, Context 7, FD2004.1.232) 

 
One bisque rim shard from a mug, 100mm in diameter, 
decorated with a broad horizontal band of black slip below 
the external rim.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 166, Context 7, FD2004.1.233) 

One bisque rim shard from a mug, c100mm in 
diameter, decorated with bands of variegated 
banding. The attached handle fragment, 
15mm broad, springs from the body of the 
mug 5mm below the rim.  
 

 
(Illus 167, Context 7, FD2004.1.234) 

 
One bisque body shard probably from a thick bowl decorated 
with horizontal, variegated, bands, and probably a central band 
of pale blue dots 7mm in diameter.  
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 168, Context 7, FD2004.1.235) 

 
One bisque rim shard from a bowl, c180mm in 
diameter, decorated with horizontal, variegated, bands 
and probably a black and pale blue, wavy, band around 
the centre. The rim is unusual in that it is clubbed, that 
is, with a pronounced external thickening.   
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(Illus 169, Context 7, FD2004.1.236) 
 
One small bisque rim shard from a mug, c.100mm in 
diameter, decorated with, probably, a broad horizontal band 
of black slip below the external rim. 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 170, Context 7, FD2004.1.237) 

 
One large bisque fragment, and 
complete base, of a London shaped 
bowl decorated on the body, above 
the carination, with both cut and 
variegated, horizontal, bands. The 
turned out base has a diameter of 
80mm. Similar to (illus 171).     
 
 

 
(Illus 171, Context 8, FD2004.1.238) 

 
One large bisque fragment from 
the base of a London shaped bowl 
decorated on the exterior body 
above the carination with both cut, 
and variegated, horizontal bands. 
The turned out base has a diameter 
of 80mm. Similar to (illus 170).         
 
 
 

 
(Illus 203, Context 7, FD2004.1.274) 

 
One base, and one body, whiteware shard 
from a hemispherical bowl decorated with 
horizontal bands of light blue and a very 
pale brown/tan. The footrim is 10mm high, 
and straight and narrow. 
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(Illus 204, Context 7, FD2004.1.275) 
 
One whiteware body shard decorated with four 
horizontal bands of light blue slip between which are 
large, filled, round, brown slip circles c 15-16mm in 
diameter.   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Illus 205, Context 7, FD2004.1.276) 

 
One whiteware body shard from a London shaped bowl 
decorated with two horizontal bands of dark brown slip. 
Between this is a broad band of light brown and above 
that is a wavy band of light blue. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 206, Context 7, FD2004.1.277) 

One whiteware body shard decorated with a horizontal 
band of dark brown slip. Above this are three spaced 
wavy bands of light blue.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 207, Context 7, FD2004.1.278) 

 
One redware body shard decorated with a broad 
horizontal band of light blue slip. 
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Newbigging: Variegated Banding & Feathering: 
 

(BOX No 9) 
 
The Newbigging banding was carried out in a limited palette of colours. Slips are dark 
brown (DB), a light brown which varies considerably in tone (LB), and could have 
been caused by the local clay, or by the addition of iron. The pale blue (PB), almost 
certainly comes from cobalt, and the black (BL), from Iron or Manganese.  
 
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries, and 
illustrated shards have text associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for 
comparative purposes Context or Feature number in the top left hand corner under 
the National Museums of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. -. Most of the 
material given as U/Strat was recovered when the JCB dug out the house foundations 
and tipped it straight on the back of a lorry. I then scrambled over this.  
 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G, and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries and have 
associated text. Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have 
identifiable letters starting with A.  
 
Variegated banding which was subsequently feathered while still wet, was a common 
decorative technique. It was probably used at most white earthenware potteries of this 
period, and certainly almost all of those which have been subjected to archaeological 
investigation used this technique. Therefore, unless unusual combinations of coloured 
slip were applied, it is unlikely that this type of pottery is attributable to any particular 
factory.   
 
(FD 2004.1.249) 
Context 7: Shards Decoration Colour Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl? 1. B Feathering DB ? ? ? 181 

 
One small white, bisque, shard decorated with 
bands of brown slip, which were feathered. 
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(FD 2004.1.258) 
Context Trough: Shards Decoration Colours Rim Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl? 1. B Feathering DB – P B ? ? ?  

 
 

(FD 2004.1.259) 
Context 7: Shards Decoration Colour Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowl? 1. G Feathering DB-LB 140mm ? ? 189 

 
Two conjoining, glazed, whiteware shards 
from a small bowl, c. 140mm in diameter, 
which is decorated with variegated 
horizontal bands of light brown, and dark 
brown, slip in various combinations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
.  
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Newbigging: Yellow Glazed Earthenwares:  
 

(BOX No 10) 
 

Glazed shards as G and complete profiles a P:  Catalogue entries marked in red are 
been illustrated below the catalogue entries and have associated text. Illustrations of 
complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
starting with (illus A.)   
 
Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or Feature number in the top 
left hand corner the National Museums of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. 1.   
 
(FD 2004.1.311) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Colour Rim dia Base dia Height Illus.     No 
Bowl 1. G Cut bands Yellow 170mm ? ?  238        1. 

 
One thin, fluted, white, earthenware, 
rim shard, probably from a bowl c. 
170mm in diameter. Decorated on the 
exterior with close horizontal bands c. 
2mm wide, and all over with a yellow 
glaze.   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(FD 2004.1.312) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus.     No 
Saucer 2. G  Yellow 170mm? ? ? 239         2. 

 
Two white, earthenware, rim shards, 
probably from a bowl with a collared rim 
17mm deep and decorated all over with a 
light yellow glaze.   
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FD 2004.1.313) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric  Rim dia Base dia Height Illus.     No 
Saucer 1. G Cut bands  Yellow ? ? ? 240         2. 

 
One white, earthenware, rim shard, which 
probably comes from a fluted bowl 
c.170mm in diameter and decorated on its 
exterior with close horizontal bands c. 
5mm wide and decorated all over with a 
yellow glaze.   
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Newbigging: Undecorated Argyles: 
 

(Box No 12) 
 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P.  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below with associated text.  
S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. 1 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.396) 
Context 7 Shards Text Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Argyle 2. G Gravy separator  S W E ? Oval ? 314 
 
 
(Illus 314, Context 7, FD 2004.1.396) 

 
One glazed white.   
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Newbigging: Undecorated Ashets: 
 

(Box No 12) 
 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G, and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below with associated text.  
S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
 
(FD 2004111396)             
Context 7 Shards Text Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Ashets    P 3. B  Combed base S W E Oval Oval 25mm 315       
 
 
(Illus 315, Context 7, FD 2004.1.397) 

 
One of three rim shards in white 
earthenware from a large ashet, probably as 
shown in (illustration P) (File transfer 
printed shards). The base has been combed. 
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Newbigging: Bisque: Basins: 
 

(Box No 14) 
 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue and have 
associated text. S W E. indicates standard white earthenware.  
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. 1. 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.459) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Basins 9. B  S W E 220mm 120mm 90mm 370       
 
(FD 2004.1.460) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Basins 7. B  S W E 220mm ? ? 371       
 
(FD 2004.1.460) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Basins 1. B  S W E 260mm ? ? 372       
 
 
 
(Illus 370, Context 8, FD 2004.1.459) 

 
Five bisque 
shards of a 
total of ten, 
which conjoin 
to form the 
large fragment 
of a basin, 220 
mm in 
diameter, and 
90 mm high. 
The almost 
straight 
footrim is 16 
mm high and 3 
mm broad. The 

      very slightly everted rim is 13 mm broad. 
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(Illus 371, Context 8, FD 2004.1.460) 
 
Five, and two, conjoining rim shards 
in white earthenware from a basin 
with a rim diameter of 220mm. The 
rim is more rounded than (Illus 370, 
FD 2004.1.459) and it is difficult to 
measure the breadth.  
 
 

 
 
(Illus 372, Context 8, FD 2004.1.461) 

 
One bisque, white, earthenware, rim shard from, 
probably, a 260 mm diameter basin with a broad 
rim c. 35 mm.  
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Newbigging: Bowls Undecorated: 
 

(Box No 12) 
 

Straight Footrims (Page 1) 
Developed footrims (Page 4) 

 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G, and complete profiles as P. 
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below with associated text.  
S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
Where identifiable, the bowl fragments from Newbigging fall into two distinct 
categories. All from Context 7 are hemispherical, and mainly have straight, high, 
footrims, although a few are very slightly wedged. It is likely that this group dates to 
the early years of the potteries production, c1800-1815. All in the second group from 
Context 8, appear to be in the London shape, with developed footrims of a style which 
probably dates to c1825-30. It is always possible that the shards listed below, 
especially the ones from (FD 2004.1-413), with small diameters, are from porringers 
or jugs, but where we have body fragments there are no handle scars.   
 
 
 

(Straight Footrims) 
 

(FD2004.1.413) 
Context 7  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 3. B 3 S W F ? 47-48 mm ? 325 
 
(FD2004.1.414) 
Context 7  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 4. B 4 S W F ? 62 mm ? 326 
 
(FD2004.1.415) 
Context 7  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 7. B 6 S W F ? 66-68 mm ? 327 
 
(FD2004.1.416) 
Context 7  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 12. B 10 S W F ? 78-80mm ? 328 
 
(FD2004.1.417) 
Context 7  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 2. B 2 S W F ? 112mm ? 329 
 
(FD2004.1.418) 
Context 7  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
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Bowls 2. B 2 S W F ? 140mm ? 330 
 
(FD2004.1.419)   (Hemispherical bowls) 
Context 7  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height     Illus 
Bowls 7. B 6  S W F c. 155mm ? ?     331         
 
 
(Illus 325, Context 7, FD2004.1.413) 

  
Two of three, bisque, white 
earthenware base shards with 
almost straight footrims c. 47-
48 mm in diameter. These are 
probably from bowls. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 326, Context 7, FD2004.1.414) 

 
Three of four bisque, white 
earthenware, base shards with almost 
straight footrims, c. 62 mm in 
diameter, probably from bowls, 
although it is possible that the left 
hand shard is from a rounded jug? 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 327, Context 7, FD2004.1.415) 

 
Two bisque, white earthenware, 
base shards with straight footrims, c. 
66-68 mm in diameter and probably 
from bowls.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
(Illus 328, Context 7, FD2004.1.416) 
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Three base shards from a 
group in standard white 
earthenware, with straight 
footrims, c. 78-80 mm in 
diameter, possibly bowls. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 329, Context 7, FD2004.1.417) 

Two base shards in standard 
white earthenware with 
straight footrims, c 112 mm 
in diameter, from large 
bowls. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 330, Context 7, FD2004.1.418) 

 
Two base shards s in standard 
white earthenware, c. 155mm 
in diameter, from large bowls 
with straight footrims. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

(Developed Footrims) 
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(FD2004.1.420) 
Context 8  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 1. B 1 S W F ? 150 mm ? 331 
 
(FD2004.1.421) 
Context 8  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 2. B 2 S W F ? 125 mm ? 332 
 
(FD2004.1.422) 
Context 8  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 2. B 2 S W F ? 113 mm ? 333 
 
(FD2004.1.423) 
Context 8  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 2. B 2 S W F ? 84 mm ? 334 
 
(FD2004.1.424) 
Context 8  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 3. B  S W F ? 70-71mm ? 335 
 
(FD2004.1.425) 
Context 8  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 2. B 2 S W F ? 62 mm ? 336 
 
(FD2004.1.426) 
Context 8  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 74. B ? S W F 100-155mm ? ? 337 
 
(FD2004.1.427) 
Context 8  Shards No of vessels Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Bowls 18. G 2? S W F c. 150mm 68mm c. 85mm 338 
 
 
 
(Illus 331, Context 8, FD2004.1.420) 

 

 

One bisque, white earthenware, basal angle 
shard, from a large bowl with a developed 
footrim c 150 mm in diameter. 
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(Illus 332, Context 8, FD2004.1.421) 
 
Two base shards in standard white 
earthenware from a large bowl with a 
developed footrim, c 125 mm in 
diameter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 333, Context 8, FD2004.1.422) 

 
One of two large bowl bases with 
developed footrims. In standard white 
earthenware, they are c 113 mm in 
diameter. This example has a large hole in 
the base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
(Illus 334, Context 8, FD2004.1.423) 

 
Two fragments from bowl bases 
with developed footrims. In 
standard white earthenware, and  
C 84 mm in diameter. 
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(Illus 335, Context 8, FD2004.1.424) 

 
Three fragments 
from bowl bases in 
standard white 
earthenware. The 
bowls have 
developed footrims, 
c 70-71 mm in 
diameter. 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 336, Context 8, FD2004.1.425) 

 
Two fragments in standard white earthenware 
from small bowl bases with developed footrims, c 
62 mm in diameter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 337, Context 8, FD2004.1.426) 

 
Seven bowl rim shards in 
standard white earthenware 
from a group of seventy-four 
rim shards. Of these, from 
context 8, three, and two, 
conjoin;  all the large 
fragments have carinated 
bodies in the London shape. 
The distance between the rim 
and the base is c. 65 mm..  
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(Illus 338, Context 8, FD2004.1.427) 
 
On large fragment of a group of eighteen from a 
minimum of two London shaped glazed bowls 
in white earthenware. The photographed 
example has a developed footrim 68mm in 
diameter. Originally this was probably 65 mm 
high with a rim diameter of 150 mm. Four, 
three, and two, shards conjoin.  
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Newbigging: Undecorated Carpet Balls: 
 

(Box No 12) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below and have associated text. 
 S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
 Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. 1. 
 
One fragment from what is, almost certainly, a bisque white earthenware carpet ball, 
probably had a diameter of c76mm. It is clear that many potteries produced these, and 
that we will never be able to attribute the thousands of surviving examples to a 
particular factory.     
 
(FD 2004.1.391) 
Context 7  Shards Decoration Fabric Dia Base dia Height Illus 
Carpet ball 1. B  S W E c. 76mm                
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Newbigging: Bisque: Chamber Pots 
 

(Box No 12) 
 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G, and complete profiles as P. 
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue with associated 
text.  
S W E. indicates standard white earthenware.  
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context of 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the unique National Museums of 
Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
  
(FD 2004.1.458) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Chamber pots 6. B Handle scar S W E 220mm ? ? 369       
 
 
(Illus 369, Context 8, FD 2004.1.458) 

 
One bisque, white earthenware, rim shard from a 
group of six which come from a straight-sided 
chamber pot. The rim is flat, and 17mm broad and 
there is a handle scar 10 mm below the rim.  
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Newbigging: Undecorated Covers, Knops & Odds: 
 

(Box No 12) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below and have associated text.  
S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
 Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
(FD 2004.1.398) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Dia Hole Height Illus 
Knop 1.G Hand trimmed S W E 25 - 22mm  25mm 316 
 
(FD 2004.1.399) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Dia Hole Height Illus 
Cover-Base 1. B Band-Lustre? S W E 63mm   317 
 
(FD 2004.1.400) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Dia Hole Height Illus 
Cover  1. B  S W E 55mm   318 
 
(FD 2004.1.401) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Dia Hole Height Illus 
Handle/ foot? 1. B  S W E 39-22mm   319 
 
(FD 2004.1.402) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Dia Hole Height Illus 
Cover/teapot 1. B  S W E 80mm 4mm  320 
 
(FD 2004.1.403) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Dia Hole Height Illus 
Cover 1. B  S W E 70mm   321 
 
(FD 2004.1.404) 
Context 9 Shards Decoration Fabric Dia Hole Height Illus 
Cover/teapot 5. B  S W E 80mm 3mm  322 
 
(FD 2004.1.470) 
Context 7 Shards Text Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Teapots  2. B  S W E     ? ? ? 381 
 
(Illus 316, context 8, FD 2004.1.398) 

One white, earthenware, irregularly shaped, pearlglazed knop 
with a chamfered rim and hand-painted body. The knop has a 
length of 25mm, and a diameter of 22 x 25mm. The narrowest 
part measures 13mm in diameter.    
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(Illus 317, context 8, FD 2004.1.399) 
 
One bisque, white, earthenware, turned, 
and well-finished cover, or angled base, 
from a pedestal cup, or vase, 
approximately 63mm in diameter The 
hollowed base is at least 6 mm deep and is 
decorated with a 1mm painted band 
around the outside (this could be lustre). 
The broken stem, or knop, is 13mm in 
diameter.  
 

 
(Illus 318, context 8, FD 2004.1.400)   

 
One well-finished, slightly domed, bisque, 
white earthenware cover, 55mm in diameter, 
with a knop scar. Underside photographed.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 319, context 8, FD 2004.1.401)   

 
One glazed, white earthenware, handle or foot, 
which, at the large end, has broken away from a 
vessel. It has a diameter ranging from 39 to 22 
mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 320, context 7, FD 2004.1.402)   

 
One well finished, slightly tapered in the centre, 
bisque, white, earthenware, cover, 80mm in 
diameter, with a knop scar and a 4mm steam 
hole. There are prominent lathe turning marks on 
the base. Underside photographed.   
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(Illus 321, context 7, FD 2004.1.403)   
One thin, well-finished, slightly domed, bisque, 
white earthenware, cover, 70mm in diameter. 
Underside photographed.   
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 322 a & b, context 9, FD 2004.1.404)  

  
Five bisque shards from a very slightly domed, bisque, 
white, earthenware cover, 80mm in diameter with a 
plain knop 8mm high and 13 mm in diameter. 
Underside photographed, showing the roughly 
finished, 3mm in diameter, steam hole.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 381, Context 8, FD 2004.1.470) 

 
One bisque, white, earthenware 
bisque shard from the cover of a 
London shaped teapot.  
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Newbigging: Cups & Saucers:  
 

(Box No 11) 
 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G, and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below with associated text. 
 SWE indicates standard white earthenware, and BC is bone china. 
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given 
identifiable letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the 
Context or Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums 
of Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. 1- . 
 
The London shaped cups shards recovered from Newbigging were predominantly in 
Bone China and have no standard size, which could point to a large range being 
produced. Other examples of cups and saucers can be seen under File (Moulded 
wares Bone China). 
 
(FD 2004.1.499) 
Context 7 Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Cups 1. B London Shape BC ? 48mm ? 394 
 
(FD 2004.1.500) 
Context 7 Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Cups 1. B London Shape BC ? 55mm ? 395 
 
(FD 2004.1.501) 
Context 7 Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Cups 1. B London Shape BC ? 48mm ? 396 
 
(FD 2004.1.502) 
Context 7 Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Cups 1. B London Shape SWE ? 41mm ? 397 
  
(FD 2004.1.503) 
Context 7 Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Cups 1. B London Shape SWE ? 32mm ? 398 
 
(FD 2004.1.504) 
Context 7 Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Cups 1. B London Shape SWE ? 55mm ? 399 

 
(FD 2004.1. 505) 
Context 7 Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Cups 1. B London Shape SWE ? 48mm ? 400 
 
(FD 2004.1.506) 
Context 7 Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Cups 1. B London Shape BC £ 38mm ? 401 
 
(FD 2004.1. 507)        (Possibly from 4 cups?) 
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Context  Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Cups 7. B London Shape BC c. 95mm ? ?  
 
(FD 2004.1. 508) 
Context 8 Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Saucers 3. B London Shape BC 150mm 80mm 45mm 402 
  
(FD 2004.1.509) 
Context 8  Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Saucers 6. B London Shape BC 150mm 80mm? ? 403 
 
(FD 2004.1.510) 
Context 7  Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Saucers 8. B London Shape BC 150mm? 80mm? 32mm? 404 

 
(FD 2004.1.511) 
Context  Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Saucers 1. B London Shape BC ? ? ? 405 
 
(FD 2004.1.512) 
Context  Shards Form Fabric Rim Dia Base Dia Height Illus 
Saucers 3. B London Shape SWE 140mm ? ? 406 
 
 
 
(Illus 394, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.499) 

 
One base shard in bone china from 
what is almost certainly a London 
shaped cup. The developed footrim has 
a diameter of 48mm.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 395, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.500) 

 
One bisque base shard in bone china from a London 
shaped cup with a developed foot rim which has a 
diameter of c.55mm.This has a double carination on 
the body. The lower one is 6mm from the foot rim, 
and the upper one is 16mm from the foot rim. 
Between the two, The area between these has been 
cut into, giving a pronounced, concave, feel.      
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(Illus 396, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.501) 
 
One bisque, base shard in bone china from a London 
shaped cup. The developed footrim has a diameter of 
48mm. There is a slight carination to the body 4 mm 
above the footrim. This could imply this had a similar 
double carination to the cup above (illus 395). 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 397, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.502) 

 
One bisque, bone china, base fragment, from what is 
almost certainly a London shaped cup with a 
developed footrim: diameter 41mm. A slight 
carination to the body 3 mm above the footrim might 
suggests a similar double carination to the cups 
above (illus 395). 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 398, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.503) 

 
One bisque, bone china, base shard from either a small, 
footed, hemispherical shaped cup or bowl with a dished 
base and a sight carination 5mm above the top of the 
foot: 32mm in diameter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 399, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.504) 

 
One bisque base shard in bone china from a 
large London shaped cup: the developed foot 
rim has a diameter of c.80mm. There is a 
slightly undercut carination to the body, 17mm 
above the top of the foot rim. 
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(Illus 400, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.505) 
 
One bisque base shard in bone china from what 
is probably a London shaped cup. The developed 
footrim has a diameter of 48mm and a slight 
carination 5mm above the top of the footrim. 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 401, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.506) 

 
One bisque base shard in bone china from a London 
shaped cup: the developed foot rim has a diameter of 
38mm. It has a slightly undercut carination to the body 
16mm above the top of the foot rim 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 402, Contexts 8, FD 2004.1.508) 

 
Two conjoining fragments from a group of three 
from a deep, bisque, bone china saucer with a rim 
diameter of 150mm, a base diameter of 80mm and 
a height of 45mm. The rounded footrim is slightly 
undercut on the interior. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 403, Contexts 8, FD 2004.1.509) 

 
Three, of a group of six 
fragments, from a deep, 
bisque bone china saucer 
with a rim diameter of 
150mm, and a base diameter 
of 80mm. The square 
footrim is slightly undercut 
on the interior. 
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(Illus 404, Contexts 7, FD 2004.1.510) 

 
One illustrated bisque shard from a group of 
nine. Of these, two conjoining are from plain, 
bone china saucers 150mm in diameter, with a 
rounded footrim diameter of 80mm. The 
hemispherical saucers are 32 mm high.   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 405, Contexts 8, FD 2004.1.511) 

 
One white earthenware saucer body shard 
with a rounded foot rim 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 406, Contexts 8, FD 2004.1. 512) 

Three rim shards from 
a moulded, bisque 
bone china saucer 
with a wavy scalloped 
edged border. The 
wave length is 10 mm. 
and, on the base, the 
start of a channel: 
5mm beneath the rim.  
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Newbigging: Undecorated Dishes Bisque: 
 

(Box No 11) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G, and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below with associated text.  
S W E. indicates standard white earthenware and C C W for cane coloured ware. 
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
The Newbigging dishes are sub-rectangular (Sub/rec) and, very likely, all had flat 
bases. The border and rims are in the Bath pattern, that is with a slightly upturned 
edge (BA), or what I refer to as ‘shell bordered’, but usually referred to as ‘Shell 
edged’. These can be plain (PL), wavy edged (W), or have a slightly dished border 
(D).  One shard has a stepped rim (ST). 
 
(FD 2004.1.452) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Dish Pl /D 1. B  S W E Sub/ rec ? ? 363       
 
(FD 2004.1.453) 
Context 7  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Dish W/ ST 1. B Shell edged S W E Sub/ rec ? ? 364      
 
(FD 2004.1.454) 
Context 7  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Dish D 1. B Shell edged S W E Sub/ rec ? ? 365       
 
(FD 2004.1.455) 
Context 7  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Dish Pl 5. B  S W E Sub/ rec   366       
 
(FD 2004.1.456) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Dish B 14. B  S W E 400mm 280mm 66mm 367       
 
(FD 2004.1.457) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Dish W 6. B Shell edged S W E Sub/ rec Sub/ rec 60mm 368       
 
 
(Illus 363, Context 7, FD 2004.1.452)  

 
One bisque rim shard in white 
earthenware from a plain, sub-
rectangular, dish: with a 15mm broad 
dished edge. 
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(Illus 364, Context 7, FD 2004.1.453) 
One bisque white earthenware, 
stepped, rim shard in from a sub-
rectangular dish with a 12mm broad 
shell edged rim. The distance between 
the wave lengths is 13mm. 
 

 
 
(Illus 365, Context 7, FD 2004.1.454) 

 
One bisque white 
earthenware, dished, 
rim shard in from a sub-
rectangular dish with a 
25mm broad, indistinct, 
shell edged rim. 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 366, Context 7, FD 2004.1.455) 

 
One of five, plain, bisque white earthenware 
rim shards from a small, sub-rectangular 
dish with a 10mm broad everted rim. The 
dish is at least 45 mm deep. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 367, Context 8, FD 2004.1.456)  

Eight bisque 
shards, from a 
total of fourteen, 
conjoining to form 
a large fragment 
of a large round, 
Bath shaped, and 
white earthenware 
dish, 400 mm in 
diameter and 
66mm high. The 

rim is 23 mm broad and has a flat base. 
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(Illus 368, Context 8, FD 2004.1.457) 
One of a total of five, wavy, shell edged, bisque, rim 
shards in white earthenware from a sub-rectangular dish 
with a 20mm broad everted rim. The dish is 60 mm high. 
The distance between the wave lengths is 26mm. 
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Newbigging: Undecorated Egg Cups: 
 

(Box No 12) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below with associated text. 
 S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the number 
Context of Feature in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of 
Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
(FD 2004.1. 389) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Eggcup 2. B  S W E ? 42mm ? 311 
 
(FD 2004.1. 389) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Eggcup 1. B  S W E ? 45mm ? 311 
 
(FD 2004.1. 389) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Eggcup 1. B  S W E  ? ? ? 311 
 
 
(Illus 311, Context 7, FD 2004. 1. 389)  

 
Four bisque, white earthenware shards 
of which two conjoin: A minimum of 
two eggcups with base diameters of 
42mm, and 45mm.  
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Newbigging: Undecorated Handles: 
 

(Box No 14) 
Handles large: over 20mm broad: Page 2 

Handles small: under 20mm broad: page 3   
 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below with associated text.  
S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
 Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the number of the 
Context or Feature in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of 
Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
All handles over 20mm broad were photographed together (illus 382) with 
(FD2004.1.471) on the left, and (FD 2004. 1. 479) on the right. All the handles are 
9mm thick at their broadest, except for one, which is only 8mm in width. The 
extruded handles vary in form from a simple D shape to single and double parallel 
grooves, which give a bead like edge. The space between the top and bottom of the 
jug handles at the point where they are joined to the body, and can be measured, is 
130mm for (FD2004.1.471), and 50mm for (FD2004.1.473).  
 
The twenty-one bisque handles which are less than 20 mm broad, are mainly a simple 
D, shape, with the exception of two. The two conjoining fragments, decorated with 
parallel single grooves (FD 2004.1.480) on the far left of (illus 383), are 16mm broad, 
and 8mm thick and almost certainly are from a rounded teapot. The other example 
(FD 2004.1.481), second on the left, is also decorated with parallel single grooves. It 
is smaller, being only 12mm broad and 5mm thick, and has a notched, flattened, area 
where it was joined to the vessel. (See illustration).  
The two conjoining fragments (FD 2004.1.482) with a thickness of 6mm are almost 
certainly from a mug. The distance between the upper and lower area where joined to 
the vessel, is only 26mm.  The six handles represented by (FD 2004.1.483) to (FD 
2004.1.488) are somewhat similar in that they are all c.11mm broad and c.6mm thick 
except for (FD 2004.1.484) at 5mm.  
 
One pearlglazed fragment of a small, moulded handle (FD 2004.1.489), has double 
grooves on both sides, and a flat upper surface. It also has a small spur projecting  
c. 4mm on the underside, and c.10mm above where the handle joins the body, and an 
ornate terminal like a Lions paw (illus 384 a & b) on page 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 1
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Handles large: over 20mm broad: 
 
 (FD2004.1. 471) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 1. G Extruded S W F 170mm 28mm 9mm 382 

 
(FD2004.1.472) 
Context? Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 1. B Extruded S W F 85mm 29mm 9mm 382 

 
(FD2004.1.473) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 

Handle 2. B Extruded S W F 94mm 29mm 9mm 382 
 

(FD2004.1.474) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 1. B Extruded S W F 54mm 28mm 9mm 382 

 
(FD2004.1.475) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 2. B Extruded S W F 58mm 25mm 9mm 382 

 
(FD2004.1.476) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 1. B Extruded S W F 36mm 25mm 9mm 382 

 
(FD2004.1.477) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 1. B Extruded S W F 33mm 25mm 9mm 382 

 
(FD2004.1.478) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 1. B Extruded S W F 31mm 27m 9mm 382 

 
(FD2004.1.479) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 3. G Extruded S W F 50mm 27mm 8mm 382 

 
 
(Illus 382, Contexts various see above, FD2004.1. 471-9) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

See main text. 
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Handles small: under 20mm broad: 
 
(FD2004.1. 481) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 2. B Extruded S W F 86mm 16mm 8mm 383 

 
(FD2004.1.482) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 1. B Extruded S W F 35mm 12mm 5mm 383 

 
(FD2004.1.483) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 2. B Extruded S W F 65mm 11mm 6mm 383 

 
(FD2004.1.484) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 1. B Extruded S W F 70mm 11mm 6mm 383 

 
(FD2004.1.485) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 2. B Extruded S W F 75mm 11mm 5mm 383 

 
(FD2004.1.486) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 1. B Extruded S W F 60mm 11mm 6mm 383 

 
(FD2004.1.487) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 1. B Extruded S W F 52mm 11mm 6mm 383 

 
(FD2004.1.488) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 1. B Extruded S W F 53mm 11m 6mm 383 

 
(FD2004.1.489) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 1. B Extruded S W F 56mm 27mm 6mm 383 

 
 
(Illus 383, Contexts various see above, FD2004.1. 480-489) 

See main text. 
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(FD2004.1.498) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Length Breadth Thickness Illus 
Handles 1. G Extruded S W F 50mm 27mm 8mm 384 

 
 
(Illus 384 a & b, Contexts7, FD2004.1. 498) 

 
See main text. 
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Newbigging: Jars undecorated: 
 

(Box No 12) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G, and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue entries with 
associated text with them. 
 S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context of 
Feature number of in the top, left hand, corner under the National Museum of 
Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
Although all the 17 rim shards in this assemblage are from straight-sided jars, it is  the 
possible that there are three types of vessels represented, jam, or marmalade jars, with 
a string course under the rim, large mugs, and small child’s mugs. The Shards fall into 
several main groups in terms of size.  
 c.110mm, a minimum of 2 vessels; 90-92mm, 10 vessels; 64 – 66 mm, 7 vessels, and 
c. 54 mm, 3 vessels. It is unlikely that any base being is from a large mug, as by this 
period most large mugs had developed footrims and were decorated by turning above 
the base. Furthermore, none of the shards have handle scars. It was not thought 
worthwhile to photograph these shards. In total only seven shards conjoined, with 
another possible. There were no complete profiles, although one of the 66mm 
diameter jars was probably c. 80mm in height. 
 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.409) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jars 5. B None S. W. E As base 110mm ?               
 
(FD 2004.1.410) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jars 15. B   2.G       None S. W. E As base 90-92mm ?  
 
(FD 2004.1.411) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jars 33.B   3.G       None S. W. E As base 64-66mm ?  
 
(FD 2004.1.412) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jars 4. B      None S. W. E As Base c. 54mm ?               
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Newbigging: Bisque Jugs: 
 

(Box No 14) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below and have associated text.  
S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
 Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. -. 
 
(FD-2004.1.465) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jug Small 1. B  S W E ? ? ? 376 
 
(FD-2004.1.466) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Jug  4. B  S W E ? ? ? 377 
 
 
(Illus 376, Context 8, FD 2004.1.465) 

 
One rim fragment from a small, bisque, 
white earthenware jug with what looks 
like a wavy, or and a carinated shoulder 
c 95mm in diameter. The handle is 12 
mm broad and is attached to the outside 
of the neck. 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 377 a & b, Context 7, FD 2004.1.466) 

 
(377a) Four conjoining, bisque, white 
earthenware shards from a moulded jug 
rim This has what appears to be a 
fragment of a moulded horizontal bead 
and daisy on the shoulder, just under the 
neck (illus 377a).  There is a band of 
feather moulding below the moulded 
beaded rim(illus 377a). This is  a type 
more commonly used on early, white, 
salt glazed stoneware and creamware. 
This shard has glaze on one surface 
suggesting it had another fragment 
conjoining but which is now missing? 
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(Illus 377 b) 
 



Newbigging: Mugs Plain: 
 

(Box No 14) 
 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below associated text.  
S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context of 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
 
(FD 2004.1.462) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mugs 1. B  S W E 115mm   373        
 
(FD 2004.1.463) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mugs 1. B  S W E 80mm   374        
 
(FD 2004.1.464) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Mugs 3.  B  S W E 65mm   375        
 
 
 
(Illus 373, Context 8, FD 2004.1.462) 

 
One bisque straight sided rim shard in white 
earthenware, 115 mm in diameter, probably from a 
mug. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 374, Context 8, FD 2004.1.463) 

 
One straight sided, bisque rim shard in white 
earthenware, 80 mm in diameter, probably from a small 
mug. 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
(Illus 3735 Context 8, FD 2004.1.464) 

 
Three straight-sided bisque rim shards in 
white earthenware, 65 mm in diameter, 
probably from small mugs. 
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Newbigging: Odds:  
 

(Box No 9) 
 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G, and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below the catalogue and have 
 S W E. indicates standard white earthenware.  
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. 1 
  
(FD 2004.1.518) 
Context 7 Shards Text Fabric  Base dia Height Illus 
Base  1. G Part of a Bust? S W E ? ? ? 412 
 
 
(Illus 412, Context 7, FD 2004.1.518) 

 
One small, lead glazed, fragment of 
a high fired white earthenware stand 
or base (for a bust?) It is 41mm in 
diameter and is unglazed on the 
solid base.  
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Newbigging: Undecorated Plates: 

(Box No 11) 
 
Bisque shards are shown as (B), glazed shards as (G) and complete profiles as (P):  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below with associated text. 
 (SWE), indicates for standard white earthenware, and (BC) is bone china. 
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with (A). Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
The Newbigging plates have flat bases and footrims, while the border and rims are in 
either the Bath pattern, that is, with a slightly upturned edge (BA). I would refer to 
this as ‘shell bordered’, but it is usually referred to as (Shell Edged).  Plain is (PL), 
wavy edged (W), or a slightly dished border is (D).   
 
A couple of bisque plates have been used in the pottery as cutting surfaces, probably 
for trimming transfer prints (FD 2004.1-428 & 431).  A few shards show pencil 
writing (FD 2004.1-429 & 430a) and on figures (FD 2004.1-430b), which suggests 
that they were used for tallying. I have not specified the breadths of the borders, etc., 
as these may be calculated from the cm square background shown, and it is not 
always possible to tell whether shards are from soup or dinner plates.  
 
 
(FD 2004.1.428) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration   Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate P. PL 8. B  Cutting marks S W E 245 mm 160 mm 28 mm 339 
 
(FD 2004.1.429) 
Context 7  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 1. B Writing in pencil S W E ? ? ? 340 
 
(FD 2004.1.430) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate 3. B Writing in pencil S W E ? ? ? 341 
 
(FD 2004.1.431) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus. 
Plate P.PL.W 6. B  Cutting marks S W E  250 mm  160mm 16mm 342 
 
(FD 2004.1.432) 
Context 7  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate P. PL 2. B  S W E 170mm  110 mm 18mm 343        
 
(FD 2004.1.433) 
Context 7  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates P. PL 8. B  BC 250mm 150mm 27mm 344        
 
(FD 2004.1.434) 
Context 7  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
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Plates P. PL 11. B  S W E 250mm 150mm 27mm 345       
 
(FD 2004.1.435) 
Context 9  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate P. PL 2. B  S W E 190mm 120mm 28mm 346       
 
(FD 2004.1.436) 
Context 9  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plate D 1. B  S W E 260mm ? ? 347       
 
(FD 2004.1.437) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates PL. W 1. B  S W E 190mm 120mm 28mm 348       
 
(FD 2004.1.438) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates PL. W 1. B  S W E 260mm ? ? 349       
 
(FD 2004.1.439) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates D. 3. B  S W E 190mm ? ? 350      
 
(FD 2004.1.440) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates D. 4. B  S W E 260mm ? ? 351       
 
(FD 2004.1.441) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates W 22. B Shell Edged S W E 260mm 170mm 26mm 352       
 
(FD 2004.1.442) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates W 2. B Shell Edged S W E 260mm 145mm 37mm 353      
 
(FD 2004.1.443) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates W 1. B Shell Edged S W E 260mm ? ? 354       
 
(FD 2004.1.444) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates W 1. B Shell Edged S W E 260mm ? ? 355      
 
(FD 2004.1.445) 
Context 7  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates W 4. B Shell Edged S W E 310mm 180mm 32mm 356       
 
(FD 2004.1.446) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates W 12. B Shell edged S W E 260mm 160mm 32mm 357       
 
(FD 2004.1.447) 
Context 7 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates W 2. B Shell Edged S W E 260mm ? ? 358       
 
(FD 2004.1.448) 
Context 7  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
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Plates D 1. B Shell Edged S W E 290mm        ?     ? 359       
 
(FD 2004.1.449) 
Context 8 Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates W 1. B Shell Edged S W E ? ? ? 360       
 
(FD 2004.1.450) 
Context 8  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates W 1. B Shell Edged S W E 260mm ? ? 361      
 
(FD 2004.1.451) 
Context 9  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Plates W 44. B Shell Edged S W E 260mm 140mm 36mm 362       
 
 
(Illus 339, Context 7, FD 2004.1.428) 

 
 
Eight conjoining shards forming a 
large fragment of a plain white 
earthenware dinner plate, 245 mm in 
diameter, and 28mm high. There is no 
footrim but has a rounded basal angle. 
The upper surface is covered in 
random cut marks and was probably 
used for trimming transfer prints.   
 
 
 
 
 

(Illus 340, Context 7, FD 2004.1.429) 
 
One bisque base shard from a plain white 
earthenware, dinner plate which has been 
used as a note pad. I have enhanced the 
image, but still cannot make decipher this.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Illus 341 a & b, Context 7, FD 2004.1.430) 
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Three conjoining base shards from a plain, 
white earthenware dinner plate which was 
used on both sides as a note pad. I have 
enhanced the images, but still cannot make 
much sense of either the writing or the 
numbers. Unfortunately these shards were 
washed after retrieval and its doubtful if the 
washer or the marker noticed the lettering 
as the site code was applied over this (Illus 
341 a). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 342, Context 7, FD 2004.1.431) 

Six shards, of which 
four, and two, conjoin to 
form two fragments 
from a plain, white 
earthenware dinner 
plate, 250 mm in 
diameter, and 16mm 
high. The plate has a 
footrim, and both 
surfaces are covered in 
random cut marks, 
probably as a result of 

trimming transfer prints?   
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(Illus 343, Context 7, FD 2004.1.432) 
 
One, of two, rim shards from a small, bisque 
white earthenware plate with a plain border, 
170mm in diameter, and 18mm high. No 
footrim, and a rounded basal angle. 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 344, Context 7, FD 2004.1.433) 

 
The illustrated fragment comprises four 
conjoining shards, from a group of eight 
all of which are part of a bone china 
plate with a plain border, 250mm in 
diameter and 27mm high. No footrim 
and a rounded basal angle. 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 345, Context 7, FD 2004.1.434) 

 
One of eleven, small, bisque, shards, from a plain white 
earthenware plate: The rim is 250mm in diameter, and the 
plate is 27mm high. No footrim and a rounded basal angle. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 346, Context 9, FD 2004.1.435) 

 
Two conjoining bisque, rim and body shards; in white 
earthenware from a plate, with a plain border, 190mm in 
diameter, and 28mm high. No footrim but a sharp basal 
angle. Retrieved from the trough:  
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Illus 347, Context 9, FD 2004.1.436) 
One bisque, rim shard in white 
earthenware from a large plate with a 
dished border, 260mm in diameter, and of 
unknown height. From the trough:  
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 348, Context 8, FD 2004.1.437) 

 
One wavy rim shard from a bisque white earthenware 
plate: 190 mm in diameter, and 28mm high 
Photographed from the rear to show the foot rim.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Illus 349, Context 8, FD 2004.1.438) 
 
One thick, bisque wavy, rim shard from a white 
earthenware plate, 260 mm in diameter. 
Photographed from the rear.  
 
 
 
 

(Illus 350, Context 8, FD 2004.1.439) 
 
One of three plain rim shards from bisque, white 
earthenware plate 190mm in diameter and 
photographed from the rear. 
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(Illus 351, Context8, FD 2004.1.440) 
 
Illustrated, is one of four, plain bisque, rim shards 
from a large white earthenware plate 260mm in 
diameter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 352, Context 8, FD 2004.1.441) 

 
Four conjoining bisque, 
white earthenware shards 
from a group of twenty-two 
and which probably come 
from a number of plates, 
260mm in diameter and 
26mm in height. The wave 
length of the wavy edge is 
23 mm. This plate has a 
footrim     
 

 
 
(Illus 353, Context 8, FD 2004.1.442) 

 
One rim shard, of two, 
from bisque, white 
earthenware plates, c 
260mm in diameter, and 
37mm in height.  The 
wave length of the wavy 
edge is 15 mm. This plate 
has a footrim    
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(Illus 354, Context 8, FD 2004.1.443) 
 
One bisque, rim shard from a white 
earthenware plate, c 260mm in 
diameter. The wave length of the 
wavy edge is 13 mm.    
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 355, Context 8, FD 2004.1.444) 

 
One bisque, rim shard from a white earthenware plate, 
c 260mm in diameter. The wave length of the wavy 
edge is 12 mm.    
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 356, Context 7, FD 2004.1.445) 

 
Three conjoining 
shards from a group 
of four shards from 
a bisque white 
earthenware plate, 
310 mm in diameter, 
and 32 mm high. 
The wave length of 
the wavy edge is 
30mm. The basal 
angle is distinct.   
 

 
 (Illus 357 Context 7, FD 2004.1.446) 

 
Nine conjoining shards 
from a group of twelve 
shards from a bisque  
white earthenware plate, 
260 mm in diameter, and 
32 mm high. The wave 
length of the wavy edge is 
11mm. The plate has a 
footrim. 
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(Illus 358, Context 7, FD 2004.1.447) 
 
Two bisque, rim shards in 
white earthenware from a 
plate, 260mm in diameter. 
The wave length of the 
wavy edge is 26mm. 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 359 Context 7, FD 2004.1.448) 

 
One bisque white 
earthenware dished rim     
shard from a plate 290mm 
in diameter. The shell edge 
is indistinct. 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 360 Context 8, FD 2004.1.449) 

 
One bisque, white earthenware rim shard from a small 
plate: 15 mm high. The wave length of the wavy edge is 
20mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Illus 361 Context 8, FD 2004.1.450) 

One bisque, white earthenware rim shard, 
from a plate, 260 mm in diameter: The 
wavelength of the wavy edge is 24mm.  
The moulded shell edge is very indistinct. 
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(Illus 362 Context 9, FD 2004.1.451) 
 
Nine conjoining 
bisque, white 
earthenware shards 
from a group of forty-
four: These may be 
from more than one 
iron – stained, plate, 
260 mm in diameter, 
and 36 mm high. The 
wave length of the 
wavy edge is 11mm 
and there is a rounded 
footrim. 
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 Newbigging: Undecorated Porringers 
 

(Box No 12) 
 
Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G, and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below with associated text. 
S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
llustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
Porringers appear to be, mainly, a Scottish form as they have not, so far, been found 
in archaeological contexts in Staffordshire. Antecedents could occur in the, so-called, 
porcelain vomit pots imported into Europe from China.    
 
 
(FD 2004.1. 392) 
Context 9  Shards Text Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringers 3. B Top Left S W E c. 100mm ? ? 313        
 
(FD 2004.1.393) 
Context 7 Shards Text Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringers 2. B Bottom left S W E c. 95mm ? ? 313        
 
(FD 2004.1.394) 
Context 7 Shards Text Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringers 1. B Top right S W E c. 110mm ? ? 313        
 
(FD 2004.1.395) 
Context 8 Shards Text Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Porringers 1. B Bottom right S W E c. 100mm ? ? 313        
 
 
(Illus 313 Contexts 7, 8 & 9, FD 2004.1.392-5)  

 
There are only seven rim 
shards in white bisque 
earthenware, of which two 
conjoin, and which, with 
confidence, can be 
attributed to four 
porringers. The shard from 
context 8, bottom left, is 
much thicker, and has a 
shorter rim, 7mm, than the 
others, c.11mm. This could 
mean a later date. 
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Newbigging: Undecorated Pedestal Salts: 
 

(Box No 12) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G, and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below with associated text.  
S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the number 
Context of Feature in the top, left hand ,corner under the National Museum of 
Scotland number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
 
(FD 2004.1. 390) 
Context  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Pedestal salt 1. B  S W E  ? ? 312        
 
(FD 2004.1.390) 
Context  Shards Decoration Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Pedestal salt 1. B  S W E ? ? ? 312       
 
 
(Illus 312, Context 7, FD 2004.1. 390) 

 
Two bisque white earthenware 
shards: one rim and one body 
are fragments from the bowls of 
pedestal salts. 
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Newbigging: Teapots Bisque: 
 

(Box No 14) 
 

Bisque shards are shown as B, glazed shards as G and complete profiles as P:  
Catalogue entries marked in red are illustrated below with associated text.  
S W E. indicates standard white earthenware. 
 
Illustrations of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have identifiable 
letters starting with A. Stratified material from the excavation has the Context or 
Feature number in the top left hand corner under the National Museums of Scotland 
number beginning FD 2004. 1. - . 
 
The four Newbigging bisque white earthenware shards, of which two conjoin, are 
from a minimum of two teapots. The first (illus 378) is likely to be from a low oval 
with a high, possibly exaggerated, flared cape. At the lowest level, the cape is 11 mm 
above the c. 95mm lid seating. The cape on the second teapot (illus 379) is probably 
the same size all round, c. 21mm. The fragment (illus 380 a) shows that the pierced 
drainage holes were pushed through from the exterior with more care than was used 
on the refined redware examples. The fragment also shows that these formed a tight 
circle. The shape of the body Where the spout was attached to the body, the body 
shape indicates that the teapot was (illus 380 b) a squat in shape.  
 
 
(FD 2004.1.467) 
Context 7 Shards Text Fabric Dia of lid seating  Height Illus 
Teapot 2. B See above S W E c. 95mm  ? 378 
 
(FD 2004.1.468) 
Context 7 Shards Text Fabric Dia of lid seating  Height Illus 
Teapot  1. B See above S W E c. 95mm  ? 379 
 
(FD 2004.1.469) 
Context 7 Shards Text Fabric Rim dia Base dia Height Illus 
Teapot  1. B See above S W E     ? ? ? 380 
 
 
 
(Illus 378, Context 7, FD 2004.1.467) 

 

 

Two conjoining 
rim shards from a 
teapot in bisque 
white earthenware.  
Photographed 
from the inside, 
see text above. 
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(Illus 379, Context 7, FD 2004.1.468) 

 
One bisque white earthenware rim shard 
from a teapot.  
Photographed from the inside, see above 
text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Illus 380 a & b Context 7, FD 2004.1.469) 

 
One bisque white earthenware 
shard from a teapot, showing what 
remains of the drainage holes (illus 
380 a). See text above. The second 
photograph (illus 380 b) shows the 
squat type of body. See text above. 
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Newbigging Pottery, Musselburgh: 

Archaeology, History & Bibliography 

 
Introduction 

 
Earlier published accounts of the history of the Newbigging Pottery differ 

substantially from each other.  A short and totally misleading review (Fleming 1923, 

182-3) was superseded by Patrick McVeigh and Gerard Quail, who writing 

independently in 1979, gave histories of the factory, which agreed that the Pottery 

was established and initially run by William Reid; but disagreed on changes of 

ownership thereafter (McVeigh 1979, 94 -103; Quail 1979, 11-16). Quail 

subsequently published a further study, which refuted many of McVeigh's suggestions 

(Quail 1981, 28-31) and went on to produce a yet more detailed but in many ways 

misleading account (Quail 1986 73-75). An attempt at harmonizing the early history 

of the Pottery by the excavators followed a program of documentary research 

(Haggarty & McIntyre 1996, 943-62). This has subsequently been updated with an 

expanded history of the Pottery until its closure in 1932 (Forbes & Haggarty 2002, 

15-27). Over the years, a number of other published articles have illustrated examples 

of Newbigging pottery. These include: (Banks 1957, 152-56; Bamford 1956, 29-30; 

Coysh & Henrywood 1982, 229; Dalgleish, Haggarty & McVeigh 1990, 13; Haggarty 

& Haggarty 1988, 11-12 & Haggarty, 1996 15-38). 
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Background 
The Newbigging Pottery (National Grid 

Reference NT 345 724), was constructed 

between 1800 and 1801 on ground 

which lay to the south of Musselburgh 

High Street along the road leading to 

Inveresk village. The main access to the 

Pottery buildings was from the south, on 

what is now Inveresk Road but which 

was formerly known as West Vennel 

and can be seen in Hay's 1824 map of 

'Musselburgh and its Environs' (illus 1). 

On the first edition the Pottery is represented by three clearly marked large circles 

denoting kilns, two at the north end and one at the 

south end (illus 2).   

A billhead, dated 12th April 1839, gives what 

looks like a stylised but accurate view of the 

works, from the southeast and shows a fourth, 

smaller kiln in its southwest corner (illus 3).  The 

Pottery had a number of owners and leaseholders 

during its period of production, which have been 

documented (Forbes & Haggarty 1999, 15-27).  

After the closure of the pottery in the late 1920s, 

most of its buildings were demolished and the site was converted into a builder's yard, 

after which the area degenerated into waste ground.  Several years ago the south 

(Inveresk Road) end of the former 

Pottery was developed by the Mansfield 

Court Sheltered Housing scheme.  In 

1987 the scheme was extended 

northwards, thus prompting at the 

request of the excavators a Historic 

Scotland funded archaeological 

investigation.  
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The Excavation 
Taken from: (Haggarty & McIntyre 1996, 943-62)  

 

Before the archaeological investigation began, the contractors had already removed 

approximately 0.3-0.4 m of topsoil 

by machine, revealing various 

features associated with the 

Pottery, including the base of a 

large kiln, approximately 7m in 

diameter with ten stokeholes 

which was partly excavated and 

recorded (illus 4). Beneath this 

structure was evidence for three 

earlier kilns. After the 

archaeological investigation in this 

area was curtailed by the sudden, 

unscheduled machine removal of 

almost every trace of the kilns, a 

brick-lined trough with a stone-

flagged base was uncovered (illus 5). The trough measured approximately 1.25 x 0.5 m 

and survived to a height of 0.1 

m. It was filled with a 

compacted ash containing 

broken pottery, both biscuit 

and glazed fragments. These 

fragments included part of a 

transfer-printed saucer with a 

border print of fig-type leaves 

and diamond shapes with 

scrolls (FD 2004.1.317) (Haggarty 1988, 12).  On the base of the saucer was a design 

resembling the loops of a dragon's tail (ibid; FD 2004.1.318) it also had a small part of a 

printed backstamp on its underside.   
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Against the east boundary wall of the Pottery was a large spread of compact, grey clay, 

0.2 m thick, containing a fragment of a biscuit-fired, moulded plaque (FD 2004.1.296) 

decorated with a crowned lion rampant motif over part of a shield; shards of London-

shaped cups in various moulded designs; and an almost complete, unglazed bone china 

saucer with a moulded basket weave pattern (FD 2004.1.285).  For a published example 

of this moulding on a London-shaped cup with a date of 1812-22, see Berthoud (1982, 

67 Pl 399).  A fragment from a small, unglazed figurine was also uncovered (FD 

2004.1.305).  This has been identified as part of a soldier: a more complete hand-painted 

and glazed version was recovered during recent excavations at Edinburgh Castle 

(Yeoman & Driscoll 1996). Biscuit shards with applied sprigged decoration were also 

recovered, three of which show a boy with folded arms standing by a fence alongside a 

jumping dog (FD 2004.1.190).  Two other shards depict angels (FD 2004.1.192).  Some 

of these sprigs are similar to examples from Staffordshire, and it is likely that Reid 

bought in his moulds from that area.  Transfer-printed biscuit shards recovered from this 

clay layer were decorated with standard patterns such as Willow (FD 2004.1.335), 

Spode's Geranium (FD 2004.1.314) and a variation of The Milkmaid (FD 2004.1.316 & 

Haggarty 1988, 11).  An intriguing white biscuit sprig of a male head in profile has been 

tentatively identified by the staff at the Scottish National Portrait Gallery as that of the 

philosopher David Hume (1711 - 1776) (FD 2004.1.207).  Fragments were also 

recovered of a previously unrecorded plate with a moulded border of flowers and a 

transfer printed central design of a train passing over a viaduct (FD 2004.1.255). 

 

The excavation by a workman, using a JCB, of a 3 m deep trench towards the west of 

the site revealed a cellar. This had probably been a clay store from the Reid period 

and it was partly backfilled with the products of an unsuccessful kiln firing, evidently 

from a later period.  Many of the stoneware jars and bottles retrieved had fused 

together or were stuck to the saggars.  A small representative sample of this material, 

which is thought to date from the Turner or Gray’s periods, was retained. 

 
Thousands of shards dating from the early period of Reid's ownership of the factory 

were recovered the contractors for the foundations of new houses at the south end of 

the site.  Hundreds of those shards were of dipped, colour-banded, both biscuit and 

glazed. The patterns on the shards recovered included banded and combed ware; 

offset dots; trailing; a variation on the cat's eye motif (where the tri-coloured dot is 
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dragged in a short S curve); and variegated and engine turned designs.  Forms 

included bowls, mugs, jugs, flowerpots and porringers.  Several of the shards had 

unusual, if not unique, characteristics.  For example, some of the rouletting patterns 

had not been encountered before; and some biscuit shards were lathe-banded in slips 

of unexpected colours such as bright pink, royal blue and green.  These colours appear 

on a conventionally dipped, albeit unusually formed, puzzle jug in a private collection 

in Baltimore, Maryland (J Rickard pers comm). 

 

Towards the west side of the site but out with the north wall of the Pottery buildings, 

the removal of topsoil revealed a concentrated dump of stoneware jars and bottles 

produced during Gray's ownership of the pottery.  The underglaze transfer printed 

labels on the ginger beer and stout bottles indicated that they had been produced for 

companies as far a field as Aberdeen and Burnley.  The life spans of these companies 

suggest a tight period around 1905 during which the bottles could have been produced 

(J Yule pers comm).  Most of the bottles from this dump were stamped with Gray's 

Portobello mark, which might explain why no stoneware from Newbigging has been 

recorded from this period.  Representative examples of the bottles were retained. 

 

Find Contexts 
Ceramic material was recovered from a variety of poorly stratified contexts across the 

site. The following list identifies these and they are used throughout the Resource 

Disk Catalogue Files. 

• Context 6 The hand excavated fill between the period two and period three 

kilns. For location see (Archaeology History & Bibliography file, page 2, illus 

4). 

• Context 7 An arbitrary level created by machining prior to any archaeological 

involvement. It turned out to be a large spread of compact lenses of grey clay and 

pottery, 0.2 m thick. This lay against the east boundary wall of the pottery 

and was almost certainly the trampled floor of a workshop. This was the only 

feature completely excavated before the site was destroyed. 

• Context 8 An arbitrary level created by machining prior to any archaeological 

involvement and which lay to the south east of the excavated kiln, and adjacent 
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to Context 7. Only part of this context, compressed lenses of dirty clay and 

pottery, was removed by hand before being destroyed by the developers. 

• Context 9 A brick-lined trough with a stone-flagged base uncovered by 

machine.  It had a fill of dirty white clay and small pottery shards, which was 

excavated by hand. (See Archaeology History & Bibliography file, page 3, 

illus 5). 

• CEL A cellar which had a machine trench dug through it and which was filled 

with a failed firing, i.e. fused saggars, bottles and storage jars: see Haggarty & 

McIntyre (1996), 957 illus 13.  

• SD A large stoneware shard dump, uncovered by machine.  

• It lay to the rear of the pottery and was composed mainly of ginger beer 

bottles, stouts and jars dating to c1905.  

• U/S Most of this pottery was recovered from the back of trucks while they 

were being filled. All the spoil from diggings the foundations was removed 

from site and the drivers were under strict instructions not to tell where it was 

being dumped. 

 

Production Totals 
We have little idea of production totals for a Scottish pottery such as Newbigging in 

either the late 18th or first half of the 19th century. However, we know from 

documents, that in the four years 1817 to 1820, William Reid imported 510 tons of 

flint. The ratio of flint used in ceramic bodies could vary considerably (Evans 1970, 

21-42). For the purpose of this exercise, however, I have picked a figure of one part 

calcinated and ground flint to four parts clay. This would give a combined figure of 

2,550 tons over the four-year period. To estimate how many vessels could be 

produced from this amount of raw material, one can perform a very rough calculation 

based on an average vessel weight (not accounting for water added and lost etc, but 

which I have been told after glazing would be fairly neutral).  For example, pearlware 

dinner plates of that period (from the Don Pottery) averaged c.400 grams or 14 ounces 

each.  Using this figure the pottery would have been capable of producing 2560 plates 

for every ton of prepared clay, or about 6,528,000 over the period in question. 

Although little more than guesswork, I suggest it puts into context the extremely small 

percentage of vessels recovered from the excavation.  
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History 1800 – 1932 
Taken from: (Forbes & Haggarty 2002, 15-27) 

It is now five years since the publication of an archaeological excavation carried out at 

the Newbigging Pottery, Musselburgh, East Lothian1. While the archaeology of the 

pottery remains unchanged, new research, reliant on primary sources, has added 

significantly to our understanding of Musselburgh’s ceramic history. 

 

Six miles from the city of Edinburgh, on the east coast of the Firth of Forth, the Royal 

Burgh of Musselburgh sits at the mouth of the River Esk, with the considerable 

suburb of Newbigging located to the south of the town. In the 18th and 19th centuries 

the burgeoning economy of the area, which included coal mining, salt extraction, 

fishing, and the manufacture of linen, was boosted by new industries, including a 

paper mill employing 300 hands, a net and twine factory, deemed, with its 300 looms 

and 700 workers, to be the largest in the country, and a pottery industry which 

survived into the 20th Century2. 

 

When the pottery was built, Newbigging consisted of one main street, Newbigging 

Road, which stretched for quarter of a mile south from Musselburgh. William Reid 

chose to locate his Pottery in the ‘West Vennel of Newbigging’, known today as 

Inveresk Road, a short distance from the Musselburgh Flint Mills, and accessible to 

the Musselburgh harbour of Fisherraw. Plentiful supplies of coal could be had at a 

reasonable price from nearby collieries. 

 

WILLIAM REID, POTTER. 
The chronicle of the Newbigging Pottery began in Prestonpans, East Lothian, on 10 

May 1765, with the birth of William Reid. He was the eldest of three brothers, 

William, James, and Robert, the sons of William Reid, gardener, and his wife, Mary 

Leithen3. All three brothers would become potters, with William destined to be the 

most successful. William and Mary Reid’s second son, James, was born in 1767 and, 

as a boy, probably served his apprenticeship in one of the numerous east coast 
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potteries. In 1791, a time served potter, he was elected to the committee of the 

Prestonpans Potters’ Box Society4. This was effectively a ‘Friendly’ Society, set up in 

1766 to protect the interests of its enrolled members, mainly potters, although, for a 

higher fee, other trades were accepted. The rules stipulated that ‘none should be 

admitted above thirty years of age’, indicating an awareness of the many health 

hazards to be encountered in the industry, and suggesting that the ‘Box,’ while 

guaranteeing succour for its sick members and dependent widows and children, was 

reluctant to invest in liabilities. Although the monthly meetings were always held in 

Prestonpans, the membership embraced a wide area, as indicated in a Society ‘Article’ 

which regulated the loan of ‘Mortality Cloths’; ‘each member living without the 

bounds of the said ten miles shall have 5/- and for a child 3/- sterling in place of the 

said Cloath. 

 

The death of a child in October 1796 Died a child of James Reid, a potter in West 

Pans5, placed James in West Pans, probably working with his brother William. 

Robert, the youngest brother, born in 1780, was admitted to the Potters’ Box as an 

apprentice when he was 14 years old, but the Box minutes of June 1799 record him as 

having, along with other members, ‘enlisted into His Majesty’s Service’. As he had 

served his time, he could later seek work as a potter. In June 1780, at the age of 

fifteen, William paid his dues to the Box, presumably while still learning his trade, 

and in 1797, when working in West Pans, he was elected to the Box Committee. 

 

When William Reid married Clementina Bagnall the daughter of Robert Bagnall, 

Potter at Westpans in the Edinburgh Parish of St. Giles on 5 May 17846, Clementina 

was 26 years old, and William a few days short of his 19th birthday. He had followed 

common practice by marrying into the close knit community of potters, and had 

coincidentally] made an advantageous alliance. 

 

Their marriage produced eleven children, nine of whom were christened in Inveresk 

Church7.  The eldest son, Robert, was baptised on 15 February 1787 in Bo’ness8 and 
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as Robert Bagnall Jr.’s son William was baptised there on 4 June the following year, 

it is likely that the brothers in law, William Reid and Robert Bagnall Jr., both master 

potters, were working together at Bo’ness. The baptisms of three other sons, Peter in 

1792, James in 1797, and George in 1800 are in Inveresk parish records9, but the 

baptismal record of their son William has not been found.  

A settlement drawn up in 1828 by William Reid10, and an entry in the Burgess Roll of 

180911, both refer to William Reid Jr., the Reids’ second son, whose death, recorded 

at Inveresk in 1835, confirms his date of birth as 1790. The death in infancy of the 

child of William Reid Jr., Potter in Newbigging, and his wife Sarah Hay’ in 181912, 

connects William Reid Jr. with his father’s pottery.  The Reid’s youngest son, George, 

was baptised with his twin sister Charlotte on 29 April 180013. He later married Helen 

Bourhill, the daughter of a Musselburgh baker, and the births of their children are on 

record, including a daughter named Clementina Bagnall Reid after her paternal 

grandmother, and a son, Robert, who would eventually join his father and grandfather 

in the Newbigging Pottery14 

 

The time of William Reid’s arrival in West Pans is conjectural, but it was certainly 

before March 1796, when, alluded to as of that parish15, he was witness to the 

Foreman baptism in Inveresk Church. A sasine dated July 1797 refers to him as Potter 

at West Pans16, where he was involved in the pottery with his father-in-law, Robert 

Bagnall, and brother-in-law, Peter Bagnall, both potters. At some point, probably 

following Robert Bagnall’s sequestration in 179417, William Reid became lease 

holder, and legally responsible for the insolvent West Pans Pottery. Accordingly, he 

took steps to institute an independent venture. In July 1797 he purchased property in 

Newbigging from Thomas MacMillan of Shorthope with the intention of setting up a 

manufactory there, paying £260 Sterling for the Malt Barn, Steepstone, and Corn 

Barn, with garden ground behind the Kiln (this was not a pottery kiln) in the Burgh of 
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Musselburgh and Dambrae18. Having secured the site, he then had to finance the 

construction of the pottery, but how this was achieved remains a mystery, as £200 

arrears of rent were still owing to Joseph Read, his former landlord at West Pans. On 

1 September 1800, John Buchan, Trustee for the Creditors of Joseph Read, late 

Bleacher near Linlithgow pursued him for payment19. Reid was forced to accept 

Buchan’s terms, Renouncing the Benefit of the Order of Discussion20 and agreed to 

pay off the debt by installments, with £40 sterling of liquidate penalty in case of 

failure, plus interest on the principal sum21.  

An advertisement, placed in the Edinburgh Evening Courant of 22 May 1800, advises 

that, by 1801, Reid’s tenancy at Westpans was due to expire: 

 

                               BROWN AND WHITE WARE MANUFACTURY 

To be let for such number of years as can be agreed upon, from 

and after the terms of Whitsunday 1801, that well known and 

thriving Pottery for Brown and White Ware, situated in West Pans, 

within six miles of Edinburgh and one mile of Musselburgh, 

presently possessed by Mr. William Reid, and whose lease expires 

at the above date. 

 

In 1801 he borrowed £150 from Alexander Vernor, farmer at Mackhill, again using 

the Newbigging property as collateral22. The terms of this short-term loan were harsh; 

the total had to be repaid within six months, with a further imposition of  £30 In case 

of failure, and an extra £1.10.0 due for each term of failure. As his 1801 bond to 

Alexander Vernor refers to him as potter in Musselburgh, we may accept that by then 

the Newbigging enterprise was up and running.  

 

William and Clementina expanded their holdings in Newbigging in June 1807 with 

the purchase of a mansion house, offices, court, garden, and park, and small dwelling 

house from Alexander Wilkinson, an Edinburgh gunsmith23. The transaction was 
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witnessed by Robert Bagnall; potter at Newbigging, but unfortunately there is no 

indication if this was Robert the father, or Robert the son.  

 

A month later, in July of the same year, the Reids mortgaged the newly acquired 

property to William Moffat of Cowpits for £200, with consent of Clementina Bagnall, 

who waived all rights she has or could claim, implying her pecuniary interest in their 

acquisition24. In August 1807, in lieu of payment of the bond, Reid made over two 

parcels of land to Moffat25, an arrangement which presumably suited both parties, 

disposing of ground:    

 

42ft 9ins in the front of the Street of Newbigging, and extending in length 

backwards 92ft 9ins up to a hedge on his property as also 33ft in breadth to 

the West from said hedge and 86 ft in length.  

 

The second piece of ground was part of the property sold to Wm. Reid and 

Clementina Bagnall by Alexander Wilkinson, and was In payment to the said William 

Moffat of the foresaid sums of money, i.e. £200.                                                                              

For the first ten years of Reid’s enterprise, money, or rather lack of it, appears to have 

caused major problems as he was pursued by numerous creditors, mainly for small 

amounts, although, at £28-6-0, his debt to Bowers and Mackie, Stoneware Merchants 

in West Pans, was substantial and Thomas McMillan of Shorthope, who had earlier 

sold him the Newbigging property, proceeded against him for Seven pounds, Seven 

shillings and Eleven pence Sterling value received in Straw’ plus ‘Damages, Interest, 

and Expences26. 

 

There is no doubt that Reid managed to surmount the initial financial difficulties 

incurred when he acquired the land and built his pottery, and we may speculate that 

his problems were in part compensated for by the availability of a family work force. 

He was ably supported by his father in law Robert Bagnall, and by Peter Bagnall, both 

master potters. Although there is no evidence of Robert Bagnall Jr.’s presence at 
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Newbigging, his father was there until his death in 181427. Yet another member of the 

Bagnall family, John, worked in the Pottery until he died in 180428. William and 

Clementina’s eldest son, Robert, now aged twelve, entered the Potters’ Box Society as 

an apprentice potter in June 1799, and in the same year his cousin James, James 

Reid’s son, followed in his father’s footsteps by signing the register James Reid, 

potter’s ‘prentice’, paying a reduced fee of five shillings, which, according to the 

rules, was the amount due by a son of a potter following the same profession.  It is 

more than likely that James Reid and his son worked at Newbigging, but there is no 

proof of this. However, young Robert, and perhaps his cousin James, although not 

fully fledged potters, as indentured apprentices were likely to have contributed to the 

family business.  

 

Two more sons, William Reid Jr. and George Reid, became master potters, and 

George Reid’s son, Robert, followed suit. This new generation could expect to replace 

older family members in the event of retirement or death. William Reid had created 

what can now be seen as a dynasty within the Scottish Pottery industry.  William Reid, 

Potter,  had been entered a Burgess of Musselburgh in 179629, and in September 

1802, obviously regarded as a respected member of the community, he was elected a 

Musselburgh Burgh Councillor, an office he held for the next twenty two years 30, 

regularly attending meetings.  

 

The town of Musselburgh owned and controlled more than one Flint Mill, and 

William Reid had for a time held the feus of both the Easter Flint Mill and the Waulk 

Mill 31, employing his father at the latter until his death in 1810. He had leased a Flint 

Mill from Musselburgh Council while at West Pans32 and the Council records hint at 

the constant wrangling that prevailed, with potters such as Reid and Thomas 

Rathbone united in dispute against the Burgh Council over rent, repairs, and 

improvements to the Musselburgh Mills. On one occasion, Thomas Rathbone, on 

behalf of himself and other potters, complained to the Council that, as tacksmen of the 
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town’s Flint Mill they had suffered heavy losses occasioned by the Water Wheel stopt 

from grinding for four months’33.  

 

The Newbigging enterprise thrived, probably due to Reid’s astuteness, his expertise as 

a master potter, and, not least, the loyalty he could expect from his extended family, 

some of whom he had been associated with long before their mutual involvement at 

Westpans. The scale of the factory is evident from James Hay’s map of 182434, which 

shows the ground plan to be in excess of that of the adjacent buildings, while a 

billhead dated 182935 depicts the factory and four kilns, giving some idea of the 

extent of the works. The size of the venture can be gauged from an advertisement 

placed in The Staffordshire Advertiser of 27 January 1838 when the pottery was 

offered to let, stating that The works gives employment to 70 or 80 men, most of whom 

are experienced36. 

                                                

 

Robert Bagnall manufacturer of pottery in Newbigging died in 1814, and was interred 

in the north extremity of William Reid’s family burial ground in Inveresk churchyard. 

Two years later, aged 58 years, Clementina joined him in her father, Mr. Bignel’s, 

grave 37. 

In 1819, three years after Clementina’s death, the William Reid married Marion 

Spence38, this time choosing a lady unconnected with the Pottery industry, and 

considerably younger than his 54 years, for when they married Marion was only 21. 

They had four children, three daughters, and a son, John, born on the 30 June 1823, 

and baptised in Inveresk Church, with George Reid, now aged 23, as one of the 

witnesses39. Of their daughters, Isobel, Marion, and Elizabeth, only Elizabeth 

survived childhood; her sisters lie buried in the Reid family grave. John Reid, William 

and Marion’s only son, was destined to follow tradition and work in the family 

business with his step- brothers, Robert, William, and George. The names of all 

except George, and Peter, Surgeon Apothecary, who were never entered as Burgesses 
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by their father, were entered on the Musselburgh Burgess Roll as the sons of William 

Reid, Potter, Newbigging40.  

 

There is every reason to believe that the Pottery was commercially successful right up 

to the time of William Reid’s death on 13 October 1835, aged seventy, and surviving 

examples of wares he produced indicate a fair level of sophistication. An entry in the 

Royal Bank of Scotland Minute book, recording a loan on 13 July 1826 to Reid’s son-

in-law, Thomas Peacock, (married to Charlotte, George Reid’s twin sister) implies 

that other than earthenware was part of the factory production. Bone china wasters 

found during excavation confirmed this.  

 

Thomas Peacock Haberdasher in Edinburgh on the security of 

himself, Hugh Peacock, Merchant, Fisherrow, William Reid, China 

Manufacturer, Musselburgh, and William Innes Wine and Spirit 

Merchant in Edinburgh, to the extent of four hundred pounds 

sterling41. 

 

In November 1828 William Reid drew up a document which attests that he sought to 

secure the future of the works after his death. Headed ‘Settlement, William Reid in 

favour of his wife and children’ it begins:     

    

Considering it to be every person’s duty to make a settlement of their affairs 

during life so as to prevent disputes after their death, and for the love and 

affection I bear to Marion Spence or Reid, my spouse, and the children of our 

marriage afternamed Betsy, John, and Marion Reid. 

 

and continues with the disposition of his estate after his death42. 

It was his intention that Marion Spence and her children should inherit the 

Newbigging Pottery and premises, along with his dwelling house and household 

effects. To enable Marion to bring up and educate her children, she could expect a 

yearly annuity of £150 sterling which was to be taken from the profits of the ‘Pottery 
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business’; further, she was to receive a two-third share of the Pottery business, 

presently carried on by me and my son, Robert Reid, Potter.  Robert Reid, the eldest 

son, was appointed, with three others, as guardians to his children, and they, along 

with Marion Spence, were instructed to:  

 

Substitute in my place in the said Pottery business my son, John 

Reid, upon his attaining 21 years of age, or if he shall not be 

qualified by then, to delay his entry until he attain the age of 25 

years, he always being entitled to a reasonable weekly wage, 

according to his abilities.  

 

Born in July 1823, John Reid was then in his sixth year!  

 

Reid was magnanimous in considering his second family but, in contrast, was less 

generous towards Clementina Bagnall’s children; Robert Reid could expect a one 

third share of the profits, and was also entitled to a free weekly allowance of £1. 15. 

0. for his attention to and management of the business. George Reid, his son, in the 

event of his continuing to assist Robert Reid in carrying on the Pottery business 

‘either in or out of the work (this suggests that George was involved in selling - 

hence his later application in a Staffordshire newspaper for work as manager, 

traveller, or salesman)43 was to have an allowance of £1.5.0., besides being found a 

house not exceeding in value £10 of yearly rent, and coals, with a suit of mourning at 

my death. But if Robert Reid failed to take an active management of the business, in 

that event George Reid shall have £1.15 a week. His son, William Reid, was to have 

10/6 a week when he became unable to work or infirm, a free house and coals, and a 

suit of mournings at my death. Robert Reid was given a heavy burden of 

responsibility towards his siblings when his father stipulated further that Robert Reid 

shall provide William Reid, and Hannah Reid, my daughter, each with houses 

suitable to them so long as they live, from the subjects conveyed to him, and a suit of 

mournings to Hannah. 
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Legacies from William Reid’s personal estate were made to his daughter Charlotte 

Reid, who was left £50; his sons, Peter Reid, a Surgeon in the Royal Navy, and 

James, also a surgeon, both residing in Melrose, were to have £10 each to purchase 

mournings at my death. These bequests were to come from funds in the business, or 

money in the Banks. Two years later some changes were made to the settlement, 

reducing Marion’s annuity and Robert’s weekly wage, but increasing George’s 

allowance in the event of Robert’s death. A loan of £80, borrowed from Marion 

Spence in order to build a house already conveyed to George Reid and his family, was 

to be repaid. The Valuation Roll for Musselburgh shows that in 1880 Robert Reid’s 

heirs, now living in Liverpool, still owned the house, which doubtless had been built 

for Robert by his father44.  

 

Despite his efforts to protect the business, William Reid’s death heralded a downward 

spiral for the pottery, with the loss of key family members, commencing with the 

death of William Reid Jr. in December 1835, aged 45, only two months after that of 

his father 45. His brother Robert, at 50 years of age, was buried on 15 January 1838, 

followed some eight days later by Peter Bagnall, aged 7246. Inveresk parish records 

show the burial of another Robert Reid, potter, in Newbigging, in July 183147, but 

unfortunately, no age is given. It is possible that this was William Reid’s soldier 

brother who had picked up the tools of his old trade. There were sad losses among the 

children too, with the death of little Marion Reid in 1832, and six of William’s 

grandchildren, his sons’ children, between 1828 and 183148.  

 

Marion Reid now controlled the business, Although George Reid, Clementina’s son, 

survived, he proved to be of little support to his stepmother at a time when his 

expertise was desperately needed, and, when Robert died, in defiance of his father’s 

plans for him, he sought to leave Newbigging. 

 

On 27th January 1838, immediately after Robert’s death, the pottery was advertised in 

The Staffordshire Advertiser 49 to let as a going concern. George, the last of the 

brothers to be involved there, placed a notice in the same newspaper in October of 
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that year, emphasising his 23 years experience in the firm of Wm. Reid & Son, and 

seeking employment as a manager, traveller or salesman. His advertisement suggests 

that he had no inclination to return to the potter’s bench. Whether George ever left 

Newbigging is questionable as in 1855 he was owner and tenant of a house and shop 

in the West Vennel, next to the Pottery50. Later he went to live with his unmarried 

daughter Clementina in Halcross House, the property she had inherited in 1847 from 

Anne Bourhill, her maternal grandmother, and which Clementina operated as a 

‘Private Lunatic Asylum.’ According to census returns, by 1861 George was 

‘Superintendent at Halcross Lunatic Asylum’51. 

 

Marion Spence is recorded in the 1841 Census as Earthenware manufacturer52, and 

had the acumen to keep the Pottery in production despite William’s death and the loss 

of the principal family members. Until 1846 she had the support of her son John, and 

his involvement with the Pottery was recognised on a contemporary billhead M. Reid 

& Son.53. The cruellest blow of all was still to come for Marion when John, her only 

son and mainstay, died at the young age of 22. He was interred in his father’s grave at 

Inveresk on 25 February 184654. William’s grandson Robert survived, working in the 

pottery until his death in July, 1853, noted in parish records as Robert Reid, potter, 

aged 24 years, at West Vennel, Newbigging 55 It is unlikely that it will ever be known 

why so many of the adult family died within a relatively short period, but as the 

common factor was the workplace, the Pottery could be the key.   

In 1860 Dr. J.T. Aldridge was appointed Senior Physician to The North Staffordshire 

Infirmary, at the very core of the Pottery Industry, a position that fulfilled both his 

interest in the health of the workers, and his disquiet with their working conditions. 

He treated potters suffering from bronchitis: Pulmonary Phthisis (Tuberculosis): 

Rheumatic affections: Stomach disorders: Plumbism (lead poisoning): Cerebro- spinal 

diseases and Cardiac disease.  All were conditions caused by the use of hazardous 

materials in the workplace. Before ventilation fans were introduced in the second half 

of the 19th century, the dust of slip making, flint particles from the scouring process, 

and the inhalation of noxious fumes from the kilns, had deadly effect on the lungs. 

Chemicals such as mercury, hydrofluoric acid, and lead, all essential to the 

manufacturing process, took their toll56. The Reids could have succumbed to any of 

these afflictions.) 
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Consider also that during the 19th century, Musselburgh suffered severely from 

cholera, four bouts occurring from 1832, the first being the worst, with a reported 

death toll of 500, almost a sixth of the population of 3,266 as recorded in 1841 57. It is 

possible that this claimed members of the Reid family, and it is certain that the effect 

on the local economy would have been disastrous. John Wager Brameld of the 

Rockingham Works, as his firm’s traveller, made regular visits to the North and to 

Scotland. On returning from his Spring visit in 1832, he wrote of Glasgow Tenders 

ruined on account of cholera and reflected for nearly twelve months past the sad 

ravages of Cholera, the great alarm it produced, and the unsettled state of men’s 

minds (especially in Scotland) caused a great suspension of business 58. 

 

Unable to dispose of the Pottery, Marion had little choice but to keep it operating, 

although in 1848, according to advertisements in The Scotsman, The North British 

Advertiser, and the Courant, she relinquished the feu of  The Easter Flint Mill with 

kiln, and use of adjacent ground as occupied by Mrs. Reid.. On the 9th of March 

1850, another advertisement, worded as before, appeared in The Staffordshire 

Advertiser, with no more success than previously.  

 

Census returns of 1851 indicate that Marion, with 71-year-old Jonathan Forster as 

manager, was in charge of a viable concern, employing 32 men, including Forster’s 

son James, 11 boys, and a woman59. This was a sizeable, albeit reduced, workforce, 

and suggests a reasonable output. 

 

THE FORSTERS 
 It has long been assumed, without a shred of evidence, that Jonathan Forster, one 

time manager of Reid’s pottery, purchased the Newbigging Pottery from Marion 

Reid60. The Register of Sasines clearly documents all changes of ownership from 

1797, when William Reid made his first acquisition, through to 1932, when the final 

sale was made, but no record exists of a member of the Forster family ever owning 

any part of the property. James Forster, Jonathan’s son, was also a potter, and as a 

Manufacturer of Earthenware did operate in Newbigging, but not in William Reid’s 

Newbigging Pottery. The Forster pottery will be the subject of a future publication by 

the authors.  
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In February and June of 1853 further advertisements appeared in The Staffordshire 

Advertiser, with a final one on 23 February 1856, offering the Pottery as lately 

occupied by Marion Reid and Son for Sale or to Let. As a final measure, the property 

was put up for sale by Public roup in the Staffordshire Advertiser of 14th December 

1861, to no effect, as there is no evidence of a change of ownership at this time, with 

the property remaining in Marion Reid’s hands until 1866.  

 

The Burgh of Musselburgh’s Valuation Roll61 is a primary source of information and 

presents the true sequence of the occupancy of the Newbigging Pottery from 1855 

onwards. The period for 1855-56 records the entire Reid Property and shows that, 

while Mrs. Reid was still proprietor of the Pottery and grounds, they were then 

tenanted by a Mr. Howden, who vacated the premises after a year and who was 

followed by one William Logan in 1856 and 1857. It was noted that Logan paid a 

Yearly rent of £100, and keeps property under repair.  

 

Although Quail62 maintained that in 1857 the premises were leased to A. & J. 

Winkles of Salamander Street, Leith, he did not substantiate this. However, the 

Valuation Roll shows that in the years between 1857 and 1860, Andrew Winkle and 

Joseph Winkle were indeed tenants of the Newbigging Pottery, and that it was still 

owned by Marion Reid.  

In 1860, William Miller, Starch and Pithina Manufacturer of Fisherraw, moved his 

operation to Newbigging, renting the pottery premises, and converting them to suit his 

purpose. The following year his factory was listed as Starch Works, and continued as 

such until 1866, when Marion, with her daughter Elizabeth, and Elizabeth’s husband, 

John Gray, finally managed to dispose of the works together with the adjoining 

property, and whole privileges and pertinents thereof lying within the Burgh of 

Musselburgh and Dambrae of the same, formerly a Pottery ware Manufactury and 

now a Starch and Pithina food Manufactury to The Third Provident Investment 

Company63. James Turner, engineer and spirit dealer in Leith, was a member or 

shareholder of this Company, whose directors had agreed to advance him £970 on 

condition that the property was registered to The Third Provident Investment 

Company,  for the use and behalf of the said Company, confirming James Turner’s 

mortgage with them. 
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Marion Reid or Spence died on 19 June 1868 at no 7, Mansionhouse Road, 

Edinburgh. The inventory of her personal estate64 shows that the proceeds from the 

sale of her effects by an Auction house in George Street, Edinburgh amounted to 

£1,800 Sterling, while her ready money stood at under £1,000 Sterling and was 

actually £918-10. Her Will, in favour of her daughter Elizabeth, and Elizabeth’s 

husband, John Gray, included a bequest of twenty five pounds sterling to her 

stepdaughter, Charlotte Reid or Peacock, of Sciennes Place, widow of Thomas 

Peacock. There were also a few small legacies to her own family members65.       

Although William Reid was clearly the most prominent member of this family of 

potters, both the Reids and the Bagnalls played an important role in the history of the 

Scottish potteries. Quail claims that Robert Bagnall came to Glasgow from his native 

Staffordshire around 1770 at the behest of Thomas Anderson & Co.66.  In 1776, 

having acquired the lease of the potworks previously operated by Oliphant and 

McDonald, he extended them, and built a house for himself and his family. By the 

summer of the same year, he was producing creamware in the aptly named 

Staffordshire Manufactury for sale in his ‘Staffordshire Warehouse.  

 

Two years later, Bagnall, a Catholic, suffered for his faith. The 1689 Penal Acts of 

William II had outlawed the practicing and teaching of the Catholic religion, and in 

1778 Parliament saw fit to repeal this archaic bill, a decision that was not generally 

approved in Scotland. Stirred by the Scottish press, public resentment led to a 

campaign of mob violence in Glasgow, with vicious attacks on Catholic property. On 

9 February 1779, Robert Bagnall’s house, premises, and shop were forcibly entered, 

the contents destroyed, and the entire property set alight and razed to the ground. The 

City fathers promised to pay Bagnall every farthing of his loss, but in the end disputed 

the £1,429 claimed by him, and paid out a mere £100, a paltry sum, and insufficient to 

rebuild all that he had lost. It seems that for the next few years he struggled on, but, 

despite taking on a partner, John Marshall, he never recovered from his losses. In June 

1782, the sequestered estate of Bagnall & Marshall, potters in Glasgow, was put up 

for auction.  

 

Robert Bagnall arrived in West Pans some time during the next two years, and entered 

into an ill-conceived partnership with Anthony de la Chapelle, which resulted in 
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sequestration in 179267. Around 1800 he moved to Newbigging, where he worked 

with his son-in-law William Reid until his death.  
 

JAMES TURNER 
When James Turner took over the Newbigging Pottery he was twenty three years old, 

had no experience as a potter, and, from the start, was doomed to failure. In a single 

year he had recruited and lost two separate partners, George Munro, and his brother, 

William Turner. Now deeply in debt, and with no assets, he was financially ruined; in 

January of 1868, he was declared Bankrupt68. 

James Thom, Writer, and Trustee on his sequestered estate, clearly felt some pity for 

the young man, and in January of 1869 he wrote to George Esson, Accountant in 

Bankruptcy.  

             Sir,  

 I am this morning favoured with your letter of the 11th current, and 

enclosures. The bankrupt seems to have been very unfortunate in 

this case. He commenced business as a Stoneware manufacturer in 

Musselburgh several years ago, and took premises, which he 

furnished almost entirely with money borrowed from his relatives. 

He was entirely unacquainted with, and incapable of conducting, 

such a business, and never got his goods into the market, and he 

was obliged, after sustaining heavy losses, to give up himself in the 

end of 1867. He seems to have used all he had in satisfying as many 

of his creditors as possible, but being pressed by one or two of them 

he was obliged to take out sequestration. I can’t find any estate, 

heritable or moveable belonging to him, and am therefore unable to 

make out an Inventory and Valuation.  

Sir, Your Obedient Servant, Charles Thom. 

James Turner’s Public Examination was fixed for 15 March, 1869, by which time he 

had left the country, leaving his mother to explain to the Bankruptcy court that  

her son had been suddenly summoned away to Rotterdam to act as an Engineer 

on board a ship called the ‘Normandy’, trading between Rotterdam and Africa, 

and that had he not gone, he would have been out of employment, with no means 

of subsistence. 
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From enquiries made of the owners it appeared that Normandy was either at 

Plymouth, or another southern port, or in Wales, taking in coals, and it was not known 

when, or indeed if ever, she would be in Leith, or any other Scottish Port; they 

confirmed that the Bankrupt was an engineer on board. 

 

By November 1869 Turner clearly considered it expedient to return to face his 

creditors, and he appeared in the Sheriff Court House, Edinburgh, to accept Public 

Examination. There, referred to as Stoneware Manufacturer, he stated that, having 

purchased the Newbigging Pottery in September 1866, he  

carried on business by myself till December 1866; during that time I was 

occupied putting the place in order, and in December 1866, I entered into 

partnership with Mr. George Munro.  

The partnership was short-lived, and Munro left him in March with a refund of his 

capital, as per agreement. James then entered into a partnership with his brother 

William, and this lasted for six months. When William gave up, James ceased to 

carry on business and sold the pottery. His statement continued: 

The business was not a prosperous one. I made losses by goods 

spoiled in the burning, and I did not get goods into the market, not 

understanding the business sufficiently to carry it on myself. I could 

not get the articles made disposed of. I sold my stock to Mr. Grey for 

£224. 

Most of this went to pay his creditors. An interrogation followed, when he admitted 

that he did not keep correct records, an indication that he was not conversant with the 

business world.  Having little choice, the Creditors agreed to settle for Turner’s offer 

of payment of 6d in the pound on his debts, to be paid on his discharge; he 

successfully applied for this in May 1878. The list of Creditors included Messrs. 

Watts, Blake, Beame, & Co., Kingsteighnton Clay Mines, Newton Abbot, Devon, who 

were owed £50. 

 

THE GRAYS 
Although he did not as yet own the property, the Valuation Roll shows that by 1868 to 

1869 William Afleck Gray, M.D. M.R.C.S.E., was established in the Newbigging 

Pottery, commencing production as Midlothian Stone Ware Potteries, West Vennel, 
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Newbigging. In two separate acquisitions, one in 187069, and another in 187570, he 

purchased the White Potterie, Clay, and Flint Mills at Portobello from heirs of the 

Rathbone family. Gray then developed the joint Newbigging and Portobello Potteries 

into a major producer of Stoneware. His sons, William and Alexander, eventually 

took charge of both potteries, with William at Newbigging, and Alexander in 

Portobello; he conducted his medical practice from Newbigging Lodge, and later from 

Rathbone House, Portobello71. On 9 May, 1889, he bought the entire Newbigging 

premises from The Third Provident Investment Property Company with consent of 

and by James Turner, acquiring:  

the Maltbarn,  Kiln, Steepstone, Cornbarn, Steam Engine, Pump, 

Iron Tank  and all other Machinery and Articles connected with the 

Work belonging to the Trustees and James Turner, with the Yard or 

Ground whereon said buildings are erected, and garden behind the 

Kiln, in the burgh of Musselburgh and Dambrae of the same, 

formerly a Pottery Ware Manufactury, and afterwards a Starch and 

Pithina Food Manufactory now reconverted into a Pottery, and that 

Mansion House with Offices, Court, Garden, and Park belonging 

thereto; also the small dwelling House adjoining to said Mansion 

House with exclusive use of the Pump Well in said Court 72.  

Wm. Afffleck Gray exercised control of the Company in his lifetime, and it was only 

after his death, as noted in a sasine dated the 27 December 189973 that The Trustees of 

the Deceased William Affleck Gray were empowered to sell or lease the Newbigging 

and Portobello Properties to his sons, Alexander Gray and William Gray, both of 

whom were Trustees, or to the survivor of them, if they so wished. The same 

document lists properties owned by W.A. Gray & Sons, including: 

The whole White Potterie at Portobello originally under lease to 

Messrs. Rathbone & Yool with the enclosures behind to the North etc. 

with Workmen’s Houses: Rathbone House Portobello and ground 

attached thereto: All and Haill the Clay and Flint Mill and Mill Yard 

situated near the said Potterie with the right and privilege of the Mill 

lead: All and whole that part and portion of the Lands of the Figgate 

as feud by the late William Jamieson of Portobello    

In 1901, the firm of W.A. Gray & Sons was noted in the Edinburgh and Leith Post 

Office Directory as Manufacturers of Stoneware Jars, Jam Pots, etc. Portobello and 
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Musselburgh and for the next 18 years little seems to have changed, for, in 1920 they 

were categorised Bottle and Jar Manufacturers; they now had a telephone number, 

159 Portobello. The 1922-23 issue of the Directory advises that one William 

Richardson (W. A. Gray & Sons) 11, East Brighton Crescent, Portobello, tel. 159 

Portobello, was part of their organisation.   

 

The brothers, William and Alexander Gray, had been running the business for at least 

forty years, and the time had come to realise their assets. Accordingly, in 192374, the 

Gray Trustees made the decision to sell Newbigging Lodge, complete with offices, 

garden, and field, to William Richardson, Stoneware Manufacturer, who bought the 

property for the sum of £920 Sterling; the Trustees retained ownership of the pottery 

premises, renting them to Richardson. This is confirmed by the 1925-26 Valuation 

Roll, which recorded him as tenant of the Garden, Pottery and Engine Power Store 

and Pottery, operating as W.A. Gray & Sons, Earthenware Manufacture (William 

Richardson Sole Partner). This implies that Richardson now controlled, or owned, the 

Company. 

The Lawyers acting for the Gray Trustees had approached The Provost and Council of 

Musselburgh in October 192375 offering them the opportunity to buy Newbigging 

Lodge on behalf of the Town. Inevitably, the Council appointed a Committee to deal 

with the matter, but prevaricating too long, missed out on the sale. A month after his 

initial purchase William Richardson sold the Newbigging property to the Provost and 

Council for an agreed figure of £1,000, at the same time negotiating favourable terms 

for his tenancy of the house. The transaction was confirmed in the Register of Sasines 

on 12 December 192376.  

 

MARJORY RICHARDSON 
 The Valuation Roll between the years 1926 and 1929 shows that Mrs. Marjory 

Richardson, not William Richardson, held the lease of the pottery, and on 12th 

February 1926 77, as the wife of William Richardson, deceased, she purchased the 

Newbigging Pottery, complete with Malt barn, kiln, steam engine, iron tank, and all 

other fittings. She paid the Trustees of Wm. Gray the sum of £800 Sterling, having 

arranged a mortgage for £600 from the Edinburgh Investment Trust, with her husband 

standing surety. Her other guarantor was Wastle Cliff Bell, Pottery Manager, residing 
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at 5, Rosslyn Avenue, Rutherglen, Glasgow. William Richardson, co- guarantor of the 

bond had died in the period between the two transactions. 

 

With the contacts she probably had within the pottery industry, it is likely that 

Marjorie Richardson attempted to continue her late husband’s business, but by 1930, 

still proprietor of the pottery, she had moved to Rutherglen, and the pottery premises 

were recorded as empty. In October 193278 she disposed of the entire site for £420 

Sterling, a considerable loss, to James Aitken and David Milne, Builders, Trustees for 

their firm of R. Banks and Son, Inveresk Road, Musselburgh. 

 

There is no record of the pottery ever being in production again. 

 

In Conclusion 
The Newbigging Pottery was extant on the same site for approximately 130 years, 

and, apart from a gap somewhere between 1860 and 1867, manufactured pottery 

throughout that period. The wares ranged from the heights of William Reid’s good 

quality products down to the utilitarian and mundane stoneware jars and bottles 

ultimately turned out by the Grays and others to supply a ready and profitable market. 
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Newbigging Pottery, Musselburgh: 

Photocopies of publications, sasines, newspaper adverts 
and other documents relevant to the history of the Pottery. 

National Museums of Scotland Ceramic Store,  
Leith Custom House  

Newbigging Pottery: Box 15 
 

Green File 1: 
Catalogue of archaeological site photographs etc, maps and other 

documents relating to the Newbigging pottery. 

 

1. Draft of the DOE report: Alison Haggarty: 1 Page: 

 

2. Excavation photograph list: copies B/W Nos 1 to 73: 1 Page: 

 

3. Pottery slide list. Slides at present in NMS ceramic store: 1 Page: 

 

4. Rough site notes and levels: 1 Page: 

 

5. Musselburgh News 9th Jan 1988: (Burgh Kiln History Outlined): 

A Newspaper cutting by George Haggarty: 1 Page: 

 

6. Musselburgh News 1st Jan 1988: (Looking Back) A Newspaper 

cutting: 1 Page: 

 

7. Three Letters from John Yule: Discussing Newbigging stone 

bottles: 3 Pages: 
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8. Brown And White Ware Manufactory (Newspaper advert May 

1801 Photocopy): 1 Page: 

 

9. Newbigging pottery bill heading April 12th 1839: Photocopy: 1 

Page: 

 

10. Photocopied maps: 4 Pages: 

 

11. Documentary references and summaries: 50 plus entries: All 

relating to Reid, Bagnall, and other Owners and Tenants: 5 Pages: 

 

12. Musselburgh Burgh Council Minute Books: 1810 –1824: 1 

Page: 

 

13. Sasines relating to the Newbigging Pottery: 20 listed from 1797 

to 1932: 2 Pages: 

 

14. Flint Mills: 11 references from 1806 to 1848: 1 Page: 

 

15. Staffordshire Advertiser: 4 adverts relating to the Newbigging 

Pottery: from 1838 until 1861: 5 Pages:  

 

16. Post Office Directories: Entries typed out: 1833 until 1926: 4 

Pages: 

 

17. Royal Bank of Scotland Minutes: 1826: 1 Page: 

 

18. The Reid’s-Potters at West Pans and Newbigging: 6 Pages: 
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19. Reid marriages: 3 Pages:   

 

20. Reid baptisms: 8 Pages: 

 

21. Reid and Bignel deaths: 11 Pages: 

 

22. I.M.I. Reid and family: 2 Pages; 

 

23. 1851 census Reid and Foster: 3 Pages: 

 

24. List of potters etc from the census returns of 1841 to 1891. My 

apologies but I cannot remember whom to thank for copying out 

this list and giving it to me: 6 Pages: 

 

25. Summary of RD /54/545/ f.82 William Reid’s Settlement: 2 

Pages: 

 

26. James Turner’s Sequestration N.A.S. ref CS318/24: typed: 4 

Pages: 
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Green File 2: 
 

Publications relating to the Newbigging Pottery: 

                               

1. Bamford, F 1956 'Scotland's Pottery Tradition', Scotland's 

Magazine, 7 (1956), 29-3: 

 

2. Banks, H J S 1957 'Scottish Pottery', Apollo, 66 (1957), 152-156. 

 

3. Dalgleish, G, Haggarty, G & McVeigh, P 1990 ‘Pots at the 

'Pans: The Potteries of Prestonpans, Musselburgh and Portobello, 

(catalogue for an exhibition at Prestongrange in 1990), 

Newtongrange. 

 

4. Fleming, A 1923 Scottish Pottery. Glasgow. 

 

5. Forbes, S & Haggarty, G 2002 ‘William Reid’s Newbigging 

Pottery, Musselburgh 1800 -1932’, Northern Ceramic Society 

Journal, 19 (2002), 15-27. 

 

6. Haggarty, G & Haggarty A 1988 ‘Shards from Musselburgh’ 

Friends of Blue Bulletin’ 62 (1988), 11-12. 

 

7. Haggarty, G 1996 'Newbigging Pottery, Musselburgh, East 

Lothian' Scottish Pottery Historical Review, 18 (1996) 15-38. 

 

8. Haggarty, G & McIntyre, A 1996 'Excavations and watching 

brief at Newbigging Pottery, Musselburgh, East Lothian' 
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Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, vol 126-2 

(1996), 943-962. 

 

9. McDonald, I 1995 ‘Jonathan James Forster, Potter’ Scottish 

Pottery Historical Review, 17(1995), 24-6.  

 

10. McVeigh, P 1979a Scottish East Coast Potteries. Edinburgh. 94-

103. (Totally misleading) 

 

11. McVeigh, P 1979b ‘Exhibition catalogue’, The Creamware potter 

East Coast of Scotland 1750-1840.  

 

12. Quail, G 1979 ‘Newbigging Pottery Musselburgh’ Scottish Pottery 

Society Archives News’, 4 (1979), 11-16. 

 

13. Quail, G 1982 ‘The Staffordshire manufactory of Robert Bagnall 

South Tureen Street’ in Four Early Glasgow Potteries Glasgow 

Archaeological Society Occasional Paper No 1, 18-20. 

 

14. Quail, G 1981 'Robert Bagnell and Some New Aspects of the 

Newbigging     Pottery, Musselburgh', Scottish Pottery Historical 

Review, 6 (1981), 28-31. 
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A 3: Clear Pocket 
 

Sassines, Newspaper Adverts, and other miscellaneous documents 

relating to the Newbigging Pottery - Photocopies: 

 

1. 1800 – Edinburgh Evening Courrant. – Pottery at West Pans to 

Let. 

 

2. 1800 – NAS: RS27/458: Joseph Read’s creditors pursue Wm. Reid 

for payment 

 

3. 1801 - NAS: RS27/477: Alex’r. Venor’s loan to William Reid. 

 

4. 1802 – NAS: B52/4 William Reid elected Burgh Councillor. 

 

5. 1803 – NAS: B52/12/13: Protests against William Reid. 

 

6. 1807 - NAS: B52/27/595: Wm. Reid’s loan of £200 from William 

Moffat on Security. Reid sells two lots of land to Moffat/ with 

consent of Clementina Bagnall. 

 

7. 1825 – NAS: B52/1/15: Lease of Flint Mill – Wm. Reid. 

 

8. 1828 – NAS: RD5/545 ff82-7: Wm. Reid’s Settlement to Marion 

Reid and his Children. 
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9. 1866 – NAS: RS27/2605 ff85-6: Disposition of the Pottery and 

ground by Marion Reid to the Third Provident Investment 

Company. 

 

10. 1869 - The Scotsman 20th Nov. page 2 column 4: Edinburgh 

Bankruptcy Court: Sequestration: James Turner’s sometime 

stoneware manufacturer Newbigging Pottery Musselburgh.  

 

11. 1899 – NAS: RS108/3709 ff135-44: Disposition of property in 

Musselburgh and Portobello by the Trustees to Alexr. and William 

Gray, Wm. A Gray’s sons. 

 

12. 1923 – NAS: RS 108/6743 ff119-21: Disposition of Newbigging 

Lodge to Wm. Richardson by Gray’s Trustees.   

 

13. 1923 – NAS: RS108/6747 ff56-7: Disposition of Newbigging 

Lodge by Wm. Richardson to Musselburgh Town Council. 

 

14. 926 – NAS: RS108/7018 ff114-5: Disposition of the pottery by 

Gray’s Trustees to Marion Wilkie or Richardson (Wm. 

Richardson’s widow). 

 

15.   1932- NAS: RS108/7714 ff21-3 Marion Wilkie sells pottery to R. 

Banks & Son. 
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Roll: 
 

1. Copies of the Newbigging site drawings: Hay’s 1824 map of 

Musselburgh & Developers site plan with location overlay:  
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Newbigging Pottery in the collection of East Lothian Museum service  
 
While clearing out a cupboard in the Brunton Hall Musselburgh a number of 
important ceramic items were identified.  Amongst these was a pair of matching 
lidded earthenware bowls, with large painted moulded lion knops and lion head with 
ring handles. The exterior of both bowls and covers are decorated with blue and white 
transfer prints and hand painted vignettes showing the arms of Musselburgh. These 
bowls see views below, I suggest date to c. 1820-5, and indeed may be amongst the 
wares produced for the dinner given in Musselburgh to honour the visit to Scotland of 
George IV in 1822.  
 

A number of different transfer prints have been used to decorate the bowls and covers. 
The exteriors of the bowls with standard willow and the covers with broad floral and 
scroll borders surrounding scenes of three figures in landscapes 
       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2 
 

 



3 
 

Matching a large, moulded, signed and dated, bone china jug, presently on display in 
the National Museums Scotland 
(Wm Reid 14th May 1922), are 
two similarly marked and 
decorated bone china bowls, 
almost certainly produced along 
with the NMS jug for a dinner 
given in Musselburgh to honour 
the visit to Scotland of George IV 
in 1822. The two bowls like the 
NMS jug have the arms of 
Musselburgh highlighted in Pratt 
colours, moulded on their exteriors 
within the common basket weave 
design almost certainly first 
introduced by New Hall.  The 
interior is decorated with transfer 
prints of flowers, birds and 
butterflies, painted in polychrome 
enamels.   
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	(Box No 10)
	(FD 2004.1. 365)
	Marbles

	No
	(FD 2004.1. 366)
	Marbles

	No
	(FD 2004.1. 367)
	Marbles

	No

	2- Black Basalt - Box 9
	(FD 2004.1.270)
	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus
	Coffee pot

	(R) No 4 & 24
	(FD 2004.1.271)
	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus
	Teapot


	(MO)

	3- Black Glazed Earthenwares - Box 9
	(FD 2004.1.261)
	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus.
	Tea pot

	(MO & R)
	(FD 2004.1.262)
	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus.
	Tea pot


	(MO & R)
	One black moulded bisque shard, probably from the body of a teapot. This is decorated above the band of flower moulding with a fine (No 4) band of horizontal rouletting, and a broad band of (No 24
	(FD 2004.1.263)
	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus.
	Tea pot


	(MO & R)
	(FD 2004.1.264)
	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus.
	Tea pot


	(MO & R)
	(FD 2004.1.265)
	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus.
	Tea pot


	(R)
	(FD 2004.1.266)
	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus.
	Tea pot


	(R)
	(FD 2004.1.267)
	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus.
	Tea pot


	(FT)
	(FD 2004.1.268)
	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus.
	Tea pot


	(FT)
	(FD 2004.1.269)
	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus.
	Teapot


	(R)

	4- Cane Coloured Ware - Box 10
	(Box No 10)
	(FD 2004.1. 368)
	Coffee Pot

	No
	Yes


	5- Rockingham Type - Box 10
	(Box No 10)
	(FD 2004.1. 369)
	Coffee Pot

	No
	Yes


	6 - Bricks - Box 6
	Newbigging: Kiln Bricks: 
	List of marked bricks recovered from the site:
	BANKPARK: Impressed: See below.
	HUALL: (1889-1980): Glasgow.
	(FD 2004.1.90)

	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Brick

	Yes
	JOHN GRIEVE            BANKPARK FIREBRICKWORKS
	(FD 2004.1.91)

	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Brick


	Almost
	BANKPARK


	7 - Kiln Furniture - Box 7
	Newbigging: Kiln Furniture: 
	Thrown Rings: Whiteware:
	 (FD 2004.1.96)

	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring

	Yes
	No
	(FD 2004.1.97)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	Restored
	No
	(FD 2004.1.98)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	Restored
	No
	(FD 2004.1.99)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	2 shards
	No
	(FD 2004.1.100)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	Yes
	No
	(FD 2004.1.101)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	3 shards
	No
	(FD 2004.1.102)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	3 shards
	No
	(FD 2004.1.103)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	2 shards
	No
	(FD 2004.1.104)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	2 shards
	No
	(FD 2004.1.105)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	1 shards
	No
	(FD 2004.1.106)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	1 shards
	No
	(FD 2004.1.107)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	Yes
	No
	(FD 2004.1.108)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	2 shards
	No
	(FD 2004.1.109)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.110)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.111)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	3 shards
	No
	(FD 2004.1.112)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	2 shards
	No
	(FD 2004.1.113)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.114)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.115)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.116)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.117)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.118)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.119)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.120)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.121)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus.   No
	Thrown Ring


	 2 shards
	No
	(FD 2004.1.122)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus.   No
	Thrown Ring


	2 shards
	No
	(FD 2004.1.123)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus.   No
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.124)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus.   No
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.125)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus.   No
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.126)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus.   No
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.127)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus.   No
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.128)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus.   No
	Thrown Ring


	1 shard
	No
	(FD 2004.1.129)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus.   No
	Thrown Ring


	2 shards
	No
	Extruded & hand formed three-arm stilts:
	(FD 2004.1.130)

	Intact
	Height

	Glazed
	Illus.   No
	Hand F Stilt


	No
	Yes
	Yes
	(FD 2004.1.131)
	Intact
	Glazed
	Illus.   No
	Hand F Stilt


	No
	Yes
	Yes
	(FD 2004.1.132)   (64 other small fragments discarded)
	Intact
	Glazed
	Illus.   No
	Hand F Stilt


	No
	Yes & No
	(FD 2004.1.133)
	Intact
	Glazed
	Illus.   No
	Hand F Stilt


	No
	Yes
	No
	(FD 2004.1.134)
	Intact
	Glazed
	Illus.   No
	Hand F Stilt


	No
	Yes
	No
	(FD 2004.1.135)     (27 other small fragments discarded)
	Intact
	Triangle
	No
	Glazed
	Illus.   No
	Hand F Stilt


	No
	Yes & No
	Small, Three-Armed Stilts with Hand Made End Spikes:
	(FD 2004.1.136)
	Intact
	Extruded
	Glazed
	Illus.   No
	Small Stilts


	No
	Yes
	Yes
	(FD 2004.1.137)
	Intact
	Extruded
	Glazed
	Illus.   No
	Small Stilts


	No
	No
	Yes
	(FD 2004.1.138)   (28 fragments discarded)
	Intact
	Extruded
	No
	Glazed
	Illus.   No
	Small Stilts


	No
	Yes & No
	(FD 2004.1.139)  (20 fragments discarded)
	Intact
	Extruded
	Height
	Glazed
	Illus.   No
	White rods


	No
	Yes
	Yes & No
	(FD 2004.1.140)   (37 fragments discarded)
	Intact
	Extruded
	No
	Glazed
	Illus.   No
	Grooved rods


	No
	Yes
	Yes & No
	(FD 2004.1.141)   (21 fragment discarded)
	Intact
	Extruded
	No
	Glazed
	Illus.   No
	Grooved rods


	No
	Yes
	Yes & No
	Extruded Rods: Redware:
	(FD 2004.1.142)   (38 fragments discarded)

	Intact
	Extruded
	Diam
	Glazed
	Illus.     No
	Plain Rods


	Red
	No
	Yes
	No
	(FD 2004.1.143)   (38 discarded)
	Intact
	Hand made
	Diameters
	Glazed
	Illus.     No
	Cockspurs


	White
	Yes
	Yes
	Yes
	(FD 2004.1.144)   
	Intact
	Hand made
	Diameters
	Glazed
	Illus.     No
	Cockspurs


	White
	Yes
	Yes
	No
	Industrially moulded three legged stilts
	(FD 2004.1.145)   

	Intact
	Moulded
	Size
	Glazed
	Illus.     No
	Industrial stilt


	White
	No
	Yes
	No
	(FD 2004.1.143)   
	Intact
	Moulded
	Diam
	Glazed
	Illus.   No
	Thrown stilt


	White
	No
	Yes
	No

	8 - Plaster Moulds - Box 8
	Newbigging: Plaster Moulds: 
	(FD 2004.1.146)

	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Plaster Mould

	No
	No
	(FD 2004.1.147)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Plaster Mould


	No
	No
	(FD 2004.1.148)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Plaster Mould


	No
	Yes
	(FD 2004.1.149)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Plaster Mould


	No
	No
	(FD 2004.1.150)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Plaster Mould


	No
	Yes
	(FD 2004.1.151)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Plaster Mould


	No
	No
	(FD 2004.1.152)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Plaster Mould


	No
	No
	(FD 2004.1.153)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Plaster Mould


	No
	No
	(FD 2004.1.154)
	Intact
	Marks
	Illus
	Plaster Mould


	No
	No

	9 - Saggars - Box's 6 & 16
	Newbigging: Saggar Material: 
	(FD 2004.1.91)

	Intact
	Voids
	Marks
	Illus
	Saggar

	No
	Yes
	No
	(FD 2004.1.92)
	Intact
	Voids
	Marks
	Illus
	Saggar


	No
	No
	No
	(FD 2004.1.93)
	Intact
	Voids
	Marks
	Illus
	Saggar


	No
	No
	(FD 2004.1.94)                                        (Voids as illus 69 but smaller)
	Intact
	Voids
	Marks
	Illus
	Saggar


	No
	Yes
	No
	(FD 2004.1.95)
	Intact
	Breadth
	Marks
	Illus.
	Saggar


	No
	45mm
	Yes

	10 - Redwares - extra refined - Box 12
	(Box No 12)
	(FD 2004.1. 370)
	Teapots

	Handles
	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 371)
	Teapots

	Spouts
	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 372)
	Teapots

	Bases
	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 373)
	Teapots

	Rims-Capes
	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 374)                   (There are two handle scars)_
	Teapots

	Body
	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 375)
	Teapots

	Covers
	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 376)                      (One moulded)
	Teapots

	Knops
	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 377)
	Creamer?

	Base
	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 378)
	Teapots

	All
	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 379)
	Cover

	Cover
	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 380)
	Handle

	?
	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 381)

	Mixed
	Red

	11- Redwares - refined - Box 12
	Newbigging:  Redwares: 
	(FD 2004.1. 382)
	Illus
	Bowls

	White Slipped
	(FD 2004.1. 383)
	Bowl/Crock

	White Slipped
	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 384)
	Jug
	(FD 2004-1. 385)
	Crock

	White Slipped
	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 386)
	Sample pot

	Red
	(FD 2004.1. 387)
	Sample pot
	(FD 2004.1. 388)  
	Sample pot

	Red

	12- Stoneware - bottles - Box 4
	(Box No 4)
	(FD 2004.1. 38)

	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bottles

	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 39)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bottles


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 40)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bottles


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 41)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bottles


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 42)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bottles


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 43)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.
	Bottles


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 44)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.  
	Bottles


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 45)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bottles


	Yes
	None

	14- Stoneware - bottles & jars - bleach, malt etc - Box 4
	 (FD 2004.1.76)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bleach bottle

	No
	J [O] BSON’S 
	(FD 2004.1.77)

	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bleach bottle
	White



	No
	(FD 2004.1.78)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Malt bottle


	No
	FOOD
	(FD 2004.1.79)

	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bottle


	No
	(FD 2004.1.80)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Unknown


	No
	(FD 2004.1.81)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bottle


	No
	(FD 2004.1.82)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bottle


	Yes
	(FD 2004.1.83)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bottle


	No
	(FD 2004.1.84)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bottle?


	No
	(FD 2004.1.85)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bottle


	No
	(FD 2004.1.86)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Handle


	No
	(FD 2004.1.87)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Bottle


	No
	(FD 2004.1.88)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   

	Yes
	(FD 2004.1.89)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.
	Container


	No

	15- Stoneware - cream pots - Box 4
	(Box No 4)
	(FD 2004.1.63)

	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Cream

	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1.64)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Cream


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1.65)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Cream


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1.66)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Cream


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1.67)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Cream


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1.68)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Cream


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1.69)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Cream


	No
	Transfer printed
	(FD 2004.1.70)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Cream


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1.71)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Cream


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1.72)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Cream


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1.73)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.
	Cream


	No
	None

	16- Stoneware - inkwells - Box 4
	(FD 2004.1.74)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Inkwell

	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1.75)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Inkwell


	Yes
	None

	17- Stoneware - jars - Box 5
	(Box No 5)
	(FD 2004.1. 50)

	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Jam Jar

	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 51)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Jam Jar


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 52)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Jam Jar


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 53)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Jam Jar


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 54)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Jam Jar


	No
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 55)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Jam Jar


	No
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 56)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Jam Jar


	No
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 57)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Jam Jar


	No
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 58)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Jam Jar


	No
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 59)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Jam Jar


	No
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 60)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Jam Jar


	No
	Lath Cut
	(FD 2004.1. 61)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Jam Jar


	No
	Moulded name
	(FD 2004.1. 62)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Jam Jar


	No
	Moulded name

	18- Stoneware - storage jars - Box's 2 & 3
	(Box No 2: 33 to 34) & (Box No 3: 35 to 37)
	(FD 2004.1 33)

	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.      
	Storage Jar

	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 34)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Storage Jar


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 35)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Storage Jar


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 36)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Storage Jar


	Yes
	None
	(FD 2004.1. 37)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Storage Jar


	Yes
	None

	19- Stoneware - whisky jars - Box 5
	(Box No 5)
	(FD 2004.1.46)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Whisky Jar


	No
	Transfer print
	(FD 2004.1.47)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Whisky Jug


	No
	None
	(FD 2004.1.48)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Whisky Jar


	No
	None
	(FD 2004.1.49)
	Intact
	Decoration
	Illus.   
	Whisky Jar


	No
	None

	20 - Banded & joggled - Box 9
	(FD2004.1.242)
	Decoration
	Colours
	Illus
	Porringer

	Joggled
	(FD2004.1.243)
	Decoration
	Colours
	Illus.
	Porringer


	Joggled
	(FD2004.1.244)
	Decoration
	Colours
	Illus.
	Porringer


	Joggled
	(FD2004.1.245)
	Decoration
	Colours
	Illus.
	Bowl


	Joggled
	(FD2004.1.246)
	Shards
	Decoration
	Colours
	Illus.
	Not/known


	Joggled

	21 - Dipped & engine-turned - Box 9
	Decoration
	Engine-turned & dipped

	Decoration

	22 - Dipped fan & banded - Box 9
	Decoration

	23 - Hand painted - Box 10
	(Box No 10)
	(FD 2004.1. 344)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus.
	Bowl

	Hand Painted
	White
	(FD 2004.1. 345)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Cup


	Hand Painted
	White
	(FD 2004.1. 346)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Saucer


	Hand Painted
	White
	(FD 2004.1. 347)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Cover


	Hand Painted
	White
	(FD 2004.1. 348)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Hand Painted
	White
	(FD 2004.1. 349)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Hand Painted
	White
	(FD 2004.1. 350)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Hand Painted
	White
	(FD 2004.1. 351)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Hand Painted
	White
	(FD 2004.1. 352)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Hand Painted
	White
	(FD 2004.1. 353)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Unknown


	Hand Painted
	White
	(FD 2004.1. 354)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Unknown


	Hand Painted
	White
	(FD 2004.1. 355)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Mug


	Hand Painted
	White
	(FD 2004.1. 356)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Unknown


	Hand Painted
	White


	24 - Jars staight sided - undecorated - Box 1
	(FD 2004.1. 409)
	Illus
	Jars

	None
	(FD 2004.1. 410)
	Illus
	Jars



	      None
	(FD 2004.1. 411)
	Illus
	Jars



	      None
	(FD 2004.1. 412)
	Illus
	Jars



	     None

	25 - Jugs slip cast - transfer printed - box 13
	(FD 2004.1.405)
	Slip/cast jug
	Trans-print
	(FD 2004.1.406)
	Slip/cast jug

	Trans-print
	(FD 2004.1.407)
	Slip/cast jug

	Trans-print
	(FD 2004.1.408)
	Slip/cast jug

	Trans-print
	(FD 2004.1.409)
	Slip/cast jug

	Trans-print

	26 - Lath cut - banding - glazed & bisque - box 10
	(FD 2004.1.490)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowls

	Lathe Cut
	(FD 2004.1.491)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Mug


	Lathe Cut
	(FD 2004.1.492)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Lathe Cut
	(FD 2004.1.493)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Mug


	Lathe Cut
	(FD 2004.1.494)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Mug


	Lathe Cut
	(FD 2004.1.495)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Lathe Cut
	(FD 2004.1.496)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Mug


	Lathe Cut
	(FD 2004.1.497)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Mug


	Lathe Cut

	28 - Luster decoration - Box 9
	(FD 2004.1.279)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl

	(HP - L)
	(FD 2004.1.280)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Saucer


	(HP - L)
	(FD 2004.1.281)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Cup


	(HP - L)
	(FD 2004.1.282)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	(HP - L)
	(FD 2004.1.283)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Cup


	(HP - L)
	(FD 2004.1.284)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl ?


	(HP - L)

	29 - Mocha and rouletted - Box 9
	Examples of all the different rouletting used at Newbigging, including (ROLL-23), have been illustrated together: See file (Bisque Rouletted & Lath Cut).  
	(FD 2004.1.188)

	Roller No
	Colours
	Illus
	Bowl

	ROLL-23

	30 - Moulded - white earthenware - box 10
	Context 7 
	Context 7 
	Context 7 
	Context 7 
	Context 7 
	Illus
	Context 7 
	Context 7 
	Context 7 
	Context 7 
	Context 7 
	Context 7 
	Context Trough
	Context Trough 


	31 - Moulded - bone china  - Box 10
	(FD 2004.1.285)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Saucer

	Moulded
	(FD 2004.1.286)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Moulded & HP
	(FD 2004.1.287)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Saucer


	Moulded
	(FD 2004.1.288)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Plate


	Moulded
	(FD 2004.1.289)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Teapot


	Moulded
	(FD 2004.1.290)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Vase


	Moulded
	(FD 2004.1.291)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Vase


	Moulded
	(FD 2004.1.292)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Vase


	Moulded
	(FD 2004.1.293)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Cups


	Moulded
	(FD 2004.1.513)        (This cup has a finely thrown splayed bowl)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Cup
	(FD 2004.1.514)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Cup


	Moulded
	(FD 2004.1.515)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Cup


	Moulded
	(FD 2004.1.516)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Cup


	Moulded
	(FD 2004.1.517)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Cup


	Moulded

	32 - Plates - moulded borders - Box 9
	Context 7 
	Context 7 
	Context 7
	Context 7
	Context 7
	Contexts 7 & 8
	Context 8
	Contexts 8 
	By railways speedy---

	33 - Wood grain decoration - Box 9
	(FD 2004.1.239)
	Decoration
	Colours
	Illus
	Porringer

	Wood grain
	(FD 2004.1.240)
	Decoration
	Colours
	Illus
	Bowl


	Wood grain
	(FD 2004.1.240)
	Decoration
	Colours
	Illus
	Bowl ?


	Wood grain

	34 - Rouletted -engine-turned - cut & banded - Box 9
	Catalogue of Shards: Page 3:
	Catalogue of Roller Stamps used at the Newbigging Pottery
	ROLL-1                                              ROLL-2

	ROLL-3                                              ROLL-4
	ROLL-5                                              ROLL-6                                            
	ROLL-7                                             ROLL-8
	ROLL-9                                            ROLL-10
	ROLL-15                                          ROLL-16
	ROLL – 27                                    ROLL - 28
	Catalogue of Shards
	(FD 2004.1.154)

	Roller No
	Colours
	Illus
	Mug L

	ROLL-1
	(FD 2004.1.155)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-l & 2
	(FD 2004.1.156)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Porringer


	ROLL-3
	(FD 2004.1.157)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	ROLL-7
	(FD 2004.1.158)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	ROLL-4
	(FD 2004.1.159)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-1
	(FD 2004.1.160)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-5
	(FD 2004.1.161)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	ROLL-6 & 10
	(FD 2004.1.162)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	ROLL-6
	(FD 2004.1.163)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	ROLL-4
	(FD 2004.1.164)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Porringer


	ROLL- 1
	(FD 2004.1.165)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Porringer


	ROLL-8 & 2
	(FD 2004.1.166)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	R -11 10 & 4
	(FD 2004.1.167)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	ROLL- 7
	(FD 2004.1.168)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Mug L


	ROLL-12
	(FD 2004.1.169)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	ROLL-7 & 6
	(FD 2004.1.170)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL 7 & 6
	(FD 2004.1.171)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL 7 & 13
	(FD 2004.1.172)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Poss. Cup


	ROLL-14
	(FD 2004.1.173)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	ROLL- 15
	(FD 2004.1.174)  
	Decoration
	Illus
	Porringer


	ROLL?
	(FD 2004.1.175)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Narrow Cuts
	(FD 2004.1.176)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Narrow Cuts
	(FD 2004.1.177)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL 16
	(FD 2004.1.178)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL 17
	(FD 2004.1.179)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL 17
	(FD 2004.1.180)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL 16
	(FD 2004.1.181)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-16
	(FD 2004.1.182)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-6
	(FD 2004.1.183)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-18
	(FD 2004.1.184)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-19
	(FD 2004.1.185)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-18
	(FD 2004.1.186)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-20
	(FD 2004.1.187)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowls


	ROLL-20
	(FD 2004.1.260)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-24
	(FD 2004.1.261)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowls


	ROLL-25
	(FD 2004.1.262)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-22
	(FD 2004.1.263)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-6
	(FD 2004.1.264)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-20
	(FD 2004.1.265)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-16
	(FD 2004.1.266)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	ROLL-21
	(FD 2004.1.272)              (Cane Ware)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	ROLL - 28
	(FD 2004.1.273)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	R OLL -27
	(Illus 181, Context 8, FD 2004.1.262)
	One glazed, white earthenware, body shard from a bowl decorated with horizontal, variegated bands of blue, and dark brown and light brown. There are also two bands of complex rouletting (ROLL -12).  
	(Illus 182, Context7, FD 2004.1.263)


	35 - Sgraffito combed & banded - Box 9
	(FD 2004.1.241)
	Decoration
	Colours
	Illus
	Porringer

	Sgraffito

	36 - Sponge decorated - Box 10
	(Box No 10)
	(FD 2004.1. 357)
	Bowl

	SP – BA & HP
	(FD 2004.1. 358)
	Bowl

	SP – BA & LU
	(FD 2004.1. 359)
	Bowl?

	SP & BA
	(FD 2004.1. 360)
	Bowl

	SP
	White
	(FD 2004.1. 361)
	Bowl

	SP
	(FD 2004.1. 362)
	Plate

	SP & BA
	(FD 2004.1. 363)
	Bowl

	SP & BA
	(FD 2004.1. 363)
	Bowl

	SP & BA

	37 - Spriged - white & cane coloured - Box 9
	There are four earthenware shards in a cane coloured body with a blue internal slip and two white earthenware shards. One is covered with an external light grey, and one with a pale blue slip which has been turned. All have fragments of external white relief sprigs. The two identifiable sprigs are (1) a boy with dog and fence (BD&F) and (2) peace i.e. the marriage of Cupid and Psyche (C&P). 
	Examples of both sprigs have been recorded in a group of what is often referred to as ‘dry bodied stonewares’, which would appear to date between1803-1822 (Bentley 2000, 81). It is considered that, partly on archaeological evidence, at least, some of this unmarked group should be attributed to Turner of Lane End (Later at Tunstall in Staffordshire (ibid 79-105)). Bentley notes in his paper on Turner-Type stonewares that four pieces with Turner-type shapes had been noted which did not have a felspathic stoneware body, and that two were in earthenware, but he gives no mention of the sprigs. Over the years, a fair number of small earthenware jugs, decorated in either a light blue or grey, slip, and with the boy and dog sprig, have been recorded in the Edinburgh area (Haggarty & McIntyre 22, Fig 24). 
	Catalogue of Shards
	(FD 2004.1.189)
	Sprigs
	Dip Colours
	Illus
	Unknown


	1 (BD&F)
	(FD 2004.1.190)
	Sprigs
	Dip Colours
	Illus
	Unknown


	1 (BD&F)
	(FD 2004.1.191)
	Sprigs
	Dip Colours
	Illus
	Unknown


	1
	(FD 2004.1.192)
	Sprigs
	Dip Colours
	Illus
	(FD 2004.1.193)

	Sprigs
	Dip Colours
	Illus
	Unknown


	1
	(FD 2004.1.194)
	Sprigs
	Dip Colours
	Illus
	Unknown


	1
	(FD 2004.1.195)
	Sprigs
	Dip Colours
	Illus
	Bowl


	1
	(FD 2004.1.207)
	Sprigs
	Dip Colours
	Illus
	Bowl


	Complete
	(FD 2004.1.310)       (Bisque Cane Ware vessels types unknown)
	Sprigs
	Dip Colours
	Illus
	Bowl


	1 fragment

	38 - Transfer Printed - Box 10
	(FD 2004.1.314)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Saucer

	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.315)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Plate?


	Transfer-Printed
	FD 2004.1.316)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Plate?


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.317)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Saucer


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.318)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Height
	Illus
	Plate?


	Transfer-Printed
	FD 2004.1.319)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.320)          (As illus 246)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Saucer


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.321)         (As illus 246)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Transfer-Printed
	FD 2004.1.322)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Jug?


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.323)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Teapot


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.324)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Transfer-Printed
	FD 2004.1.325)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.326)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	?


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.327)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Transfer-Printed
	FD 2004.1.328)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl-Cup


	Transfer-Printed
	White
	(FD 2004.1.329)

	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Cover


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.330)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Saucer


	Transfer-Printed
	FD 2004.1.331)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Saucer


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.332)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Saucer


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.333)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Saucer


	Transfer-Printed
	FD 2004.1.334)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Ashet


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.335)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Plate


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.336)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Cup


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.337)
	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus
	Plate


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.338)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.339)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.340)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Mixed


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.341)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Plates


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.342)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Saucer


	Transfer-Printed
	(FD 2004.1.343)
	Decoration
	Fabric
	Illus
	Bowl


	Transfer-Printed

	39 - Varigated banding - Box 9
	 (FD2004.1.197)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl

	Banding
	(FD2004.1.198)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.199)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.200)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.201)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.202)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.203)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.204)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.205)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.206)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.208)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.209)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.210)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.211)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.212)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.213)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.214)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.215)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Porringer


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.216)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Porringer


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.217)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.218)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Porringer


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.219)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.220)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Porringer


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.221
	Decoration
	Illus
	Porringer


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.222)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.223)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop Bowl


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.224)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Porringer


	LB & DB
	(FD2004.1.225)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.226)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.227)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.228)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Mug S


	Cut/banded
	(FD2004.1.229)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Mug Ex L


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.230)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Mug S


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.231)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.232)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Mug


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.233)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Mug S


	Banded
	FD2004.1.234)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.235)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.236)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Mug


	Banded
	(FD2004.1.237)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Cut/banded
	(FD2004.1.238)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Slop bowl


	Cut/banded
	(FD2004.1.274)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.275)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.276)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.277)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	Banding
	(FD2004.1.278)           (Red Ware)
	Decoration
	Illus
	Bowl


	Banding

	40 - Varigated banding & feathering - Box 9
	(BOX No 9)
	Variegated banding which was subsequently feathered while still wet, was a common decorative technique. It was probably used at most white earthenware potteries of this period, and certainly almost all of those which have been subjected to archaeological investigation used this technique. Therefore, unless unusual combinations of coloured slip were applied, it is unlikely that this type of pottery is attributable to any particular factory.  
	(FD 2004.1.249)


	Decoration
	Colour
	Illus
	Bowl?

	Feathering
	(FD 2004.1.258)
	Decoration
	Colours
	Illus
	Bowl?


	Feathering
	(FD 2004.1.259)
	Decoration
	Colour
	Illus
	Bowl?


	Feathering

	41 - Yellow glazed earthenwares -  Box 10
	(BOX No 10)
	(FD 2004.1.311)

	Decoration
	Colour
	Illus.     No
	Bowl

	Cut bands
	Yellow
	(FD 2004.1.312)

	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus.     No
	Saucer
	Yellow
	FD 2004.1.313)


	Decoration
	Fabric 
	Illus.     No
	Saucer


	Cut bands 
	Yellow


	Argyles - bisque - undecorated - Box 12
	(FD 2004.1.396)
	Illus
	Argyle

	Gravy separator 

	Ashets -bisque undecorated - Box 12
	(FD 2004111396)            
	Ashets    P
	Combed base

	Basins - bisque -undecorated- Box 14
	(Box No 14)
	(FD 2004.1.459)
	Basins
	(FD 2004.1.460)
	Basins
	(FD 2004.1.460)
	Basins


	Bowls - bisque & glazed - undecorated - Box 12
	(FD2004.1.413)
	Rim dia
	Illus
	Bowls

	3
	(FD2004.1.414)
	Illus
	Bowls



	4
	(FD2004.1.415)
	Illus
	Bowls



	6
	(FD2004.1.416)
	Illus
	Bowls



	10
	(FD2004.1.417)
	Illus
	Bowls

	2
	(FD2004.1.418)
	Bowls

	2
	(FD2004.1.419)   (Hemispherical bowls)
	Bowls

	6 
	Two base shards s in standard white earthenware, c. 155mm in diameter, from large bowls with straight footrims.
	Rim dia
	Illus
	Bowls



	1
	(FD2004.1.421)
	Illus
	Bowls



	2
	(FD2004.1.422)
	Illus
	Bowls



	2
	(FD2004.1.423)
	Illus
	Bowls



	2
	(FD2004.1.424)
	Bowls
	(FD2004.1.425)
	Bowls

	2
	(FD2004.1.426)
	Bowls

	?
	(FD2004.1.427)
	Bowls

	2?

	Carpet balls - bisque undecorated - Box 12
	(FD 2004.1.391)
	Dia
	Illus
	Carpet ball


	Chamber pots - undecorated - Box 12
	(Box No 12)
	(FD 2004.1.458)
	Chamber pots

	Handle scar

	Covers & knops - glazed & bisque - undecorated- Box 12
	(FD 2004.1.398)
	Context 8
	Dia
	Knop

	Hand trimmed
	(FD 2004.1.399)
	Dia
	Illus
	Cover-Base



	Band-Lustre?
	(FD 2004.1.400)
	Hole
	Illus
	Cover 
	(FD 2004.1.401)

	Illus
	Handle/ foot?
	(FD 2004.1.402)

	Illus
	Cover/teapot
	(FD 2004.1.403)

	Illus
	Cover
	(FD 2004.1.404)

	Dia
	Illus
	Cover/teapot
	(FD 2004.1.470)
	Teapots 




	Cups & saucers -  bisque - Box 11
	Context 7
	Illus
	Cups

	London Shape
	Context 7
	Illus
	Cups


	London Shape
	Context 7
	Illus
	Cups


	London Shape
	Context 7
	Illus
	Cups


	London Shape
	Context 7
	Illus
	Cups


	London Shape
	Context 7
	Illus
	Cups


	London Shape
	Context 7
	Illus
	Cups


	London Shape
	Context 7
	Illus
	Cups


	London Shape
	Context 
	Illus
	Cups


	London Shape
	Context 8
	Illus
	Saucers


	London Shape
	Context 8 
	Illus
	Saucers


	London Shape
	Context 7 
	Illus
	Saucers


	London Shape
	Context 
	Illus
	Saucers


	London Shape
	Context 
	Illus
	Saucers


	London Shape

	Dishes - bisque - plain & shell edged - Box 11
	(FD 2004.1.452)
	Dish Pl /D
	(FD 2004.1.453)
	Dish W/ ST
	Shell edged
	(FD 2004.1.454)
	Dish D

	Shell edged
	(FD 2004.1.455)
	Dish Pl
	(FD 2004.1.456)
	Dish B
	(FD 2004.1.457)
	Dish W

	Shell edged

	Egg cups - bisque undecorated - Box 12
	(FD 2004.1. 389)
	Illus
	Eggcup
	(FD 2004.1. 389)

	Illus
	Eggcup
	(FD 2004.1. 389)

	Illus
	Eggcup


	Handles - bisque - undecorated - Box 14
	Context 8
	Illus
	Handles

	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.472)
	Context?
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.473)
	Context 8
	Illus
	Handle


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.474)
	Context 8
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.475)
	Context 8
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.476)
	Context 8
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.477)
	Context 8
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.478)
	Context 8
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.479)
	Context 8
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(Illus 382, Contexts various see above, FD2004.1. 471-9)
	Context 7
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.482)
	Context 7
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.483)
	Context 7
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.484)
	Context 8
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.485)
	Context 7
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.486)
	Context 8
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.487)
	Context 8
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.488)
	Context 8
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.489)
	Context 8
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded
	(FD2004.1.498)
	Context 7
	Illus
	Handles


	Extruded

	Jars staight sided - glazed & bisque - undecorated - Box 12
	(FD 2004.1.409)
	Illus
	Jars

	None
	(FD 2004.1.410)
	Illus
	Jars



	      None
	(FD 2004.1.411)
	Illus
	Jars



	      None
	(FD 2004.1.412)
	Illus
	Jars



	     None

	Jugs - bisque - Box 14
	(FD-2004.1.465)
	Illus
	Jug Small
	(FD-2004.1.466)

	Illus
	Jug 


	Mugs - plain- bisque- undecorated - box 14
	(FD 2004.1.462)
	Mugs
	S W E
	(FD 2004.1.463)
	Mugs

	S W E
	(FD 2004.1.464)
	Mugs

	S W E

	Odds - Box 9
	(Box No 9)
	(FD 2004.1.518)
	Base 

	Part of a Bust?

	Plates - bisque -plain & shell edged - Box 11
	(Box No 11)
	(FD 2004.1.428)
	Illus
	Plate P. PL


	 Cutting marks
	(FD 2004.1.429)
	Illus
	Plate



	Writing in pencil 
	(FD 2004.1.430)
	Illus
	Plate



	Writing in pencil
	(FD 2004.1.431)
	Plate P.PL.W

	 Cutting marks
	(FD 2004.1.432)
	Plate P. PL

	S W E
	(FD 2004.1.433)
	Plates P. PL

	BC
	(FD 2004.1.434)
	Plates P. PL
	(FD 2004.1.435)
	Plate P. PL
	(FD 2004.1.436)
	Plate D
	(FD 2004.1.437)
	Illus
	Plates PL. W
	(FD 2004.1.438)
	Plates PL. W
	(FD 2004.1.439)
	Plates D.
	(FD 2004.1.440)
	Plates D.
	(FD 2004.1.441)
	Plates W

	Shell Edged
	S W E
	(FD 2004.1.442)
	Plates W

	Shell Edged
	(FD 2004.1.443)
	Plates W

	Shell Edged
	(FD 2004.1.444)
	Plates W

	Shell Edged
	(FD 2004.1.445)
	Plates W

	Shell Edged
	(FD 2004.1.446)
	Plates W

	Shell edged
	(FD 2004.1.447)
	Plates W

	Shell Edged
	S W E
	(FD 2004.1.448)
	Plates D

	Shell Edged
	(FD 2004.1.449)
	Context 8
	Plates W

	Shell Edged
	(FD 2004.1.450)
	Plates W

	Shell Edged
	(FD 2004.1.451)
	Plates W

	Shell Edged

	Porringers - bisque - undecorated - Box 12
	(FD 2004.1. 392)
	Porringers
	Top Left
	S W E
	(FD 2004.1.393)
	Porringers

	Bottom left
	(FD 2004.1.394)
	Porringers

	Top right
	(FD 2004.1.395)
	Porringers

	Bottom right

	Salts pedestal - bisque - undecorated - Box 12
	(FD 2004.1. 390)
	Pedestal salt
	(FD 2004.1.390)
	Pedestal salt

	Teapots - Bisque - Box 14
	(FD 2004.1.467)
	Illus
	Teapot

	See above
	S W E
	(FD 2004.1.468)
	Illus
	Teapot 


	See above
	(FD 2004.1.469)
	Illus
	Teapot 


	See above
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